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FOREWORD

,-
THE ANCIENT GREEKS SPEAK TO US

e,., 6.t
A iarve S 7mirte iiyet ow*/ v

is a curriculum resource and instructional system in the Classical Greek language
and culture for secondary school students.. It is designed to help students become
aware of

. The impact of Hellenic civilization on our contemporary society

The spoken Classical Greek language as a viable form of communication within
its cultural milieu

. Theenrichment of the English language through the incorporation of Classical
Greek roots and affixes

. Classical allusions in literature and other art forms

. Similarities and differences between an ancient civilization and our own

This instructional system was created by a team of specialists in classical
languages and literatures for the School District of Philadelphia. It consists of the
following specially prepared materials:

. A Teachers' Guide

. A Student Programined Text

. Tapes To Accompany the Student Programmed Text

. Visual Cues

It utilizes additional multisensory materials available from commercial publishers.

This new approach for thci study of Classical Greek has been developed as a pilot
project in an effort to stimulate a renaissance of interest in Hellenic language and
culture.

I. EZRA STAPLES
Associate Superintendent for
Instructional Services

ELEANOR L. SANDSTROM
Director of Foreign Languages
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PREFATORY NOTES

A. The General Objectives of This Greek Course

1. To provide opportunity for boys and girls to learn Classical Greek and
become acauainted with the culture of Ancient Greece so that they will
understand our language and culture better.

2. To develop in boys and girls an understanding and appreciation of the
differences between an ancient civilization and a modern civilization.

3. To make boys and girls aware of the Greek words and phrases that
have been assimilated into English.

4. To expand the English vocabulary of the boys and girls through a study of
Greek roots and affixes.

5. To extend the verbal functioning of children through the development of a
linguistic awareness which comes from contrasting two languages.

6. To inculcate an interest in the study of the Classics and the Humanities.

7. To develop an appreciation of the relationship between Classical Greek and
other languages, especially Latin, Modern Greek, and English.

8. To improve the self image of boys and girls by giving them the opportunity
to study a subject area with which they might not otherwise identify.

9. To make boys and girls aware of the impact of the classical
heritage in specific areas such as art, architecture, govern-
ment, law, medicine, religion, mythology, and literature.

10. To develop an awareness by boys and girls of the diversities within a society
and an understanding and appreciation of these diversities.

B. Innovative Aspects of This Course

The course outlined in this curriculum guide is a radical departure from the
traditional approach to the teaching of Classical Greek in the following respects:

1. The course is geared primarily to average students of the city secondary
schools. Non-college bound students as well as the college bound will
benefit from this course.
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2. The course is multisensory. The instructional system includes tapes, film-
strips, pictures, visual cues, and films as well as student texts.

3. Programmed instruction is used for portions of the course.

4. The course is conceived of as being a worthwhile experience per se in terms
of providing an enriching cultural and linguistic experience for a broad
spectrum of students and not necessarily as a preparation for future work
in Greek. It is hoped, however, that the course will "turn kids on" and
inspire them to want to continue with Greek.

5. The approach to the teaching of Greek is aural-oral. Throughout the course
students control lexical and structural items aurally and orally before seeing
them in written form. All reading and writing in Greek is postponed until
Unit 4.

6. The principles of structural linguistics and the direct method of language
teaching are used wherever possible. For example, lexical and structural
items are presented in context through the medium of sententiae (i.e. ,
quotations and proverbs from Greek literature) rather than in isolation or
on the basis of a one to one equivalency with English words. Cases and
tenses are presented horizontally and inflections are spread over a much
longer sequence than is traditional. Where possible, comprehension is
checked through the medium of Greek questions to be answered in Greek
rather than through translation into English. Pattern practices are
employed in teaching structure.

7. Background on Greek culture, literature, and history presented largely in
English is an important part of the course. Boys and girls should leave
the course with a clear conception of who the Greeks were, what they
thought and accomplished, and what they say to us.

8,. Work on English derivatives and cognates and on Greek affixes that occur
in English is stressed in view of the English verbal poverty of many urban
boys and girls. English derivatives and cognates which may be unfamiliar to
the students are presented aurally-orally.

C. The Organization of the Course

The course is divided into units - each of which has a theme indicated in its
title. At the beginning of each unit, for the teacher's guidance an overview of the
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material to be taught in that unit is given. The units are in turn divided into lessons.
Each lesson is conceived of as a 40 minute segment for an average class. Each
lesson consists of a list of Specific Objectives plus suggested Activities.

After some preliminary units on topics considered basic to an understanding of
ancient Greece, the units roughly follow a chronological sequence. The unit titles for
Level Alpha as follows:

I. An Introduction to Greek

II. The Geography of the GI. 3ek World

III. Everyday Life in Ancient Greece

IV. The Greek Alphabet

V. Ancient Crete

VI. Troy

VII. Greek Gods and Heroes

It is anticipated that the chronological sequence will be continued in Level Beta
with the following units:

I. Kings, Tyrants, and Democracy

II. Athens

III. Sparta

IV. The Greek Struggle with Persia

V. The Golden Age

VI. The Peloponnesian War

Alexander

VIII. Greece and Rome

IX. Greece and Greek Influence through the Ages



In general each unit contains the following elements:

1. Cultural background presented mainly in English.

2. Greek utterances connected with the theme of the unit.

3. Greek quotations connected culturally or lexically to the rest of the unit.

4. Work with English derivatives and cognates.

5. A unit review.

In addition to the curriculum guide each teacher will receive an Instructional
Kit containing the following materials:

1. Historical Reconstructions of Ancient Greece (Encyclopaedia Britannica
Study Prints).

2. Classroom Map of Greece.

3. Dictionary Chart Showing the Percentage of English Words Derived from
Latin (American Classical League).

4. A supply of Programmed Texts for Students.

5. Tapes to Accompany Programmed Texts.

6. Supplementary Tapes.

7. Visual Cues for Sententiae.

8. Filmstrips on Mythology and History.

9. Bulletin Board Pictures.

Sound films are not included in the Instructional Kit but it is expected that
teachers will utilize the resources of the Audio-Visual Library of the School District
and the Audio-Visual Center of the Philadelphia Classical Society. Sound films are
suggested for use at various points in the course.
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D. Instructional Approaches

Obviously, a great deal depends on the enthusiasm, creativity, and energy of
the individual teacher. The enthusiastic, creative, and energetic teacher can breathe
life into the course.

It should be clear that the creative teacher is free to adapt or change the
Activities listed in the lessons provided that the changes and adaptations do not violate
the spirit and philosophy behind the course as enunciated in these Prefatory Notes.

The teacher should also feel free to modify the Specific Objectives to some
extent. For instance, a teacher may prefer to teach other derivatives in addition
to those listed. The pace of the course must be determined by the abilities of the
students in each class. In general, as has been stated, each lesson is conceived of
as a 40 minute segment for an average class. Some classes may move more slowly
or more rapidly. Frequency of the class meetings will determine the length of time
spent on each unit.

As has been stated the approach envisioned for the teaching of Greek utterances
and structures is aural-oral or audio-lingual. Boys and girls will control lexical and
structural items first aurally and then orally. In this course - in conformity with the
guidelines of the Modern Language Association and enlightened practice in the teaching
of Latin - language is presented first as speech. Reading and writing are presented
only after the students have acquired aural-oral control of the utterances.

In the teaching of Greek structure there are certain temptations that the
traditionally trained teacher must avoid. One temptation is to present the written
word simultaneously with the spoken word. Another is to emphasize formal grammar
and syntax to the detriment of other aspects of the course.

The approach to the teaching of Greek utterances may also be termed partially
direct insofar as it utilizes the principle of contextual intelligibility but sometimes
resorts to telling the students what a particular Greek utterance means in English.
The teacher should endeavor to communicate as much meaning as possible through
the use of gestures and pictures.

In the teaching of the cultural material in English the teacher should try to
elicit as much information as possible from the students. The effective use of visual
aids is also important here. When the teacher does speak to the class it should be in
a lively and enthusiastic fashion. The teacher must avoid "lecturing" to the class in
a manner perhaps suited to college students.
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The teaching of English derivatives and cognates is a very important part of the
course and in no case should be regarded as the frosting on a cake - particularly in
view of the English verbal poverty of the boys and girls an economically depressed
areas. The work on derivatives and cognates must be approached with a sense of
adventure and fun on the part of the teacher. Again, the teacher must strive to elicit
information from the students wherever possible. Where possible, Greek should be
used to shed light on English usage and to help correct commonly made errors in
English.

E. Articulation

Although this course is conceived of as an enriching cultural and linguistic
experience per se, it will also prepare students for more advanced work in Greek.
It provides for the gradual mastery of important Greek structure as well as for
control of basic Greek vocabulary. The pace of presentation of new Greek structural
and lexical items is, however, much slower than that found in traditional texts in
view of the different objectives of this course and the different, age group to which the
course is directed. The structural and lexical items normally presented in the first
year of college Greek are spread out over a three year sequence.

Forms and usages presented are mainly those of the standard Attic dialect,
though in the teaching of sententiae non-Attic Forms are used freely as they occur.
It is hoped that the student will be prepared to read Aesopic fables, simple Platonic
dialogues, and simple Hellenistic prose. The military vocabulary of Xenophon is
purposely not treated becausia it is felt that Xenophon's ANABASIS is unsuitable from
many points of view as a first continuous reading experience.

Obviously an important aspect of articulation is the matter of Greek pronunciation.
In the Philadelphia public schools generally the so-called classical pronunciation should
be used as outlined in W. S. Allen's VOX GRAECA. Tonal treatment of accents should
not be attempted in view of the difficulties inherent in such treatment and in view of
the scholarly uncertainties on it. Teachers who are qualified to do so may wish to
use occasionally the Modern Greek pronunciation but in all cases the students should be
thoroughly grounded in the classical pronunciation.
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UNIT I

AN INTRODUCTION
TO GREEK

AN OVERVIEW OF MATERIAL
TO BE TAUGHT IN THIS UNIT:

1. Simple greetings and converstation
2. Some famous proverbs considered basic to Greek thoughtand culture
3. What Ancient Greek is
4. Why Ancient Greek is important to modern American

boys and girls
5. English words connected with some of toe Greek lexicalitems taught
6. An introduction to the concept of programming



LESSON 1

Specific Objectives

1. To introduce aurally and orally the following dialogue:

A. Ko(A).0,7/./ e..pe{. B. Hello!

B. K a XI 4 p i to 4 . B. Hello!

A. r,. Ovoiiel po 11
v!e-r( ,r4eioc (kupT.)

A. My name is

Mr. (Miss, Mrs.).
Ti irri TO C(0014
Gra U;

.

What is your name?

B. TO 11/0)4.; 1)03 ry., 6) B. My name is

A. rfor, irrry A TAx:is; A. Where is Greece?

B. )4' TAA:i g krriv
b' r EZ 104 rrn .

B. Greece is in Europe.

A. Cuxerpstra of.1) xiArPeTe . A. Thank you and goodbye.

B. xdip c . B. Goodbye.

2. To explain briefly what Classical Greek is.

Activities

1. When the class is settled walk up to a student, shake his hand, and say
of stk.% ep.t . Indicate by gestures that you want him to echo the greeting.

If necessary, repeat the words for the student. Use the same procedure with
about 7 or 8 students selected at random. Avoid using English. Avoid writing
anything on the chalkboard. The approach is strictly aural-oral.

2. Address itdA' ki.gt ie.( to the class as a whole. Encourage them to reply
in chorus. Repeat this process several times.
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at
3. Introduce yourself to the class by saying, TO 0 le Op:/ A10 U

aErre ?rCspios (if wor4) . Insert your last name, of
course, after kOpios or Pf Up& Repeattile sentence several times
using "Mister" or "Miss" or "Mrs." instead of kt1/005 or ire440.44 if
necessary to convey the idea that you are introducing yourself.

,,
4. Walk up to a student and ask, T.; ?grr

ear
o oiu 0"O (J;

Supply the answer, TO &VC/4:f .640 rrr/ (y)
Insert the student's first name after t1 rl60. Encourage the student to repeat

at a
TO c514314.4 pOu re7i(v) . Repeat the question until the student can
provide the answer without hesitation. Use the same procedure with about 7
or 8 more students - preferably those not called on individually in the teaching
of eft ?1,4 Epp .

"
5. Show a map of Europe. Point to Greece. Ask /TO u E rT

`E) )4:is Supply the answer g `EAA:is Ti "V 110 Tp
upcon . Continue to ask the question and supply the answer. Then

address the question the class as a whole and elicit the answer. Then ad-
dress the question to individuals and elicit the answer.

6. Tell the students that they have been hearing and speaking Classical Greek.
Tell them some of the world's greatest books have been written in this lan-
guage. The people who used it have made important contributions to our culture
in many fields. Their civilization reached its height over 2400 years ago.
Their descendants, the modern Greeks, use a language similar to, but not
identical with, Classical Greek. Tell the students that in this course they will
be learning about how the ancient Greeks lived and spoke.

7. Tell the students that they will now review the dialogue they practiced earlier.
Do as much practicing as time permits.

8. Towards the end of the period tell the students that at the end of each class you
will express your appreciation for their attention and say goodbye in Greek.
Tell them that they should answer by saying g which means in English
"goodbye" when addl.essed to one person. Have them echo Xstier several
times. Then say E u Afootere) Nal *of (nand have them respond xst E
several times.
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LESSON 2

Specific Objectives

1. To review the dialogue presented in Lesson 1.

2. To introduce aurally and orally the following Greek proverbs and the back-
ground on each:

Y -v 4)154 e'LeriFrO-v. Know thyself.

]/.1 V) di V Nothing in excess.

3. To explain briefly why Greek is important to modern American boys and girls.

Activities

1. Start class by going through the dialogue from Lesson 1. From,tpis point on
class should usually begin with the exchange ketkiii.4 04 PfseA 'v.. cpst.

2. Tell the students that they are now going to learn to say some famous Greek
proverbs which are sometimes thought to have been of central importance in
ancient Greece. The first Is riteDI i iittraY which means in English "know
thyself" or "know yourself". This proverb was supposed to have first been
spoken by a philosopher named Thales who lived around the 6th century B.C.
He lived in one of the many Greek settlements in what is now called Turkey.
Ask a student to point out Turkey on the map. Tell the students that this
proverb of Thales was carved on the temple of Apollo at Delphi. Point to
Delphi on the map. Ask if anyone knows anything about Apollo's oracle at
Delphi. If not tell them that the oracle was a kind of prophetess or fortune
teller who supposedly got her information from communicating with the god
Apollo. The oracle of Apollo at Delphi was supposed to be located at the very
center of the earth. Have the students echo ryea O uTO "V several times
in chorus and also call on individuals to echo it. Show a visual cue (a picture
resembling Rodin's THE THINKER) and tell them that whenever you show this
cue you will expect them to be able to say yvadit idelTOV. Tell them that
they should be able also to give the meaning of this proverb in English. Explain
that the only purpose of the visual cue is to remind them of the proverb. The
man in the cue is engaged in soul-searching. Hence the connection between the
proverb and the cue. Ask the students if they think that knowing oneself is
important and if so why.

3. Tell them that the second important proverb was also carved on the wall of the
temple and it, too, is regarded as being of central importance in Greek thought.
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The proverb is lin *icy roil' which means in English "Nothing in excess."
Have the students echo the Greek chorally and individually several times.
Show the visual cue (one man talking excessively to another with the latter
plugging his ears). Tell them that the visual cue suggests the imptrtance of
moderation and will be used to remind the students of the proverb p » eiene
«trete. They should be able to give the proverb in Greek whenever they see
the cue and should be able also to give the meaning of this proverb in English.
Ask the students if they think that the proverb is valid. If so, what are some
practical applications of it in everyday life.

4. Ask the students why they think Classical Greek is an important subject for
modern American students. You are looking for the following ideas:

a. Through their study of Greek they will see how our culture grew out of
the past.

b. They will become acquainted with great literature.

c. Their knowledge of how English works will grow through the contrastive
study of Greek.

d. Their English vocabulary will grow through the study of Greek roots and
affixes used in English.

e. The Modern Greek language is descended largely from Classical Greek.

f. It's interesting to learn about people who were different from us.

g. The impact of the classical heritage in specific areas such as art,
architecture, government, law, medicine, religion, mythology, and
literature will become clearer through the study of Greek.

Elicit as much as possible from the students. Supply information as necessary.

5. Go through the dialogue from Lesson 1 again.

a6. Show the visual cues for radii cora* and inla. 21y giro" again and elicit
the proverbs. Give the English of each proverb and elicit the Greek as a re
sponse. Ask the following questions:

a. Who first said y ayu rEry ?

b. Where is Turkey?

6



c. On what important building was y P ZDi eilu TS le carved?

d. Where is Delphi?

e. What was the oracle of Apollo at Delphi?

_I Zi
f. Where was the proverb /4)? v sera V carved?

7. End class with usual exchange: Et/me/rm.:A keecFrom this point all lessons should end with this exchange.

7



LESSON 3

Specific Objectives

1. To review the dialogue presented in Lesson i and the proverbs in Lesson 2.

2. To introduce aurally and orally the following Greek proverbs and the back-
ground on each:

$6 *Aare qi t4 OA u
kuRs p-r r; rr? s .

The love of wisdom is life's
guiding principle.

a .
S
s
i S atlerbo Obudes :i WI" One man is no man.

Activities
1

1. Begin class with the dialogue from Lesson 1. Using the visual cues, elicit
the proverbs from Lesson 2.

2. Tell the students that today they will learn two more, important Greek proverbs.
One is SiliAoroga A/Su itifetproT4Swhich means in English "The love of
wisdom is life's guiding principle". Show the visual cue for the proverb: a
man reading a scroll with equal sign and a large candle. Repeat the proverb
and elicit the Greek chorally and then individually. Ask the students to explain
or interpret this proverb. Tell them that in general the Ancient Greeks were
very fond of intellectual pursuits. The list of Greek poets, artists, philoso-
phers, historians, dramatists, scientists, and other learned men is long and
impressive. Tell them that the Greek word 04 orosiirst can be translated
"the pursuit of wisdom" or "philosophy". Hence the proverb can also mean
"The pursuit of wisdom is life's guiding principle" or "Philosophy is life's
guiding principle". Tell them that the Greek word PA o Vogt probably has
all these meanings in this proverb. There is no such thing as a one to one
equivalency between foreign words and English because languages are differ-
ent. Ask if anyone knows what Phi Beta Kappa is. If not, explain that it is a
national honorary society with chapters in certain colleges and universities.
It takes its name Phi Beta Kappa from the name of the first Greek letter in
the proverb Moro gt ,Siou Roger,» rn s . Later when they learn
how to read and write Greek they will see what the Greek letters look like.
Tell them that many fraternities and sororities are named with Greek letters.
Ask them if they agree that love of wisdom is life's guiding principle.

1
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3. Tell the students that the Greeks were intensely conscious of the fact that man
was a social animal, i.e., a being that lived in comtpanyawith other men.
This consciousness was reflected in the proverb VS Ou dci s orynp
which means "One man is no man". Show the visual cue which consists of a
man, an equal sign, and a zero. Have the students echo the proverb in chorus
and individually. Tell them that the proverb is sometimes interpreted to mean
that in unity there is strength. Mention that in practice during most of their
history in ancient times the Greeks were unable to unite politically as a nation.
Ask the students if they agree that one man is no man.

4. Review all of the proverbs thus far presented by playing the Motto Response
game. Ask the class to stand up and divide it into 2 equal teams. If there is
an "odd" student he may serve as the gamemaster. When the gamemaster
(for this lesson, the teacher) shows a cue, the first student in one team must
supply the proverb. If he fails the gamemaster supplies the answer and the
student echoes and then sits down. If he responds correctly to the cue he re-
mains standing. Then the first student in the other team is shown a cue and
the same procedure follows. The team with the most standees at the end of a
round or a designated length of time wins. Instead of always using cues the
gamemaster will sometimes give the English of the proverb for which the
otudent must supply the Greek.

9



LESSON 4

Specific Objectives

1. To review the proverbs thus far presented:

y -r eZ, Os cr:;t uro -v.

hcie-Le :(yd-y.
0/ Ao roVst giou Afvfice-471s.
E 12S 01 leiIto at des 077410.

2. To introduce the following English words related to Greek aurally and orally:
ephemeral, calligraphy, onomatopoeia, eucharist, philosophy, biology,
biochemistry, biography, gubernatorial.

3. To teach the percentage of English words of Greek origin.

Activities

1. Tell the students that the Greek proverbs they have learned can be sung to the
tune of "My Country Tis of Thee". The ancient Greeks probably did not sing
their proverbs and they certainly did not use the melody of "My Country Tis
of Thee". In fact, we know very little about ancient Greek music. They
rarely wrote their music down and we do not really understand their system
of notation completely. Play Tape A or sing repeating certain proverbs as
indicated below:

y-vu")(9/

/4 el ICY .(r.e ,

rr g;,4 8i ceda)urS-v.

0/A 0 crosiZt Oleo trufice-vv;r)7s.

Els ..114 otdc)s
cZ oti jurc5,.
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2. Show the students the Dictionary Chart from the Instructional Kit indicating
the percentage of English words deriVed from Greek. Mention that the per-
centage becomes even larger when one considers more technical and scientific
terms as part of the English language. Tell the students that they are now
going to discuss sGme English words connected with the Greek utterances that
they have learned. Ask if anyone remembers how to say "hello" in Greek.
Tell them that Of et mop 04 really means "beautiful day". if ai
means beautiful and $pitool means day. From the Greek word for "beauti-
ful" we get the English word calligraphy. Ask if anyone knows what calligraphy
is. if not tell them that calligraphy is beautiful or good handwriting. Have them
echo the word calligraphy several times. Tell them that the greek word
meaning day gives us the English word ephemeral. Ask if anyone knows what
ephemeral means. If not tell them ephemeral means "lasting only for a day" or
"short-lived". Have them echo ephemeral several times.

3. In like manner elicit from the students as much informati(:31 as possible about
the other English derivatives listed in the Specific Objectives of this lesson.
Supply whatever information the students cannot. Avoid writing either the
derivatives or their Greek roots on the chalkboard. The approach is aural-
oral. The following chart shows the information which should be elicited or
supplied on each derivative.

ENGLISH DERIVATIVE GREEK ROOT
MEANING OF THE

ENGLISH DERIVATIVE

onomatopoeia
as
011014 4 "name" forming a name or word

by imitating a sound
associated with the thing
designated.

eucharist c %/pit Ta "I thank
you"

a rite of thanksgiving

philosophy 91s A o0'0 ¢r.: "love of
wisdom"

the study of truths
underlying all knowledge
and being

biology ov "life's"/9, the study of life

biochemistry 'KG u "life's" the chemistry of living
matter

biography fri o eJ "life's" a written account of a
person's life

gubernatorial Ku", "V )cms "guiding
principle"

of or pertaining to a
governor
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Be sure that each derivative is echoed chorally and by individual students.

4. Ask the following questions:

a. Give some examples of English words that involve onomatopoeia.

b. What is a gubernatorial candidate?

c. What is the Eucharist?

d. What is the difference between biology and biochemistry?

e. Name some books that are considered biographies.

f. Where can you see examples of calligraphy?

g. What is philosophy about?

h. Why is life sometimes called ephemeral?

5. Show the appropriate visual cues and elicit all four Greek proverbs thus far
presented.

6. Finish perhaps with the song yvw Br crd' LI rov.

12



LESSON 5

Specific Objectives

1. To introduce the mechanics of programming.

2. To teach the reading and writing of derivatives presented in Lesson 4 and to
review their meanings.

3. To review the percentage of English words of Greek origin.

Activities

1. Distribute the programmed text.

2. Ask the students to open to Frame 1. Explain that a mask will be needed in
using the programmed text in order to cover the answers. Explain that a
program is a valuable device for learning. The student is put on his honor
to try to answer the question in each frame or perform the small task in-
dicated as best he can.

In this Curriculum Guide whatever appears in the student programmed text will be
indicated by a vertical black line on the left side of the page.

UNIT I

Frame 1 - Welcome to the study of Greek! You are now
using a programmed text. In using this programmed
text you will need an index card or a piece of cardboard to
cover up the right-hand column where answers will some-
times appear. Sometimes in a frame you will be asked to
answer a question. In some frames you will be asked to
perform a small task. In this frame your small task is to
find an index card or piece of cardboard with which to cover
up the right-hand column.

Frame 2 - The theory behind programmed learning is that Answer -
you learn faster if you solve many easy problems and know
right away whether you are right or wrong. But you would
get no practice in solving problems if you were to see the
answer - - -- (before /after) you replied.

before

A

13



Frame 3 - If you find that you cannot answer a question
it means that you have probably missed something in
one of the earlier frames. Therefore, what should you
do if you cannot answer a question?

Answer -
Go back a few
framer. As
a last resort
look at the
answer and
review the
entire frame.

Frame 4 - Let's talk a little now about the English derivatives
from Greek that we have been studying. About what percentage
of English words come from Greek?

Answer -
10%

Frame 5 - Wher one considers purely technical and scientific
words as an integral part of the English language the percentage
of words of Greek origin----(increases/decreases).

Answer -
increases

Frame 6 - English words like "meow", "bow-wow", "cuckoo"
and "bang" are all examples of

Answer -
onomatopoeia

Frame 7 - The English word onomatopoeia is connected with Answer -
namethe Greek word which means ----.

Frame 8 - A Christian religious rite of thanksgiving is
called ----.

Answer -
the Eucharist

Frame 9 - The English word eucharist comes from a Greek Answer -
"I thank you"word which means ----.

Frame 10 - The study of life and living things is called ----. Answer -
biology

Frame 11 - The chemistry of living matter is called ----. Answer -
biochemistry

Frame 12 - A written account of a person's life is called ----. Answer -
biography

Frame 13 - The artistic and beautiful handwriting of the monks
of the Middle Ages is sometimes called ----.

Answer -
calligraphy

14



Frame 14 - The three English words biology, biochemistry, Answer -
"life" or
"life's"

and biography share a common Greek root, namely, the Greek
word which means ----.

Frame 15 - An English word meaning "of a governor" or
"pertaining to a governor" is the word ----.

Answer -
gubernatorial

Frame 16 - The English word gubernatorial comes from a Greek Answer -
"guiding
principle"

word meaning ----.

Frame 17 - The Greek author Aristotle wrote much about the
study of truths that underlie all knowledge and all existence,
In a word, what did Aristotle write about?

Answer -
philosophy

Frame 18 - Governor Rockefeller of New York has been elected
to the governorship of his state three times. Therefore three
times he was a ---- candidate.

Answer -
gubernatorial

Frame 19 - An English word derived from Greek which means
"short - lived" is ----.

Answer -
ephemeral

Frame 20 - The Greek author Plutarch has written accounts of
the lives of various Greeks and Romans. Such accounts are
called ----.

Answer -
biographies

Frame 21 - Forming a name or word by imitating a sound
associated with the thing designated is called ----.

Answer -
onomatopoeia

Frame 22 - A person who studies plants and animals is called
a ----.

Answer -
biologist

Frame 23 - A person who studies the chemical elements that
make up plants and animals is called a ----.

Answer -
biochemist

Frame 24 - In some Christian denominations people give thanks
at a service called ----.

Answer -
the
Eucharist

Frame 25 - Pronounce aloud each of the following English
derivatives :

onomatopoeia, eucharist, philosophy, biology,
biochemistry, biography, gubernatorial

15



Frame 26 - In your Greek notebook at the
the heading Word Study, then divide the

top of a page write
page into three col-

The middleumns. Head the left
column should be headed
should be headed Meaning

column English Word.
Greek Root. The right column

Word. The page shouldof the English
look something like this:

WORD STUDY

English Word Greek Root Meaning of the
English Word

Frame 27 - In the left-hand column copy each of the English
derivatives listed in Frame 25. Leave the middle column
blank. You will fill it in after you learn to write Greek. Fill
in the third column with the meaning of the English word.

3. The teacher might ask the students to review Frames 1-27 for homework.

16



LESSON 6 [Unit Review]

Specific Objectives

1. To review what Classical Greek is and why it is important to modern
American students.

2. To review the following dialogue:

A.

B.

Ir a A)

.4/4 epic .

A. TO ovoi.41 /dot, 'der, ,r40# 0 s (iru01,4)
Ti irriv TO 36 drou;

B. TO O-Ifofi o3

A. iro3 E r ri- A rE Aas

TAX:cs hriv Iv r3 EL pe..7n-pB.

A.

B.

1114

E oxifft r rca kw) X07.9E re

xa7p E

Activities

1. Start class by going through the Greek dialogue listed in the Specific Objectives.

2. Have the students proceed through the following frames in the programmed
text:

Frame 28 - You are now using a programmed text. You
should cover up the right hand column with a mask, that is,
with an index card or a piece of cardboard.

Frame 29 - The new language you are now learning is called
Greek or sometimes Greek.

Answer -
Classical
(or Ancient)

Frame 30 - Some of the world's greatest literature is written
in Classical Greek. Classical Greek culture and civilization
reached its height about years ago.

Answer - 2400
.

17



Frame 31 - Is the Modern Greek language exactly the
same as the Classical Greek used 2400 years ago?

Answer - no

Frame 32 - The Modern Greek language is spoken today
by about 10 million people living mainly in three countries:
Greece, Cyprus, and Turkey. Some people of Greek
background in the United States speak Modern Greek, and
there are radio programs broadcast in Modern Greek in
the United States. Although Modern Greek and Classical
Greek are not identical they are .

Answer -
similar to
each other

Frame 33 - Through your study of Greek you will see how
our culture and civilization grew out of the past. You will
also read selections from the great masterpieces of
Greek .

Answer -
literature

Frame 34 - Through Greek you will learn about a fascinating
people who lived thousands of years ago. You will see how
these people have influenced modern civilization in such
areas as art, architecture, government, , , and

.

Answer -
law, medicine,
religion,
mythology, and
literature (Any
3 of the above
answers would
be correct)

Frame 35 - Many English words come from Greek. Through
Greek your English vocabulary will

Answer -
grow or
improve

Frame 36 - Your knowledge of how English works will also
improve through your study of Greek. Contrasting one
language with another your knowledge of both.

Answer -
improves

Frame 37 - Learning Greek can be a very exciting and
enjoyable experience. However, you must study, pay close
attention during class, and use this text properly.

Answer -
programmed

3. If the class is working silently on the frames the teacher might move about
the room to help individual students. Or the frames might be done in lock
step with the teacher calling on individual students to read aloud and answer.

4. Finish class by practicing the dialogue.

18
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LESSON 7 [Unit Review]

Specific Objectives

1. To review the following Greek proverbs and the background on each:

/
Activities

1. Have the students sing yv 47, 9r fQTo -v
2. Have the students proceed through the following frames of the programmed

text. Students who finish the frames ahead of the others might be asked to
write an essay on their favorite Greek proverb. In the essay they might
apply the proverb to modern life or explain why it is their favorite proverb.
Do Frames 38-41 in lock step.

ylec;) et el() rery
r76( -v Uya

01 A o cc; tioetfillrog
Fps :e'4 oi s -r

2. To review the following English derivatives:
ephemeral, calligraphy, onomatopoeia, eucharist, philosophy, biology,
biochemistry, biography, gubernatorial.

Frame 38 - Say the Greek proverb which means in English
"Know thyself."

Frame 39 - Say the Greek proverb which means in English
"Nothing in excess. "

Frame 40 - Say the Greek proverb which means in English
"The love of wisdom is life's guiding principle."

Frame 41 - Say the Greek proverb which means in English
"One man is no man."

Frame 42 - The proverb "Know thyself" was supposed to
haye first been spoken by a philosopher who lived around
the 6th century B.C. in Asia Minor. The philosopher's
name was ---- .

Answer -
Thales

Frame 43 - There were many Greek cities and settlements
in Asia Minor. Asia Minor is roughly the equivalent of the
modern country of .

Answer -
Turkey
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Frame 44 - The proverb of Thales was carved on the walls
of Apollo's temple at Delphi. Where is Delphi?

Answer -
Central Greece.
The ancients
thought it was
located at the
very center of
the world.

Frame 45 - At Delphi there lived a kind of prophetess or
fortuneteller who supposedly got her information from
communicating with the god Apollo. This prophetess
or fortuneteller was called the of Apollo.

Answer -
oracle

Frame 46 In ancient times generals, kings, emperors, and
other important people visited Delphi to get the advice of the
---- of Apollo.

Answer -
oracle

Frame 47 - The Greek proverb which means "Nothing in
excess" was carved on the walls of

Answer -
Apollo's temple
at Delphi

Frame 48 - The Greek proverb which means "The love of
wisdom is life's guiding principle" can also mean .

Answer -
"Philosophy is
life's guiding
principle" or
"The pursuit of
wisdom is life's
guiding principle. "

Frame 49 - In general it can be said that the Greeks
(liked /disliked) intellectual pursuits.

Answer -
liked

Frame 50 - The Greek word which means "philosophy" can
also mean "the love of .,visdrli" and the "pursuit of wisdom."
This fact indicates that there ---- (is/is not) a one-to-one
equivalency between foreign words and English words.

Answer -
is not

Frame 51 - What is Phi Beta Kappa? Answer -
A national
honorary
society with
chapters in
certain colleges
and universities.
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Frame 52 - This honorary society takes its name from the
first letters of each word in the Greek proverb that means
in English .

Answer - "The
love of wisdom
is life's guiding
principle. "

Frame 53 - Many fraternities and sororities take their
names from .

Answer -
Greek letters

Frame 54 - The Greek proverb which means "One man is
no man" reflects the Greek belief that one man is largely

(independent of/dependent on) other men.

Answer -
dependent on

Frame 55 - True or false: The Greeks were so conscious
of the importance of unity that they spent most of their
history as a single united country.

Answer -
false

Frame 56 - Explain the underlined word in the following
sentence: Human life is a very ephemeral thing.

Answer -
short

Frame 57 - Explain the underlined word: Monks in the I

Middle Ages were experts at calligrapny.
Answer -

beautiful hand-
writing or script

Frame 58 - Explain the underlined word: Biochemistry Answer - the
study of the
chemical makeup
of plants and
animals

is a fascinating subject.

Frame 59 - Explain the underlined word: "Meow" is an
example of onomatopoeia.

Answer -
adapting sound
to sense

Frame 60 - Explain the underlined word: The priest
spoke about the Eucharist.

Answer - a
thanksgiving rite

Frame 61 - Explain the underlined word: The
gubernatorial election was finished,

Answer - for the
governorship

Frame 62 - Explain the underlined word: One of the
subjects.that college students take is philosophy.

Answer - the
study of the
truths underlying
knowledge and
being
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Frame 63 - Plutarch has written biographies of famous Answer -
accounts of
their lives

Greeks and Romans.

Frame 64 - Copy each of the following derivatives
several times on scrap paper. Learn to spell each
word: onomatopoeia, eucharist, philosophy, biology,
biochemistry, biography, gubernatorial, ephemeral,
calligraphy.

Frame 65 - The following are the items you should have
learned in this unit. If you are unsure of any of these
review your programmed text or ask your teacher for help:

a. The Greek dialogue in which you say hello, give your
name in a sentence, tell where Greece is, and say
goodbye.

b. Four Greek proverbs and the background on each.

c. Mat Classical Greek is.

d. Why Greek is important.

e. The English derivatives listed in Frame 64.

1. How to use the programmed text.
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UNIT II

THE GEOGRAPHY OF

THE GREEK WORLD

AN OVERVIEW OF MATERIAL
TO BE TAUGHT IN THIS UNIT:

1. The names and locations of some of the important
places in Greece and the Mediterranean

2. Sententiae relating to geography
3. Basic vocabulary pertaining to geographical

configurations
4. The importance of geography in the shaping of Greek

history and culture
5. English words connected with some of the Greek

lexical items taught
AN"
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LESSON 1

Specific Objectives

1. To teach the following dialogue:

A. pr eiA631,iipec A. Hello!

B. i r 4 V,,yip ERA. B. Hello!

A. rreZ to-roe 4 TA Xels ; A. Where is Greece?

B. 4 stNgis ittrnt iv 1 Etp 411 B. Greece is in Europe.

A. frop 47 I4D)54-1.4 c;r1y; A. Where is Athens?

B. 4/ °A OfriA l I 'E-v 7-)7

476.7eit 6 rr-v. '
B. Athens is in Greece.

A. E rrtv di 'AB;iyeli yrgAis; A. Is Athens a city?

B.74, 47 6/494.Y47 ler! rrObs. B. Yes, Athens is a city.

A. rerrY 0 ifpn..777 irt;Als; A. Is Crete a city?
at c 1, o. a .B. °tax, r) npervi Er rf 71 cros. B. No, Crete is an island.

2. To point out the places mentioned on the map.

Activities

1. Tell the students that today they are going to begin to learn about the geography
of the Greek world.

2. Direct part A of the dialogue to the whole class. Supply part B where necessary
and have the students echo 7 or 8 times. Try to indicate the meaning where
possible with gestures or by pointing to the map. However, where necessary
tell the class the meaning in English.

3. Direct part A of the dialogue to the whole class and elicit part B from the
whole class without first supplying it, Supply part B where necessary and
have the class repeat. Repeat this process 7 or 8 times.

4. Direct part A of the dialogue to an individual student and elicit part B without
first supplying it. Supply part B where necessary and have the student repeat.
Try this same process with 7 or 8 students.
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5. Have one student say part A to a second student and have the second student
say part B. Prompt where necessary. Repeat this process 7 or 8 times.

6. A possible homework assignment is drawing a map of Greece and the
surrounding area and labeling Athens, Crete, Greece, and Europe.
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LESSON 2

Specific Objectives

1. To review the dialogue presented in Lesson 1.

2. To introduce the following question with various answers:

4 0,

)(Lest Err/ -11;

e CEALts kerriv.

gt yuirrOs irrrv.
IT ER rrs rrv.

(1)01-y;107 ler7v.

Mu re doyr4

What land is this?

This is Greece.

This is Egypt.

This is Persia.

This is Phoenicia.

This is Asia.

This is Macedonia.

3. To point out the location of other lands the Greeks knew.

Activities

1. Go through the dialogue presented in Lesson 1. Elicit answers first in chorus
and then from individuals. Prompt where necessary. Use map as needed.

fa2. Point to Greece on the map. Ask 77s kapa ; supply the answer e7
`EAA,Is *ferrtf. Do this several times. Then elicit the answer from the
class as a whole. Repeat the process 7 or 8 times. Then elicit the answer
from 7 or 8 individuals.

S A3/ 60 al
3. Repeat the process indicated in Activity #2 for teaching )7 ruffros crri).

Agra trni, ? +olvifff terile,1 017710, and kl Mui*cuovg firm

4. Explain that the world the Greeks knew was much smaller than the world
we know today; that the Greeks' contact with other lands was primarily
through seafaring activities. The Greeks, unlike the Romans who were a
land-centered people, were at home on the sea and carried on trade or made
war with Persia, Phoenicia and other Eastern neighbors. (If the teacher feels
that the class is ready, he might expand on topics such as the Trojan War
and the Persian War.) In this way the Greeks found out about new lands and
cultures.
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5. A possible homework assignment is drawing a map of Greece and the other
countries mentioned in this lesson and labeling in English the following
places: Greece, Egypt, Persia, Phoenicia, Asia, Macedonia.

6. If time permits review the new dialogue.
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LESSON 3

Specific Objectives

1. To review the dialogue presented in Lesson 2.

2. To introduce the following question with various answers:

ris 4 rgAis a u"71 .'rvv What city is this?

.1 7 DA 6W-viti £19-1-v. This is Athens.

eq

)i

,. ,
z77. 4 ,717 ErTi V.

Tpo74 irr'-e.

This is Sparta.

This is Troy.

0; 4eAcior, ci rI y. This is Delphi.

.a Mu i r;-1417 etrt- This is Mycenae.

4 ireCiol-v (Pc:Ts Ear rile. This is Corinth.

S. To develop the concept of the city-state and its relationship to Greek political
and cultural life.

Activities

1. Go through the dialogue presented in Lesson 2. Elicit answers first in
chorus and then from individuals. Prompt where necessary. Use map as
guide.

4, a
2. Point to various cities mentioned in dialogue. Ask rap ffctAIS stun? ry;

supply the answer fi MiTti Eire ie. Do this several times. Then elicit
answer from the class as a whole. Repeat the process 7 or 8 times. Then
elicit the answer from 7 or 8 individuals.

a
3. Repeat the process indicated in Activity #2 for teaching iml/r7 ern -v,

etc.

4. Explain that Greece is a beautiful country; a land full of contrasts: (mountains,
plains, seacoast); that its beauty inspired many of its artists and writers.
Explain how the ruggedness of the terrain divided the country into small
units. Many of these small units became city-states. Ask what the Greek
word for city is. Supply polis if necessary. Tell them that the polis was
more than a city; it was actually a small independent state (i.e., a city-state).
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Ask the students if they know English words that sound as though they might
come from polis. If necessary supply political, politics, politicians, metro-
polis, and Indianapolis.

5. Tell students that of the placei mentioned in the dialogue Athens, Sparta, and
Corinth were important citystates. Athens was a leading cultural center
which gave birth to the concept of democracy. Sparta's government was based
on military force. Corinth was an important center of sea trade be:muse of
its location. As mentioned before, the oracle of Apollo was at Delphi. Mycenae
is the site of a very ancient Greek civilization. Troy, also called Ilium, gave
its name to Homer's Iliad. The Iliad retells the story of the war between the
Greeks and the Trojans which resulted in the fall of Troy.

6. Possible homework assignment: Have students draw a map of Greece and
label in English the following places: Athens, Sparta, Troy, Delphi, Mycenae,
Corinth.

7. If time permits review the new dialogue.
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LESSON 4

Specific Objectives

1. To review some of the new utterances presented thus far in this unit.

2. To introduce the following questions with various answers.

a 0*

rrs )5 Wiros Zro a rri -y; What Island is this?

i irPoir* jirriv.
>j ki ii as i rrrr,
4 jr MO? ; r rr.r.

4 ziNex74 err -y.

4 K 6.irpos i ir Try,

This is Crete.

This is Delos.

This is Ithaca.

This is Sicily.

This is Cyprus.

3. To show the location of these islands and their significance in the Greek
world.

Activities

1. Go through the following dialogue based on the first three lessons of this unit.
Elicit answers collectively, then from individuals. Prompt if necessary.
Use map as necessary.

A.

B. KO A' co" v GP4

A. p0; irnie TAT. s;

B. $ eEltas le" -v
TYj E)utta; >r p

A. jr03 eit Yir4v.el eirin
B. 4 '49 M,

`ESA id
A' erriV Xpilesti irSAIS;

B. Y.(. bA

776Aes.

A. errs-to 4 tfpf FrOAls;

B. oisg.i ifer,r* Err!

A. Good day.

B. Good day.

A. Where is Greece?

B. Greece is in Europe.

A. Where is Athens?

B. Athens is in Greece.

A. Is Athens a city?

B. Yes. Athens is a city.

A. Is Crete a city?

B. No. Cre..a is an island.
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At this point the map is employed:
a

A.Ta )(Ldp.( ErTrY;

B. >7 IrEprrs I rrv.
a

A. TI0 IS moms du?* Errill;
. rr.rp r)7 Zrr%-v.

A. What place is this?

B. This is Persia.

A. What city is this?

B. This is Sparta.

2. Point to Crete on the map.Aslars n litres etuCI ro EfIIY; supply the answer
K/4717 E0 7/3.# Do this several times collectively and individually.
Then elicit answer from class as a whole. Repeat process 7 or 8 times.
Then elicit the answer from 7 or 8 individuals.

3. Repeat the process indicated in Activity #2 for eliciting yf A;;AOs
7Aniv triry 21 KE old lerry, iraff,ros erKy.

4. Tell class that Greek islands have made many contributions to Greek civili-
zation. Included in this lesson are some of the more important islands.
Delos was important as thn home of Apollo, the god of inspiration, music
and light. Ithaca was the home of Odysseus, the hero of Homer's ODYSSEY.
Sicily was the site of Greek colonies and was part of an area called Magna
Graecia which means Greater Greece in Latin. Crete was the home of the
Minotaur, a mythological monster - half bull and half man. Peloponnese
means, in Greek, Pelops' island. Elicit from class the Greek word for island.
If necessary, supply le*roS.. It is called Pelops' island because King Pelops
was the legendary founder of this section of Greece.

5. Possible homework assignment: scramble all proper names learned in this
unit and have students make a chart grouping countries, lities and islands.

6. If time permits, review the new dialogue.
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LESSON 5

Specific Objectives

1. To review the new dialogue presented in Lesson 4.

2. To introduce the following dialogue;

A. et; Brad TO F le Ti?

`EALids
B. -v.er. 1-to rfi

M.( rui vow.
A. .Fief IT*Tii.tor iv rfi

A yirir ref;
-)1047 1-V, 711 A*/ yrin'Ttio.)

Trerreti.tot e o Mos.
A. trots terry a NeXes

'TOW lite;$
B' a 614%os Trordp kirTiV

by r Nythrrce.A. **Errtv op)? 7.0 TAA:141;

B. -fur. i-v Ti7 TAA:ai
Itspe, earri*.

A. Are there seas in Greece?

B. 'Yes. In Greece there are seas.

A. Are there rivers in Egypt?

B. Yes. In Egypt there are rivers.

A. Where is the Nile river?

B. The Nile river is in Egypt.

A. Are there mountains in Greece?

B. Yes. In Greece
there are mountains.

3. To complete our discussion of Greek geography by locating these prominent
mountains, rivers, and seas.

Activities

1. Review the dialogue presented in Lesson 4. Elicit answers first in chorus
then from individuals. Prompt where necessary, Use homework maps as
guide.

2. Point to the various geographical features mentioned in the dialogue supplying
both questions and answers. Have students echo 7 or 8 times, Direct part A
to class; elicit part B. Prompt where necessary. Then direct to individual
students 7 or 8 times. Have one student say A, another B. Do this 7 or 8
times.

3. Explain to the students that Greece is a country of many mountains, but few
large rivers. Mt. Olympus was believed to be the home of the gods; Mt.
Parnassus, the home of the muses. The muses were nine Greek goddesses,
each guiding a different field of art and learning; ea,,, Clio was the muse cf
history. (Teacher may expand on this discussion, if appropriate for class
level.) Our word music is derived from the Greek word for muse.
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4. We have already seen, in Lesson 2, how important seafaring was to the
Greeks. The Ionian Sea, between Greece and Italy was named after Io, a
young girl loved by Zeus, the king of the gods, who chased her over all the
earth. One .A the places crossed by Io was the sea to which she gave her
name.

An island already studied, Delos, lies in the middle of the Aegean Sea and
was therefore an important center, since it was surrounded by three conti-
nents. Ask the students the names of these continents. (Asia, Europe,
Africa.) Supply answers if necessary.

5. If time permits, review dialogue.

6. Possible homework assignment: Give the students a list - Delos, Parnassus,
Crete, Olympus, Ithaca, Sicily, Peloponnese - to locate accurately on their
maps.
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LESSON 6

Specific Objectives

1. To review the dialogue in Lesson 5.

2. To introduce the following sententiae:

a. i9.1Ast T Tel el;A4 r
b. rot "V Tel /4; 41.

The sea, the sea. Xenophon.

All things flow. Heraclitus

3. To introduce English derivatives connected with the Greek utterances learned:
thalassocracy, thalassography Polynesia, hipp °pots mu s , Mesopotamia,
political, metropolis, oread.

4. To review sententiae from the previous unit.

Activities

1. Have students refer to a map. Review Lesson #5 dialogue using map as
guide. Elicit answers first in chorus, then from individuals. Prompt where
necessary.

" ,
2. Hold up visual cue. Have the class repeat 1744 T IV, T To/ 7 or 8 times.

The visual cue is a picture of the sea.
Tell the students that this lesson contains two quotations which the Greeks
used and which reflected their outlook on life. The first saying came from the
writings of Xenophon, an Athenian soldier-historian of the 5th centruy B. C.
The quotation, "The sea, the sea", comes from Xenophon's Anabasis, one of
the best real-life adventure stories ever written. The Anabasis, which means
The March Up-Land describes an expedition against the Persian king,
Artaxerxes, by his brother, Cyrus. Xenophon joined Cyrus and 10,000 hired
soldiers for the long march into the heart of Asia. In the first major battle,
Cyrus was killed, and much of the responsibility for the safe return of the
Greeks fell upon Xenophon's shoulders. Instead of retracing their steps, the
Greeks turned north toward the sea. After much suffering and many deaths,
the Greeks reached the mountains which they hoped would be the last barrier
between themselves and home. Imagine the great joy they must have felt,
after their exhausting march of many months by land, when they shouted
d9; a 4 7 Tot, 8.;, d 7 rd knowing that the sea would bring them home.
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e
3. Hold up visual cue for Wel-YU ea 1 (a sailboat plus a clock). Say

re( re( 11E7 and have class repeat 7 or 8 times.

The second quotation comes from the writings of Heraclitus, a Greek
scientist-Rhilosopher of the 6th century B. C. His idea, expressed by the
words ir,evr.e "7 "all things flow", is that life flows on, like a
river. And just as the current of a river continually moves on in one
direction, so time too never stands still nor is if. sversed.

These two expressions show how the lives of the Greeks were influenced
by their contact with the sea. They no doubt felt about the sea and its
changing moods the same way the American poet Walt Whitman did when he
wrote these lines:

Howler and scooper of storms! capricious and dainty sea!
I am integral with you I too am of one phase, and of all phases.

4. Derivative study: See that each word is individually and collectively pro-
nounced.

thalassocracy 0 .4- Le r re( - sea ruling the sea

thalassography 8.(01.4 rr4 sea writings about the sea

Polynesia 7 j r 0 5 - island name for a group of islands

hippopotamus no rdp 0 g - river name given to a large water-
animal (lit. : water-horse)

Mesopotamia iT 0 7' 411 r a S - river a country between the Tigris
and Euphrates Rivers
(lit. : between two rivers)

political if o ) 1 s - city relating to government

metropolis Tr0 Ai s - city a large city

oread O
9,er, - mountains a mountain spirit

5. Questions related to derivation:

a. What country was at one time a thalassocracy?

b. What does the ending of the name Micronesia mean?

c. What is meant by "the metropolitan area"?
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d. Do you think hivi,;:ptamus is a good name for the animal so-called?
Why?

e. What are political parties? What did the word politics mean to the
ancient Greeks?

f. What do the words calligraphy and thalassography have in common?

g. Do you know what oreads were believed to be?

6. Review through the visual cues the sententiae of the previous unit.

7. Then have class chant in unison (same rhythm as Humpty-Dumpty). Let
them listen to this on Tape B.

61o' TT.(, ajAcitrra.
n 4-v 7..(

97.1.(rra, 0,7.14774.
/Tel.-yr.( ha7.

6.W rra 8d) Tr.r-1, re(

eatAdrrd, 774-v rd

8. Homework assignment: Use each of the derivatives in a sentence.
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LESSON 7

Specific Objectives

1. To review sententiae from Lesson 6.

2. To review the geographical information introduced in this unit.

Activities

1. Review the sententiae rhyme from Lesson 6. Have 7 or 8 students recite
rhyme. Then in chorus, repeat 7 or 8 times. Prompt where necessary.

2. Introduce films:

Greece: The Land the The People 111413

On Mediterranean Shores #2468

The Mediterranean World #3393

Introduce the films by saying that they summarize some of the things that have
been said about the geography of the Greek world. After the films have been
shown, ask the students which film (or films) reflects most accurately the
geographical knowledge that we have learned, and why? Ask which film least
reflects this, and why? Ask what the three films have in common? Ask
which film was most effective and why? Ask which was least effective, and
why? (Continue the discussion as time and interest, allow.)
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LESSON 8 [Unit Review]

Specific Objectives

To review all the geography taught in Unit 2.

Activities

Have students work through the following frames of the programmed text:

Frame 1 - We are now going to concentrate on Greek
geography. Greece is a land of many seacoasts, plains,
and ----.

Answer -
mountains

Frame 2 - Two seas found near Greece are the Ionian Sea
and the ---- Sea.

Answer -
Aegean

Frame 3 - The --- tended to divide the Greeks into small
communities.

Answer -
rugged
terrain

Frame 4 - Crete is an ---- of Greece. Answer -
island

Frame 5 - Sparta, Athens and --- are large cities in Greece. Answer -
Corinth

Frame 6 - The Nile River is in ----. Answer -
Egypt

Frame 7 - Mt. Parnassus and ---- are mountains in Greece. Answer -
Mt. Olympus

Frame 8 - Apollo's oracle was located at ----. Answer -
Delphi

Frame 9 - ---- was the home of Odysseus. Answer -
Ithaca

1

Frame 10 - Some city-states were Athens, Corinth, and Answer -
Sparta

--I
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Frame 11 - The concept of democracy came from A ----. Answer -
Athens

Frame 12 - In ---- the government was based on military
strength.

Answer -
Sparta

Frame 13 - An important city of commerce was C ----. Answer -
Corinth

Frame 14 Apollo's birthplace was on the island of ----. Answer
Delos

Frame 15 - A story of the war between Greeks and Trojans
is THE ILIAD. It took place at ---- which is also
called ----.

Answer
Troy - Ilium

Frame 16 - Corinth was an important site for trade
because of its ----.

Answer -
Location,
position

Frame 17 - The city which is the site of a great ancient
civilization is M--- --.

Answer -
Mycena:...

Frame 18 - On the island of Crete a mythological
monster lived. It was called the ----.

Answer
Minotaur

Frame 19 - The southern part of Greece, named after
an early king, the founder of this area, is the ----.

Answer -
Peloponnese

Frame 20 - Delphi and Delos were places associated with
the God ----.

Answer -
Apollo

Frame 21 - There was many Greek colonies in Sicily

and in southern I

Answer -
Italy

Frame 22 - Two of Greece's neighbors to the east were P-
- - -- and P----.

Answer -
Phoenicia
and Persia

Frame 23 - Two mountains in Greece are Mt. Olympus
and ----.

Answer -
Mt. Parnassus

Frame 24 - The home of the Muses was thought
to be ----.

Answer -
Parnassus
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Frame 25 - Clio was the muse of ----. Answer -
History

Frame 26 - A girl who was chased by Zeus over many lands
and seas was ----.

Ank.wer -
Io

Frame 27 - Delos is situated in the middle of the ---- sea. Answer -
Aegean
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LESSON 9 [Unit Review]

Specific Objectives

To review all derivatives taught in this unit.

Activities

1, Tell the students they are now going to play the motto game, using the
quotations learned in this unit. (See Unit I, Lesson 3 for r directions on this
game.)

2. Have the students open the programmed text to the following frames. Have
them begin it silently in class and finish it for homework.

Unit 2 We are now going to work on derivatives,

Frame 28 - When the British Empire controlled the seas it
was a ----.

Answer -
thalassocracy

Frame 29 - The ending of the word Polynesia shows that it Answer -
Islandsis an area made up of many ----.

Frame 30 - The hippopotamus is so called because he was
thought to be a ---- horse,

Answer -
river

Frame 31 - In the word politics the Greek word for ---- is Answer -
cityfound.

Frame 32 - Scientific writings concerning the sea belong to
a branch of study called ----.

Answer -
thalassography

Frame 33 - A large city is called a - - - -, Answer
metropolis

Frame 34 - Mesopotamia is so called because it is situated
between two ----.

Answer -
rivers

Frame 35 - The Greek expression meaning "everything ----"
shows the ever-moving progress of time,

Answer -
flows
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Frame 36 - The Greek historian ---- marched up-country,
with 10,000 hired soldiers, against the king of Persia.

Answer -
Xenophon

Frame 37 - In the ANABASIS the 10,000 soldiers rejoiced
when they reached ----.

Answer -
the sea

Frame 38 - The Greek idea that everything is in a constant
state of movement is expressed in English by the words:

Answer -
everything
flows

Frame 39 - The Greek scientist-philosopher who gave us
the idea that all things flow was ----.

Answer -
Heraclitus

Frame 40 - The name of Xenophon's history is the ----. Answer -
Anabasis

Frame 41 - The governing and management of a city is
called ----.

Answer -
politics

Frame 42 - In the march up-country after the death of
Cyrus the Greeks headed in a ---- direction.

Answer -
northern

Frame 43 - The Greeks whom Xenophon led felt their
homecoming assured when they shouted the ----, the

Answer -
sea,
sea.

Frame 44 - Xenophon lived in the ---- century B.C. Answer -
5th

Frame 45 - Heraclitus lived in the ---- century B.C. Answer -
6th

Frame 46 - The word music is derived from the Greek
word for the nine ----.

Answer -
muses

Frame 47 - An oread was a spirit that lived in the ----. Answer -
mountains

Frame 48 - The Ionian Sea takes its name from ----. Answer -
Io
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LESSON 10 [Unit Review]

Specific Objectives

1. To review the sententiae presented in Unit I.

y-vasi9(I. a.
rot

0 iAoro 074 fica
..41 A \ . A

L'S 0(1,9, OUeffelt gi").1/41).

2. To review the sententiae presented in this unit:

rrocy ,e7
61;AdT Ts() alA r Tot

3. To review the lexical and structural items presented in this unit in the
following terms;'
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Activities

1. Start class with song

2. Play Tape B. Have group chorus the chant.

3. Have students begin the following frames in class. Tape recorder is to be
employed. Frames may be repeated for homework but without tape recorder.

Frame 49 - Say aloud the Greek proverb from Heraclitus
which means in English "All things flow".

Frame 50 - Say aloud the Greek quotation from Xenophon
which means "The sea! The sea!"

Frame 51 - In the following frames you will see a picture
with arrows pointing to certain features.

Identify each one in a Greek sentence. For example:

...vaio-aika.....6,,,L
, 6A4- ..,--, .\.\- ....--7-",;:-.'-

-- w.,..
eft ,,

..

MI ilt.T.
.204D

,''',.., - J. ,.

7 11

4. *.. ..''':ri:ek,',7At4,,,:.,.,r 1.11%

/.The arrow points to an island. You should say in Greek
"This is an island. Listen to the correct answer on tape.
Then repeat it and listen to it again.

Frame 52

fib`

:Ai. e r i t---....., ----;*,,,,, ... -------.

- , I Orr . W ' Z'i' ' 7"-*
;' .

-.-'74, ,,,,, i..
.0"st ,: t.r.e t..tp_ - :4> r;i:.

G.' 0 41 :"*1 ''''' )
,4, :;'''

a'7

ii.---,
---Netilie. r
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Frame 53
..,..,4 ,<7;4,1 .. ., ' .---..':- *.:11007;:,,,, -

. . ,. ; , - -. -- .!- '.. ,;',51,1:,-;.:..;.!,',. ;V
;'--

Frame 54

:-.

,., rJ

-..p.

,,:.,,,:.:,.., ..

Frame 55 - In the following frames you will see a map of
the Eastern Mediterranean. An arrow will point to a particu-
lar location. Identify the place pointed to in a complete
Greek sentence. For example: ,

,7-7-

Ao .7,*e" .
v-.:` f:c

. .

-

tvlo Crete

.:, '''''
.rtt4''. '''

-,41

': .. 47'7',,,2r1+, '''
The arrow points to Crete. You should say in Greek ..

"This is Crete". Then listen to the correct answer on
tape. Repeat it and listen again.
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Frame 62 -
, .

.
-tt.....

,
.

'';',: ..,..,
:.. .

- A
. .

, oferia,119c:.-. ' ,
....,

4/ .r.:, ......tr....'.==...',1t7-ri*';' "''''"' .4 '- ..-..s.ne... -"-- -.e>:'

Frame 63 - In the following frames you will see a map
of Greece with arrows pointing to places. Ider.tify the place
pointed to in a complete Greek sentence, For example:

...
,IP1'...,,t- .,,, ,t..,.I.,: .,,

.....'.
..$

tO
r

6
&

e

-.

The arrow points to Athens. You should say in Greek
"This is Athens". Then listen to the correct answer on
tape. Repeat it and listen again.
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Frame 67 -
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Frame 70 -
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Frame 71 - In this unit you should have learned the
following:

1. The Greek names and locations of important places
in the Greek world.

2. Something about the importance of geography in
Greek history and culture.

3. Two Greek quotations dealing with geography.

4. The following English derivatives: thalassocracy,
thalassography, Polynesia, hippopotamus,
Mesopotamia, political, metropolis, °read.
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UNIT III

EVERYDAY LIFE

AMONG THE GREEKS

AN OVERVIEW OF MATERIAL

TO BE TAUGHT IN THIS UNIT:

1. Greek viewpoints on life as expressed in their
own writings

2. How a 5th century Athenian spent his day
3. Contrasting and comparing ancient Greek life

with modern life
4, How we know about everyday life among the

Greeks
5. English derivatives connected with the Greek

utterances learned
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LESSON 1

Specific Objectives

1. To introduce the following Greek quotations aurally and orally:

O 4%-v pi.y.iil'eeri-e,:(A as
ii, any.j, A

E U ne.
It's not a great thing to live but to
live well is a great thing. Plato

pgreol -eta to k ri
b

0 u Xt.() Ye U P 1) "S.
olf4A "S The measure of life is beauty, not

the length of time. Plutarch

2. To present background on the quotations.

Activities

1. Tell the students that in this unit they are going to be studying about everyday
life among the ancient Greeks. In the course of learning about what life was
like in ancient times in Greece they will be learning some Greek quotations
about life itself and its meaning.

2. Tell them that the first such quotation is taken from the writings of a man
named Plato. Ask if anyone knows anything about Plato. If not, tell them
tliat Plato was a philosopher who lived in the 5th and 4th centuries B.C.
He is considered by some to be the greatest philosopher who ever lived. Ask
if anyone remembers what philosophy is. Tell them that the quotation taken
from Plato means in English "It's not a great thing to live but to live well is
a great thing". Say the proverb straight through in Greek. Then break it up
into phrases as indicated by the dashes and have.the group echo it, phrase by
phrase about 7 or8 times. 0,, laiv "ay.' - Ti Er 7

SR-we . Then have about 7 or 8 students echo
individually. Then say the English and elicit the Greek from the class. Show
the visual cue which consists of a calendar crossed out on one side and a man
reading a scroll on the other and smiling. Explain that' he crossed out calen-
dar suggests that the length of life is not important; the man reading a scroll
suggests living well. Ask .the students if they agree or disagree with the quo-
tation from Plato.

3. Tell the students that the next quotation is similar in thought. It was written
by a man named Plutarch who lived in the 1st century A. D. and who wrote
biographies of famous Greeks and Romans - among other things. The proverb
means in English "The measure of a person's life is beauty, not the length of
time". Say the proverb through once. Then have the students echo phrase
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by phrase as indicated by the dashes: itorrpo y ArAi
ou Err,

if4AAos, ou Xpgvou Agog Repeat this process 7 or 3 times.
Then have 7 or 8 students echo individually. Show and explain the visual
cue. The cue consists of a yardstick with 2 equal signs, a crossed calendar,
and a statue of Venus. Ask the students to explain the quotation.

4. Write the word Plato on the chalkboard. Ask if anyone remembers anything
about him. Supply information if necessary. Then write (in English) "It is
not a great thing to live but to live well is a great thing". Say the Greek aloud.
Have the class echo phrase by phrase several times.

5. Write the word Plutarch on the chalkboard. Ask if anyone remembers anything
about him. Supply information as needed. Then write (in English) "The meas-
ure of life is beauty, not the length of time". Say the Greek aloud. Have the
class echo phrase by phrase several times.

6. Using the visual cues and the English on the chalkboard, elicit the Greek
quotations from individual students. Prompt as necessary.

7. A possible homework assignment is the writing of a short report on either
Plato or Plutarch. Encyclopaedias in the school library might be used for
this purpose.
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LESSON 2

Specific Objectives

1. To review the quotations presented in Lesson 1.

2. To introduce the following Greek quotations aurally and orally:

c7 4 vfigiretrrOS ftI 0 S
fit tor S "v eAS Tr e./

; For man the unexamined life is not
worth living. - Plato

ris s *Tee ;pour"?s What is life without golden
st ,ocif7vs Aphrodite? - Mimnermus

3. To present background on the quotations.

Activities

1. Use the visual cues to review the quotations presented in Lesson 1.

2. Tell the students that they are going to learn another quotation from Plato's
writings about life. Ask for details on Plato. If reports on Plato were
assigned for homework in connection with Lesson 1, have some of them read.
Then tell the students that Plato puts the words of the quotation they are
going to learn into the lips of his teacher and friend, the philosopher
Socrates. The quotation means in English: "For man the unexamined life is
not worth living". Say the Greek straight through. Then have the group echo
phrase by phrase as indicated by the dashes: d g crier ros igto s
eau fie :e -y Rio cr, W Repeat this process

e
7 or 8 times. Then have individual. students echo. Ask the students to explain
the quotation in their own words. Ask them if they agree or disagree with it.
Show them the visual cue (a herd of pigs grazing, an equal sign, and a zero).
Explain that pigs lead an unexamined life which means nothing-or is not worth
living. Elicit the Greek from the group and from individuals via the cue.

3. Tell them that the next quotation comes from the writings of the poet
Mimnermus who lived roughly 200 years before Plato. The quotation means
in English: "What is life without golden Aphrodite?". Ask if anyone can
identify Aphrodite. If not mention that Aphrodite was the goddess of love and
that she was identified with the Roman goddess of love, Venus. Mimnermus'
quotation means in effect "What is life without love?". Say the quotation
straight through in Greek and then have the group echoait phrase by phrase
7 or 8 times: T/S A/og Aopodi .aree xpur)is
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Then have individual students echo. Show the visual cue (a picture of
Aphrodite crossed out, an equal sign, id a zero). Explain that the cue
indicates that without Aphrodite life is nothing. Explain that the Greeks
associated Aphrodite with love. Ask the students if they agree with.
Mimnermus' thought. Ask them to compare 1Vlimnermust remark with that
of Plato. Is Plato saying that self-examination is the most important
element in making life worth living? Is Mimnermus saying that love is the
most important element in making life worth living?

4, Put the English of aoth new quotations on the chalkboard as well as the source
of each. Say the Greek aloud. Have the class echo phrase by phrase several
times. Ask for identification of Plato and Mimnermus.

5. Using the visual cues and the English on the chalkboard, elicit the Greek
quotations from individual students. Prompt as necessary.

6. A possible homework assignment is the writing of a short report on Socrates
or Mimnermus. Encyclopaedias in the school library might be used for this
purpose.



LESSON 3

Specific Objectives

1. To compare and contrast present-day American life with life in 5th century
B.C. Athens.

2. To review the following quotations:

0. 14.-v ',cr.( tr7r-v, Aa Eu 14-v. - Plato
jeirpoYeAPiou irr; /4AAOS., oL Xe(5100 AN Plutarch

6 .4-v s feu !1T Ries ot ie. carps :/ vi9/i r - Plato
- Mimnermusris de= g';os xpur)5's As4fiedirale.;

Activities

1. Tell the students that they are going to contrast life in 20th century America
with life in 5th century B.C. Athens. Explain that the 5th century B.C. is re-
garded as the Golden Age of Athens and Greece in general. Ask the, following
questions. Supply answers where necessary.

a. Did the Athenians of the 5th century B.C. have subways, busses, trolley
cars, and automobiles?

b. What did the Athenians use for transportation? [Answers animal-
drawn carts]

c. Did the Athenians have radio, television, and movies?

d. What did they have for entertainment? [Answer - the outdoor theatre,
athletic contests, story telling, listening to literature read aloud]

e. Do any of our buildings look like the buildings of ancient Athens?
[Answer - Yes. Banks, public libraries, mansions, etc., are some-
times in Greek style.]

f. Did the Athenians have democracy? [Answer - Yes. They invented it.]

g. Did the Athenians have slaves? [Answer - Yes. The slaves were gen-
erally non - Greeks captured in war. They did have protection under the
laws of the state and in general were well treated. They performed in
Greek society many of the tasks that machines perform in our society.]

h. Was the pace of life in Athens as fast as the pace of life in America?
[Answer - No. The Athenians lived much more leisurely existences.
Schedules, alarm clocks, bells, and deadlines were not known to them.]
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i. How do American clothes compare with the clothing of the Athenians?

Did the Athenians have supermarkets where they could choose from a
wide variety of foods?

k. What were some of the common foods they ate? [Answer - Bread, wine,
fish, cheese, vegetables, olives, figs,: meat..j

2. Tell the students that they will now review the quotations they have been
learning. Use the visual cues to elicit chorally and individually the quotations
listed in the Specific Objectives of this lesson. Ask the students for the
meaning in English of each quotation.

3. A possible homework assignment might be summarizing some of the differ-
ences and similarities between life in ancient Athens and modern America.
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LESSON 4

Specific Objectives

1. To review the Greek quotations thus far presented in this unit as listed in the
Specific Objectives of Lesson 3.

2. To introduce aurally and orally the following quotations:
---,--Tho

OUIr Ern -v
It Au fr o-v

ecupe7,0 AP,oy
ot, oic-vcr s.

No one can find a life without
sorrow. - Menander

N
erK/ -v ri a s a A ,-. sr All life is a stage. - Palladas

Activities

1. Using the visual cues elicit the Greek quotations listed in the Specific Ob-
jectives of Lesson 3. Prompt as necessary.

2. Tell the students that they are going to learn two more quotations expressing
Greek viewpoints on life. One comes from the writings of a 4th century B.C.
playwriter named Menander. It means in English "No one can find a life
without sorrow". Say the quotation straight through. Then hpve the students
echo phrase by phrase: OW irriv-E is to °V fli oro - et AWN, OtideVOS
Repeat this process 7 or 8 times. Then have individual students echo. Ask
the students if they think the maxim is valid. Show the visual cue (a man
looking at other people weeping). Have the students echo the quotation again.

3. Tell the students that the next quotation is taken from a minor poet who lived
nearly a thousand years after Athens' Golden Age. His name was Palladas.
His quotation is famous because Shakespeare used it in AS YOU LIKE IT.
The quotation means in English: "All life is a stage". Say the Greek.
Then have the students echo chorally 7 or 8 times. Then have individual
students echo. Ask the students to interpret the maxim. Ask it they
think it is true. Then show the visual cue which consists of a view of a
Greek theatre. Elicit the Greek.

4. Write the English of both new quotations on the chalkboard with the authors'
names. Elicit the Greek.

5. A possible homework assignment might be to ask the students to pick a
favorite quotation and explain in a theme why it is their favorite.
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LESSON 5

Specific Objectives

1. To explain the "typical" daily schedule of an Athenian citizen.

2. To present the following quotation and the background on it:

os fice .s Xers.,
dE re,Y-vf, /44 efiri

Activities

Life is short and art is
long. - Hippocrates

1. Tell the students you will now give them a rundown on what the daily schedule
was like for a "typical" Athenian citizen in the 5th century. He would rise
about daybreak, wash himself, and dress in a tunic, cloak, and sandals. His
breakfast would be a piece of bread dipped in wine. He would then leave the
house and go to work. Athenian citizens might be artists, poets, sculptors,
merchants, farmers, shopkeepers, shoemakers, blacksmiths, fish mongers,
grocers, or day laborers. In the course of the morning he would probably go
to the market place or agora and make purchases of food for his family.
When hunger or the position of the sun in the sky warned him that it was noon,
he went home for the noonday meal. He might return to work for part of the
afternoon. He would visit the gymnasium - a sports ground outside the city -
where he would exercise, talk, and bathe. Then he returned home for dinner.
He might have a quiet meal with his wife or a banquet with friends. At a
banquet conversation was considered very important. He ate with his fingers.
Ask if anyone remembers some of the common foods the Greeks ate. The
banquet might last for several hours. The Greek family might spend the
evening listening to stories about heroes, gods, and goddesses or in reading
from famous works of literature.

2. Tell the students that they will learn one more quotation expressing Greek
viewpoints on life. It is taken from the writings of a man named Hippocrates
who lived around the time of Plato. Ask if anyone knows who Hippocrates
was. you are trying to establish that he was a physician, the Father of
Medicine, and the author of the Hippocratic oath which doctors still take today.
The quotation means in English "Art is long but life is short". The Greek is
a fifes ',Aye's,4 de re )(yr) ikurpri Have the students echo chorally 7
or 8 times. Then have individual students echo. Tell the students that the
quotation is usually interpreted to mean that human existence is brief but the
art that man produces lasts long after he is dead. Hippocrates himself was
saying that doctors and patients die but the art of healing continues. Ask the
students if there are other possible interpretations of the quotation. Ask if
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they agree with the quotation. Show the visual cue (an artist painting with a
dead man on the floor beside him). Elicit the Greek again from the class and
from individuals.

3. Tell the students that you are going to see how much they remember about the
typical daily schedule of an Athenian citizen. Ask the following questions:

a. What was breakfast like in ancient Athens?

b. What were some of the occupations of Athenian citizens?

c. What was the agora?

d. How did an Athenian know it was time for lunch?

e. What went on rA the gymnasium?

f. Describe an evening banquet.

g. How might a Greek family spend the time after the evening meal?

4. Write "Hippocrates" on the chalkboard and the quotation (in English) "Art is
long but life is short". Elicit the Greek from the class and from individuals.

5. A possible homework assignment might be the writing of a brief report on
Hippocrates or the Hippocratic Oath.
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LESSON 6

Specific Objectives

1. To explain what everyday life was like for Athenian women and children.

2. To review the following quotations:

(1.4.4 Ti itrrrv, (AA.1 65 vv. -
At& loey iiou Ea'ri tf,alos ou xe6..., Amos._

.:1-veEirierros 04s 01 fitton?is :11301:11r141-

71.s :free Xeue;is 'Astipoitrls;
41

OLIN terry EV/f4-10 :1Au1rrY ecidevol.
0m??1)7 trot o "'Ss.
o flios Tex-y)7 1-1.419007.

Plato

Plutarch

Plato

Mimnermus

- Menander
Palladas
Hippocrates

3. To explain briefly how we know about Greek everyday life.

Activities

1. Tell the students that you will now tell them about the daily lives of women and
children in 5th century B.C. Athens. The Greek attitude toward women was
very different from that of modern America. Women in ancient Athens were
regarded as inferior to men. They did not vote. They were treated almost
like servants. They were practically without legal rights. Women stayed at
home, managed the slaves, and raised citizens for the state. Whatever edu-
cation or training a girl received she received at home from her mother.
Men were able to divorce their wives very easily but it was almost impossible
for a wife to get a divorce from her husband.

2. Tell the students that the Athenians regarded the education of male children as
very important. At the age of 7 a boy was given to the care of an old male
slave known as a pedagog This slave was responsible for teaching the boy
good manners. The Athenian boy went to primary school where he learned to
read and write. Later he memorized poetry and studied music. His musical
education began when he was about 13 and consisted of singing and playing the
lyre. Ask if anyone can describe a lyre. The purpose was not to make him a
musical performer but to develop appreciation of art and sensibility. He also
learned to wrestle, dance, and swim. Exercises in running and jumping were
not neglected. He finished his regular education at 16. If his family was poor
he then went to work. If he could afford further education, he would continue
to study for 2 more years. At the age of 18 he would take an oath of loyalty
to the ideals of Athens, and then spend his next 2 years in military training.
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3. Using the visual cues elicit all of the quotations listed in the Specific Objec-
tives of this lesson. Ask for the sources of each quotation. Give the English
and elicit the Greek.

4. Ask the following questions:

a. How was the Greek attitude toward women different from our own?

b. How did Greek women spend their time during the day?

c. Who took care of the education of Greek girls?

d. What was a pedagog?

e. What were some of the things an Athenian boy studied in school?

f. What important event occurred when he reached the age of 18?

5. A possible homework assignment might be to have the students write a com-
position defending or attacking the Greek attitude towards women.

6. Ask the students how we know about Greek everyday life. Ask if we have
films, tapes, and recordings from the time of ancient Greece. Ask if the
Greeks have written about their everyday life. Ask if anyone knows what
archaeology is. Ask if archaeology tells us anything about Greek everyday
life. You are trying to establish that we know about Greek everyday life
through their writings and through archaeology.
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LESSON 7

Specific Objectives

1. To review some of the salient ideas on Greek everyday life and how it com-
pares and contrasts with modern American life.

2, To review the quotations listed in the Specific Objectives of Lesson 6.

Activities

1. If possible show one or both of the following films: Life in Ancient Greece:
Home and Education (Audio-Visual Library #3016).

Life in Ancient Greece: Role of the Citizen (Audio-Visual Library #1427)

Introduce the films by saying that they summarize some of the things that
have been said about everyday life in ancient Greece.

2. After the films have been shown, ask the students if they have any questions
or comments. If not, ask them the following questions. If films are not
available build a discussion around the questions.

a. What kind of education did Greek boys receive?

b. How did their education differ from modern American education?

c, What was home life like among the Greeks?

d. How did it differ from modern American home life?

e. What were some of the duties of Athenian citizens?

f. What duties do American citizens have in common with ancient Athenian
citizens?

g. What was the significance of the Ephebic Oath?

3. Give the English for each of the quotations listed in the Specific Objectives of
Lesson 6. Elicit the Greek from the class.
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LESSON 8

Specific Objectives

1. To introduce aurally and orally the following English derivatives: zoology,
protozoan, chronological, chronicle, anthropology, anthropoid, pan-
American, technology, macron, megaphone, callisthenics, chrysanthemum.

1. To review the percentage of English words from Greek.

3. To explain how words of Greek origin have come into English.

Activities

1. Tell the students that they are going to learn some new English words derived
from the Greek words they have learned in this unit. Ask if anyone remem-
bers what percentage of English words come from Greek. Show the Dictionary
Chart from the Instructional Kit again.

2. Explain that words of Greek origin many times found their way into Latin
since Greece was for centuries part of the Roman Empire. Many English
words come from Latin and some of these words were of Greek origin ulti-
mately. Since the 15th century scholars and scientists have added words to
the English language directly from Greek roots. Greek then comes into
English in two important ways: 1) through Latin which absorbed many Greek
words 2) through the coinages of scholars and scientists in the last 500 years.

3. Have the students echo each derivative in the following chart several times.
Explain each derivative in terms of its etymology. Elicit as much informa-
tion as possible from the students.

ENGLISH DERIVATIVE ETYMOLOGY MEANING OF DERIVATIVE

zoology 1?; "I "to live" the study of animals

protozoan Inli "to live" a one-celled animal

chronological
XP eClee u

"of time" according to time

chronicle 1 "of time"Vol' 0 d a record of events in the
order of time

anthropology j.v,secal° ff64 j "for man" the science which deals with
man and his culture -
especially primitive man

anthropoid peruffew "for man"
i

man-like; a man-like
creature
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ENGLISH DERIVATIVE ETYMOLOGY MEANING OF DERIVATIVE

pan-American r ei S "all" of or for all the Americas
(North and South America)

technology rex-ri7 "art" the study of industrial arts

macron "long"1,44"/"?
a mark used to indicate
long vowels in dictionaries

megaphone ert "great a device for magnifying
sound

callisthenics ir :( A A Os "beauty" exercises producing
strength and beauty

chrysanthemum Xff".6r "golden" a kind of golden flower

In explaining pan-American tell the students that pan is a useful prefix that
Lan be attached to other words (e.g., pan-Asian, pan-Germanic, etc.) In
explaining etymologies remind students of the quotations from which the
Greek words are taken (see Lesson 6, Specific Objectives, for a list of the
quotations). Avoid writing the derivatives or any Greek words on the chalk-
board.

4. Ask the following questions:

a. How does elite see a protozoan?

b. What does a zoologist study?

c. What would it mean to arrange a list of events in chronological order?

d. What is contained in the biblical books of Chronicles?

e. Distinguish between anthropology and technology.

1. What is the purpose of callisthenics?

g. Where can one find chrysanthemums?

h. Would a megaphone be useful to a cheerleader at a football game?

i. In what book can one find macrons written over English words?

j. When a scientist says that apes are anthropoids, what does he mean?

5. Have the students echo all the derivatives several times chorally and
individually.
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LESSON 9

Specific Objectives

1. To teach the reading and writing of the derivatives introduced aurally and
orally in Lesson 8.

2. To review how Greek roots have come into English.

3. To review the quotations listed in the Specific Objectives of Lesson 6.

Activities

1. Tell the students that they are now going to play Motto Response using the
quotations learned in this unit. See Unit I, Lesson 3 for directions on the
Motto Response game.

2. Have the students open the programmed text to the following frames. Have
them begin it silently in class and finish it for homework.

Unit 3

Frame 1 - We are now going to turn our attention to English
derivative work. About what percentage of English words
come from Greek?

Answer 7:10%

Frame 2 - Greek roots have come into the English language
in two major ways. First of all, the Romans borrowed
many Greek words and English in turn borrowed from the
language of the Romans. The language of the ancient
Romans is called ----.

Answer -
Latin

Frame 3 - A second way in which Greek roots have come
into English is through the coinages of scholars and
scientists. These coinages or making up of new words
started roughly in the 15th century and continue ----.

Answer - to the
present time
(today)

Frame 4 - Try to recall some of the new English words you
learned to say in Lesson 8. The word which meant "the
study of animals" is ----.

Answer -
zoology

Frame 5 - zoology is derived from a Greek root meaning
"to live". Another word from the same root is the name
of a one-celled animal, the ----.

Answer -
protozoan
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Frame 6 - An English word which mean. "according to
time" is

Answer -
chronological

Frame 7 - A record of events in the order of time is calleda _ _ . Answer -
chronicle

Frame 8 - A science dealing with man and his culture
and especially with primitive man is called _ _ .

Answer -
anthropology

Frame 9 - Anthropology comes from a Greek root meaning Answer -
anthropoid"man ". Another English word from the same Greek rootis _ _ _ _ .

Frame 10 - Anthropoid means _ _ . Answer - man-
like a man-
like creature

Frame 11 - The Greek goddess of love often identified
with the Roman Venus is named

Answer -
Aphrodite

Frame 12 - The prefix pan means_ _ . Answer - all

Frame 13 - The word meaningmof or for all of the
Americas" is _ _

Answer -
pan-American

Frame 14 - The study of industrial arts is called _ _ _. Answer -
technology

Frame 15 - Technology comes from the Greek root Answer - art
meaning _ _ .
Frame 16 - A mark used in a dictionary to indicate a long
vowel is called a _ _ _ _ .

Answer - macron

Frame 17 - A device for magnifying or amplifying sound
is called a _ ....

Answer -
megaphone

Frame 18 - Exercises producing strength and beauty are
sometimes called _ _ .

Answer -
calisthenics
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Frame 19 - A gold-colored flower that takes its name from
the Greek word for golden is the ----.

Answer -
chrysanthemum

Frame 20 - In your Greek notebook under the heading Word
Study, copy each of the following derivatives. Leave the
middle column blank. Fill in the third column with the
meaning of the English word: zoology, protozoan,
chronological, chronicle, anthropology, anthropoid,
pan-American, technology, macron, megaphone, callis-
thenics, chrysanthemum
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LESSON 10 [Unit Review]

Specific Objectives

1. To review all of the sententiae presented in Units I and II.

2. To review following quotations presented in this unit:

0 t, /r7- i. era Ti ken-e, :44:c a 16 v.
,

E Too o Ar/ au Fort It'.(4.40s ou xiocrvou 14;peos

d fl%s eyeSe.r4 r roc oL If u.als 496iIrct

arc, 'A sie oc/11.17s;rls ,e9ros arc,
21

O 4ff air 71-)0 iupe-e 010-v ortlu ffo-er ouelevos,

dr k ?? Ir 4'ss d iet,es

- Plato

- Plutarch

- Plato

- Mimnermus

- Menander

- Palladas

0 )Rios iffisXUs, C a' TEX-Yr) AY KR"? - Hippocrates

3. To review the background on the quotations presented in this unit.

4. To review how we know about Greek everyday life.

Activities

1. Begin class with the singing of (See Unit I, Lesson 4).

2. Play the Motto Response game for the greater part of the period, Use the
quotations from Units I and II (as indicated in the unit reviews of these units)
as well as those listed above in the Specific Objectives of this lesson. For
directions on the Motto Response game see Unit I, Lesson 3.

3. Have the students begin the following frames in class. Do frames 21 to 27 in
lock step. The frames might be finished for homework.

Frame 21 - Say aloud the Greek quotation from Hippocrates
which means in English "Life is short but art is long."

Frame 22 - Say aloud the Greek quotation from Palladas
which means "All life is a stage, "
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Frame 23 - Say aloud the Greek quotation from Menander
which means in English "It is not possible for anyone to
find a life without sorrow."

Frame 24 - Say aloud the Greek quotation from Mimnerm
which means "What is life without golden Aphrodite?"

Frame 25 - Say aloud the Greek quotation from Plato which
means in English "For man the unexamined life is not worth
living."

Frame 26 - Say aloud the Greek quotation from Plutarch
which means in English "The measure of life is beauty, not
the length of time."

Frame 27 - Say aloud the Greek quotation from Plato va.ch
means in English "It is not a great thing to live but to live
well is a great thing. "

Frame 28 - Plato lived in the 5th and 4th centuries B.C.
and wrote many great books which are still widely read,
Most of Plato's writings deal with the subject of .

Answer -
philosophy

Frame 29 - The word philosophy comes from the Greek Answer - the
study of the
truths under-
lying knowledge
and being

word meaning "love of wisdom. " Philosophy is .

Frame 30 - Plato had a very famous teacher who wrote
nothing. Plato often quotes his teacher and the statement
that the unexamined life is not worth living is put on the
lips of this teacher by Plato. Plato's teacher was named

Answer -
Socrates

Frame 31 - Plutarch lived at a time when Greece was part
of the Roman Empire. He is be-t known for his on
famous Greeks and Romans

Answer -
biographies

Frame 32 - Mimnermus lived about 200 years before Plato.
Mimnermus wrote (poetry/biography)

Answer -
poetry

Frame 33 - Aphrodite was the Greek goddess of love. She
is sometimes identified with the Roman goddess .

Answer -
Venus
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Frame 34 - Menander lived in the 4th century B.C.
He has left us many proverbs and quotations. He was
a (playwriter/historian).

Answer -
playwriter

Frame 35 - The Father of Medicine is ----. Answer -
Hippocrates

Frame 36 - Modern doctors take a pledge that they
will treat their patients well and uphold the standards
of the medical profession. This pledge was written
by the Greek physician Hippocrates. It is called the

Answer -
Hippocratic
Oath

Frame 37 - Palladas, who said that all life was a stage,
lived nearly a thousand years after Plato. His saying
was made famous because it was quoted by
in the play called AS YOU LIKE IT.

Answer -
Shakespeare

Frame 38 - Letts consider how we know about every-
day life in ancient Greece. Do we have movies made in
ancient Greece and recordings and tapes of the ancient
Greeks?

Answer -
No

Frame 39 - One of the ways we know about Greek every-
day life is through the science which studies their
physical remains, e.g., their buildings, utensils, and
art. This science is called .

Answer -
archaeology

Frame 40 - We also know about the Greek everyday life
through .

Answer -
their writings
(their books)
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LESSON 11 [Unit Review]

Specific Objectives

1. To review the concepts on everyday life among the Greeks taught in this unit.

2. To review the derivatives taught in this unit: zoology, protozoan,
chronological, chronicle, anthropology, anthropoid, pan-American,
technology, macron, megaphone, callisthenics, chrysanthemum.

3. To review how Greek roots have come into English.

Activities

1. Have the students echo the derivatives listed in the Specific Objective's of this
lesson several times.

2. Have the students begin the following frames in class. The frames might be
finished for homework.

Frame 41 - If a person studied zoology in school he
would be studying about .

Answer -
animals

Frame 42 - If your biology teacher showed you a
protozoan under a microscope he would he showing
you a small .

Answer -
animal

Frame 43 - If your history teacher listed events in
chronological order he would be listing them in the
order of .

Answer -
time

Frame 44 - A chronicle would be a list of events in the
order of .

Answer -
time

Frame 45 - The Greek prefix pan i8 used many times in Answer -
allEnglish in words like pan-American, pan-Germanic,

and pan-European. The prefix means .

Frame 46 - Drexel Institute of Technology is a college
in Philadelphia. Technology is the study of

Answer -
industrial arts

Frame 47 - In a good dictionary the word "go" would be
written with a little line over the "o" to indicate the
pronunciation thus: gb. The little line over the "o" is

[ called a macron or .

Answer -
long mark
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Frame 48 - A megaphone is a device used to ----
the speaker's voice,

Answer -
amplify
(or louden)

Frame 49 - Callisthenics are performed to make
the body strong and beautiful. Callisthenics are often
performed in gym class.

Answer -
exercises

Frame 50 - A chrysanthemum is a gold-colored ----. Answer -
flower

Frame 51 - How do Greek roots come into English?
(2 ways)

Answer -
1. through

Latin
2. through the

coinages of
scholars and
scientists

Frame 52 - Copy each of the following derivatives
several times on scrap paper. Learn to spell each
word: zoology, protozoan, chronological, chronicle,
anthropology, anthropoid, pan-American, technology,
macron, megaphone, callisthenics, chrysanthemum.

Frame 53 - Now we will turn our attention to Greek
everyday life. A typical Athenian citizen in the 5th
century B.C. would rise about daybreak, dress in a
tunic, cloak, and sandals, and eat a very
(light, heavy) breakfast.

Answer -
light

Frame 54 - After breakfast an Athenian citizen would
go to work. Athenian citizens might be artists, poets,
sculptors, merchants, farmers, shopkeepers, shoe-
makers, blacksmiths, fishmongers, grocers, or
daylaborers. In the course of the morning the Athenian
would buy food for his family at the agofa or .

Answer -
market place

Frame 55 - The Athenian citizen would return home for
lunch when (his wrist watch indicated it was
noontime/hunger or the position of the sun indicated it
was noontime),

Answer -
hunger or the
position of the
sun indicated
it was noontime
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Frame 56 - After lunch the Athenian would return to
work for part of the afternoon. Part of the afternoon
would be spent at the gymnasium - a kind of sports
ground outside the city - where he would exercise,
talk, and bathe. Then he would return home for .

Answer -
dinner with his
family or a ban-
quet with his
friends

Frame 57 - Greeka ate (with their fingers/with
knives, forks, and spoons).

Answer -
with their fingers

Frame 58 - Greek banquets were long elaborate affairs.
The Greeks enjoyed both food and at these banquets.

Answer -
conversation

Frame 59 - After dinner the Gteek family might spend
time listening to stories about .

Answer -
gods and heroes

Frame 60 - The Greek attitude toward women was very
different from the modern American attitude. Women
were almost without legal rights in ancient Greece.
Women stayed at home, managed the slaves, and
raised citizens for the state. It was easy for a man to
divorce his wife but almost for a woman to
divorce her husband.

Answer -
impossible

Frame 61 - Athenians regarded the education of male
children as (very important/unimportant).

Answer -
very important

Frame 62 - Female children were given whatever
training or education they were thought to need
(at home/in school).

Answer -
at home

Frame 63 - Decide whether this statement is true or
false. Athenian boys studied music and literature at
school.

Answer -
true

Frame 64 - A t the age of 7 a boy was given to the care
of an old male slave known as a pedagog. This slave
was responsible for protecting the boy and teaching him
good .

Answer -
manners

Frame 65 - Athenian boys also learned to wrestle,
dance, and swim. They also learned to play a string
instrument called the lyre. Look at the picture of a
lyre in the answer slot of this frame.

Answer -
---- Of

---11;7;--47-
04 fe
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Frame 66 - Athenian boys from poor families would end
school at the age of 16 in order to go to work. Wealthier
students continued in school for 2 more years. All
Athenian males took an oath of loyalty to Athens and its
ideals at the age of 18. The next 2 years were spent
in .

Answer -
military training

Frame 67 - The following are the items you should have
learned in this unit:

a. Greek viewpoints on life as expressed in 7
different quotations.

b. Information on everyday life in ancient Athens.

c. How we know about everyday life in ancient
Greece.

d. The English derivatives listed in Frame 52.

e. How Greek life and American life compare
and contrast.
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UNIT IV

THE ALPHABET

AN OVERVIEW OF MATERIAL
TO BE TAUGHT IN THIS UNIT:

1. The history and importance of the Greek alphabet
2. The reading of the :;.ceek alphabet
3. The writing of the Greek alphabet
4. English derivatives based on Greek alphabet roots
5. A Greek sententia which reflects elements of the

alphabet
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LESSON 1

Specific Objectives

1. To read the following Greek sententiae already controlled aurally and orally.

y -v Gt; es 0,,'*otati TO

p
2. To present a brief history of the alphabet.

Activities

1. Tell the students that in this unit they will be concerned with learning how to
read and write the Greek alphabet. Tell them that the first thing they will
learn to read is the proverb which means in English "Know thyself. " Ask a
student to say the proverb. Then write it in Greek on the chalkboard. Read
it aloud for the students while pointing to the appropriate syllables. Point to
the letters of the word yroA one by one. Name them. Explain the sound.
Transliterate each one. Follow Vie same procedure with 0:;turtne. Explain
that the combination au has a special sound. Explain that accents simply
indicate on which syllable the voice is to be thrown. When the entire
utterance has been explained, quiz the students on the names, sounds, and
transliterations of the letters.

2. Ask the students if anyone remembers the Greek proverb which means
"Nothing in excess. " Then write the Greek/0k, iye9 on the chalkboard.
Read it aloud for the students while pointing to the appropriate syllables.
Point to the letters of each word. Name them or elicit the names where
possible from the students. Explain the sounds of each letter. Transliterate
each one. Review the function of accents. When the entire utterance has
been explained, quiz the students on the names, sounds, and transliterations
of the letters. Erase the transliterations. Have the class and then individual
students read aloud as you point to the Greek utterances. Avoid having the
students write Greek at this point.

3. Tell the otudents that they will now consider the history of the alphabet. The
alphabet really started with the Egyptian picture writing (hieroglyphics). Ask
the students where hieroglyphics might be seen. Explain that the Phoenicians
adapted hieroglyphics and that the Greeks adapted the Phoenician alphabet.
From the Greek alphabet two important alphabets developed: the Roman
alphabet which we use to write English and the Cyrillic alphabet which is used
to write the Russian language.
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4. Have the students work through the following frames of the programmed
text:

Frame 1 - The frames you will be working with now deal
with the alphabet and its history. The word alphabet

Answer -

0(

/57

comes from the names of the first two letters in the
Greek alphabet, viz, , alpha and beta. In the answer slot
for this frame you will see the Greek letters alpha and
beta. These letters are very similar to the English
letters a and b.

Frame 2 - The ancient Egyptians invented a form of
picture writing. They used this picture writing on their
tombs and altars. This picture writing is sometimes
called

Answer -
hieroglyphics

Frame 3 - Picture writing spread from Egypt to other
parts of the Middle East. The Semitic people in what
is now Israel, Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon used
picture writing but changed it somewhat, The Phoeni-
cians were an important Semitic people. , Their trading
vessels sailed throughout the ssa.

Answer -
Mediterranean

Frame 4 - Besides the Phoenician alphabet, two other
Semitic alphabets that developed were the Hebrew and
the Arabic. The Hebrew alphabet is still used today
in the writing of the Hebrew language. The Arabic alpha-
bet is used today to write the Arabic language. Is the
Phoenician alphabet still used today?

Answer -
No

Frame 5 -The Phoenicians brought their alphabet to the
Greeks, The Greeks changed the Phoenician alphabet
somewhat. The Greek alphabet is used in the writing
of both Classical and Greek,

Answer -
Modern

Frame 6 .7 The Greek alphabet itself developed into
two alphabets which are very important to the modern
world. One was the Cyrillic alphabet used in the
writing of Russian. The other was the ---- alphabet
used in the writing of English and many other languages.

Answer -
Roman

Frame 7 - The Roman alphabet is used in the writing of
most of the languages in the world. Almost all
European languages are written in the Roman alphabet
with the exceptions of Russian and

Answer -
Greek
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Frame 8 - The Roman alphabet is gradually spreading
to non-European languages. Chinese and Japanese are
now being written in the Roman alphabet. Swahili and
many other African languages are also being written
in the alphabet.

Answer -
Roman

Frame 9 - The Cyrillic alphabet was invented by Saint
Cyril, a missionary in Eastern Europe. It is really
the Greek alphabet with some new letters added. It is
used in the writing of the language.

Answer -
Russian

Frame 10 - Study this chart which summarizes the
history of the alphabet. The alphabets still in use
today are indicated in capital letters:

Egyptian Hieroglyphics

Early Semitic

Phoenician HEBREW ARABIC

Simple Greek

STANDARD GREEK Western Greek
ior/-,...,a4.

CYRILLIC ROMAN Etruscan

Oscan Umbrian

Frame 11 - In the chart given in Frame 10 naturally there
was some oversimplification. All of the steps in the de-
velopment of the various alphabets are not shown. The
chart shows only the broad outline of development. Try
to draw the chart on a piece of scrap paper from memory.
Check your work with Frame 10.
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Frame 12 - Name the letters in the following Greek
proverb:

el ,p6 4 I O
y 7 co erc 1:1 U T 0 -W.

Answer -
gamma, nu,
omega, theta, iota

Sigma, alpha,
upsilon, tau,
omicron, nu

Frame 13 - In the Greek proverb yr (.11 A cr):1 v re:1-v

what is the function of the marks above L) and o?
Answer -

They indicate the
accent in the word.
You throw your
voice on the
syllable bearing the
accent mark.

Frame 14 - The proverb y7t2:81 te.tburOv was
inscribed on the wall of the temple *jof Apollo at
Delphi. It means in English .

Answer -
"Know thyself."

Frame 15 - Name the letters in the following
Greek proverb:

SI
ii*de-v 4yet -V

Answer -
mu, eta, delta,
e.psilon,pu ----
alpha, gamma,
alpha, nu

Frame 16 - The proverbpldiv :irev was also
inscribed on the wall of the temple of Apollo at
Delphi. It means in English

Answer -
"Nothing in
excess"
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LESSON 2

Specific Objectives

To read the following Greek sententiae, already mastered aurally and orally:

0101°11'004i AA° 11114.47#5. - Motto of Phi Beta Kappa

Eis :t q0.9 otarieh 1-vile. - Proverb

84 A.4 rra, 8.1,14 7. T.C. - Xenophon

Tr 'A' Y re( #47. - Heraclitus

Activities

1. Hold up the cue cards which illustrate each of the above listed sententiae.
Elicit the particular sententia orally. Elicit the English meanings.

2. Write I Aoro "leo KU, e,079 on the chalkboard. Read it aloud for
the students syllable by syllable. Point out particular letters. Name them
or elicit the names from the students. Transliterate each letter. Follow
the same procedure with each sententia. With EiS :ty#, of dc's
teach the distinction between smooth and rough breathing.

3. Have the students work through the following frames of the programmed
text:

Frame 17 - Changing letters of a word from one alphabet
to another is called transliteration. Giving the meaning
of a word or expression in another language is called
translation. Write the word transliteration on scrap
paper. Then write the word translation. Make sure that
the distinction between the two is clear in your mind.

Frame 18 - Transliterate the following Greek expression:.OtAocrostir4 AG Li A( afie, -r1 r*s.
Answer -

Philosophic biou
kubernetes.

Frame 19 - Translate the following Greek expression:,. .56,A . 0.0 01.( As, co c) if Lift e f? Tr? s.
Answer -

Philosophy is the
guiding principle
of life.
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Frame 20 - Transliterate:
a ' A %

V. S .1 -V ibo 0 4) Ce I S :ile01,0
Answer -

Heis aner
oudeis aner.

Frame 21 - Translate:
al %. a a \ a 0

C/S alelp °tract oVielf.
Answer -

One man is no man.

Frame 22 - Transliterate:
e, ... ,

ArAerrra , 0-4Aarr.e.
Answer -

Thalatt a, thalatt a.

Frame 23 - Translate:

Oa Aci Trot , Allarra.
Answer -

The sea! The sea!

Frame 24 - Transliterate:
e 4,

y 'rd fi el.77.e

Answer -
Panta rhei.

Frame 25 - Translate:

Tranini PEIEI .

Answer
Everything is in
flux.

Frame 26 - In the following Greek quotation locate
each breathing mark and distinguish smooth from
rough breathing marks:

0 a % % a #
EIS erYwo Oudcis ti 79,

Answer -
Fir r has a rough

breathing mark.
All the other
words have smooth
breathing marks.

Frame 27 - What is the sound value or pronunciation
of a rough (C) breathing mark?

Answer -
It has the sound
value or pronunci-
ation of the h in the
English word
"hat".

Frame 28 - Does a smooth breathing mark have any
sound value or pronunciation?

Answer -
No
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LESSON 3

Specific Objectives

To read the following Greek quotations already mastered aurally and orally:

ou yic-v 1..(ya T s F! r) jAVE ES -Plato

- Plutarch

/I WT; S jr8,:nrcp - Plato

- Mimnermus

/1(reo-of ,e 4u 'Zer, k4 OS of; )(ft-v*0 p? Kos.

O dyckerarros "As
#Tos

. al0 UK errry
Tee ouris *A0,0o4f(r*s;

eupvft
-v firov ZU7r01/II

0.00fraS. - Menander

rimy?, 'as a - Palladas

O ipeor defidurcrs rixri? Ad ire ic - Hippocrates

Activities

1. Using the visual cues elicit all of the above sententiae first
class and then from individual students.

2. Have the students work through the following frames of the
in lock step:

from the whole

programmed text

Frame 29 - Say the Greek quotation from Plato which
means in English "It is not a great thing to live but to
live well is a great thing. "

Frame 30 - Say the Greek quotation from Plutarch
which means in English "The measure of life is beauty,
not the length of time. "

Frame 31 - Say the Greek quotation from Plato which
means in English "For man the unexamined life is not
worth living."

Frame 32 - Say the Greek quotation from Mimnermus
which means in English "What is life without golden
Aphrodite?"
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Frame 33 - Say in Greek the quotation from
Menander which means in English "No one can
find a life without sorrowsP

Frame 34 - Say in Greek the quotation from
Palladas which means in English "All life is a
stage."

Frame 35 - Say in Greek the quotation from
Hippocrates which means in English "Life is short
and art is long."

Frame 36 - 42 - In Frames 36-42 listen to the
quotations as they are read syllable by syllable.
Repeat each quotation and listen again.

Frame 36 Otal yilf per4 Ti k rri-v
:(AA1 ES Pry.

- Plato.

Frame 37 Id (rtoole "Kw it (74 ir.7A) os
03 po-vou )4 11.0 S

- Plutarch.
C

Frame 38 0 ellfErE."Tacr-roc 8/Os
ot g.c,drOs. 4y 60/0 4, /r tit)

- Plato.

Frame 39 ns de fi,os at
at7- Efi orpur4 s

3Astped, TriS;
Mimnermus.

C 4.,Frame 40 ouw ai
w a c rTs "V E ofi E -Y otro-le

)4Au7ro-v 01Jdc-vOes.
- Menander.

.
Frame 41 e n t 1"Y * Tits S 47 10 S .

- Palladas.

Frame 42 c flits MoseXtJS 4 cn
T E. x-y)7 114/r,6. - Hippocrates.
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Frame 43 - Some of the letters in the Greek
quotations you have been reading are unfamiliar
to you. For example the Greek letter zeta (V )
occurs in the quotation oti 7,,-.. /*A ri wry .ifAll
F V; -v , This letter has the sound of the
English letter ---.

Answer -
z

C
Frame 44 - In the quotation 0 d 7 erarts r ro s

"dies oa otr. taros :t"Ay aFree
the letter xi (I) occurs. This letter has the sound
of x in the word box.

,,..
Frame 45 - In the quotation rrs di 'trios
w ,drep Kpuirls ./49Spovirly;
the Greek e er chick occurs. It is pronounced
like the ch in the English word character.

Frame 46 - In the quotation in Frame 45 the Greek
letter phi (0) occurs. It is pronounced like the ph's
in the English word Philadelphia.
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LESSON 4

Specific Objectives

and the background on it:

I

1.

2.

To teach the following sententia aurally and orally

Eye4,) :IA AN) iiedj I am alpha and omega, the
beginning and the end.
(New Testament)

To introduce the following English derivatives connected with the alphabet:
alphabetize, beta class, gamma rays, delta, deltoid, iota, rhotacism, sigmoid,
alpha and omega.

Activities

1. Tell the students that they are going to learn a Greek quotation from the New
Testament. Tell them that Greek played a very important role in the language of
the Bible, that a special form of Greek called the koine or "common dialect" was
used in translating the Old Testament from the Hebrew, and that the New Testa-
ment was originally written down in the koine dialect. The teacher should say the
sententia several times and tell the students that it means in English "I am alpha
and omega, the beginning and the end. " Ask for interpretations cn what this means.
Explain that among Greek-speaking people alpha means the beginning and omega
means the end. Show the visual cue which consists of an alpha and an omega.

2. Tell the students that many English expressions come from the names of the
letters of the Greek alphabet. Have each English expression echoed chorally
and individually. Elicit information where possible from the students. Each
derivative should be explained in the following terms:

alphabetize alpha
MN

to place in order according to the
letter of the alphabet

beta class beta 2nd class

gamma rays gamma a type of X-ray

delta delta triangular- shaped river mouth

deltoid delta shaped like a triangle

iota iota a very small amount
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rhotacism rhota changing s to r

sigmoid sigma shaped like a sigma

alpha and omega alpha, omega the beginning and the.end

3. Ask the following questions:

a. What does it mean to alphabetize index cards?

b. Would a beta class hotel be as plush as an alpha class hotel?

c. What are gamma rays?

d. Where is the delta of the Mississippi River?

e. What shape would a deltoid muscle have?

f. Explain this statement: He didn't care an iota.

g. In linguistics what is the technical name given to changing s to r?

h. What shape would a sigmoid muscle have?

i. Explain this statement: Studying is the alpha and omega of success
in school work.
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LESSON 5

Specific Objectives

1. To review the names, sounds, and transliterations of the letters of the
Greek alphabet.

2. To teach the reading of the following sententia:
VP t

ere.) gi .1 kw CA,pcr.( .90X0

Activitie s

or.d 4.hos. I

81 %. '01,

1. Show the visual cue for Ea) opt etc. Elicit the sententia chorally and then
from individuals.

2. Have the students work through the following frames of the programmed text:

Frame 47 - The first letter of the Greek alphabet is
written al and has the name

Answer -
alpha

Frame 48 - Alpha has the sound of the a in the English Answer -
aword father and is transliterated ---.

Frame 49 - The next letter of the alphabet isg and has
the name ----.

Answer -
beta

Frame 50 - Beta is transliterated b and has the sound Answer -
bof the letter ---.

Frame 51 -y has the name gamma and is usually
pronounced like and transliterated with ----.

Answer -
g

Frame 52 - Give the names of the following Greek
letters: d

E

1

19

Answer -
delta, epsilon,
zeta, eta, theta

Frame 53 - Transliterate the following Greek letters:

d
E

8

Answer -
d, e, z, e, th
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Frame 54 - Give the names of the following Greek
letters: (

It
A

P
V

1

Answer -
iota, kappa,
lambda, mu,
nu, xi

Frame 55 - Transliterate the following Greek letters:
t
It
A

#4

-V

1

Answer -
i, k, 1, m, n, x

_
Frame 56 - Give the names of the following Greek
letters: o

it
P
cr

T

Answer -
omicron, pi, rho,
sigma, tau

Frame 57 - Transliterate the following Greek letters:
O

IT

Pr
r

Answer -
o, p, r, s, t

Frame 58 - Give the names, of the following
Greek letters:

u

X

(0
ua

Answer -
upsilon, phi, chi,
psi, omega

Frame 59 - Transliterate the following
Greek letters: u

0
X
II)

CA.)

Answer -
y or u, ph, ch, ps,
o
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Frame 60 - Read the following Greek quotation
aloud:

ey e...43 6 im i Z A Opt AZ iiiiiiy4,
otioX)) H.(i T i)os .

Frame 61 - Name all the letters in the Greek Answer -
Quotation in Frame 60. ky60 - epsilon,

igamma, omega
Eipc - epsilon,
as iota, mu, iota
eiA OA - alpha,

lambda, phi, alpha
/felt - kappa,
alpha, iota

top e y 4 - omega,
mu, epsilon,
gamma, alpha

:top xej - alpha, rho
chi, eta

T.icis tau,
epsilon, lambda,
omicron, sigma
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LESSON 6

Specific Objectives

1. To introduce the reading of the majuscles of the Greek alphabet.

2. To point out common uses of the Greek letters 7Y, * ,

Activities

1. Have the students work through the following frames of the programmed text:

Frame 62 - In this section of frames you will learn to
read the capital letters of the Greek alphabet. You
probably have noticed that capital letters are not used
as frequently in Greek as in English. The first word
in a Greek sentence (is/is not) capitalized.

Answer -
is not

Frame 63 - In Greek, capital letters are used for the
first letter of proper names. Sometimes inscriptions
are written entirely in capitals. In general, however,
Greek capitals are .(not as important/as important)
as Greek small letters.

Answer -
not as important

Frame 64 - Read the following quotation silently, ) o
y v cu Or er,. a a To -V.

Frame 65 - Read the same quotation in capital letters
using Frame 64 as a guide.

rtinor TAUT ON
Frame 66 - Read the following quotation silently:,. ),

plde "V stretle.
Frame 67 - Read the same quotation in capital letters
using Frame 66 as a guide

M H E M A r AN1

Frame 68 - When Greek words are written entirely
in capital letters accents and breathing marks (are
omitted/are used).

Answer -
are omitted
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Frame 69 - Read the quotation silently first in
small letters and then in capitals. Follow the
same procedures for Frames 70 through 80

9StAotropigt "61 lint Hun'e e -iv* r)2 s.
4)1A0/0 clpiA 810Y 10(Y9SPNHTHS .

Frame 70
Ts a 7 440 OW IC is d wo.
Ell A11 HP 01'416'1% ANHP.

Frame 71
0.1k.tri-se 9r 1 .1 r T.( .

OAAATTA OAAATTA
Frame 72 e

inr-v rw fiat.
TrA 14 TA PEI.

Frame 73 ots 14-V 1., Ey4 ri irrry,
,:cWii E& y;v.
or ZHN MErA T1 EITIN AAAA
ET Z14N.

Frame 74
perpole AWitt) I cr 7-) k. a los o 6' rirtvou
P ;ix"

ME TPON 910Y E1TiN 101AAOS Or
XPONOT NIHKOI.
Frame 75 0 :e yE E6 rw r ro s ,elos

o u 049'/ c.a ria s :iv OpaiffIti .

0 ANE7ZE TA 1 TOM 8101 OT 8112TOE
OM PSI II 11 .

Frame 76 Tr; d Z "910 s 2Teie %tour 3s
'A so podrry)s;
Ti l AG. 8101 AT EP X PT2.1-12
AOPOLI I TH X

Frame '77
0 t)pc 'Iv-rile cites"; -,/ 11 le 19 :A tt ire,'
ou d r... leos%

OTK ES..T Itst ETP E1N SION
AAYTTON OTLS E NO .
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Frame 78
r Pr ri -y * Irt" s e firc,s.
I IIHNH ITAI 0 B i om.

Frpne 79
cl Aos irpcxtrs, $ cis re trii Abt/rfi i i.
0 Blot BPArrs, H dE TE%WH MAKPH.

i 3 ii % ,
Frame 80 - flew vp) 4 A0.4 MA,

4:11.4 ty.t ..leoa IN.; relos.
ern rimi AAA KAI 11MErA
APXH KM TEAos.

Frame 81 - Certain Greek letters are used commonly
for various purposes. For example, in mathematics
Greek letters are frequently used as symbols. The
ratio between the circumference of a circle and its
radius is expressed by the Greek letter ----.

Answer -

77-

Frame 82 - The Greek symbol * stands for Christ and
is frequently used in religious art. It comes from the
first two letters of the Greek word for Christ
*terra's). It is a combination of the Greek letters
chi and ---.

Answer -
rho (p)

Frame 83 - Another common religious symbol is Al)
which represents God as the beginning and end of all
things. Recall the quotation that means in English
"I am alpha and omega, the beginning and the end."

Linsw2r - ,
Ere.) E /pi .Oat

pm) &pc-p..4 ,
;gyp

.px tral l 74Aos.
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LESSON 7

Specific Objectives

To introduce the writing of the following Greek quotations:

ry vczOf f.'s( r -v.

I 1-v rA rot V.

0010 fro $i Aro u NunElo -)e )jrqs.

Activities

1. Elicit all of the above quotations orally with the visual cues.

2. Have the students work through the following frames of the programmed text.

Frame 84 - in this set of frames you are going to learn
to write some of the quotations you have been reading.
Look at the enlarged written version of the quotation
which means "Know thyself."

^ > .) 40'

Try to copy the quotation on paper. Your teacher will
look at your work.

., i I.
Frame 85 - Practice writing y -1. (.3 611 (r.1 uTO V

%.
6 times.

Frame 86 - Look at the enlarged written version of the
quotation which means "Nothing in excess."

1.1MAs, >I
-,./ . ;()/0. Ir ..__. .

Copy the quotation carefully on your paper. Your teacher
will look at your work.

.a.Frame 87 - Practice writing p9cli V a y1 -v
6 times.

Frame 88 - Look at the enlarged written version of the
quotation which means "Philosophy is life's guiding
principle."_

% , I. " .0. 40°

0 MO ro 9514 alff/OU Ictifie, V)? r)7 s .
.
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Frame 89 - Practice writing IS/AorogIA frOu Irci,ermms
6 times.

3. Have students come to the chalkboard and write sententiae from your dictation.
Correct each while the class watches.

4. Ask the students to practice writing the sententiae for homework.
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LESSON 8

Specific Objectives

To introduce the writing of the following sententiae.
3Els 01 "r?)/0 ougeis ylp.

®otAolrTda.ed dT Td.
4 06

OPY r 64 Jo E 4
Et) V. ,4lEy( Tt err/ O/A .1:4 a trj-te.

Activities

1. Elicit the above sententiae from the students through the cue cards.

2. Have the students work through the following frames.

Frame 90 - Look at the enlarged written version of the
quotation which means "One man is no man."

7 V
o dfl SEi s nt)7/0 0 U

--ellea0,
t .Frame 91 - Practice writing VS eivqp oZchtis :17.40

6 times.

Frame 92 - Look at the enlarged written version of the
quotation from Xe nophon which means "The sea!
The sea!" - &4A.774 gaA

at T To(

Frame 93 - Practice writing 61 c4,1 ge T Te(J ofd iletrni
6 times.

Frame 94 Look at the enlarged written version of the
quotation from Heraclitus which means "All things are
in flux." ... c ..

... c ...
Frame 95 - Practice writing T1' at v T al "1
6 times.
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Frame 96 - Look at the enlarged written version of the
following quotation from Plato which means "It is not
something great to live but to live well is a great thing. "

a .% o* ,rdTL llt11:
-7,Frame 97 - Practice writing ot, I* //eyed r,krrer NA.1 a vi -v

6 times.

3. Have students come to the chalkboard and write sententiae from your
dictation. Correct each written version while the class watches.

4. Ask the students to practice writing the sententiae for homework.
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LESSON 9

Specific Objectives

To review the names and written forms of the Greek letters.

Activities

1. Play Tape C (The Alphabet Song). This tape contains the Greek alphabet set
to the tune of "She'll Be Coming Round the Mountain." Have the students
listen and sing along.

2. Have the students come to the chalkboard to write the Greek alphabet.
Correct the work on the chalkboard. Have students copy the letters from
the chalkboard.

3. Finish class with the alphabet song.
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LESSON 10

Specific Objectives

1. To review the names of the Greek letters.

2. To write the following sententiae:

irp o -v got) l'rr ir:IAAos oi pkyou IIPpf OS- Plutarch

c; :41rEjNQrOS 'to s at 0e/6.J:els «7761/04Sff - Plato

/003. :/*Tip )(pui41 Op* c. - Mimnermus

) t "
owr err' -Y CU, le fil°0

ci /etc s

t,
g4Au ;re -v obierk Menander

- Palladas

Activities

1. Play Tape C. Have the students sing the Alphabet Song again several
times.

2. Have the students work through the following frames of the programmed text.

Frame 98 - Look at the following enlarged version of
the quotation from Plutarch which means "The measure
of life is beauty not the length of time."

iuioov flhou
A07:7-3fF6-Y0 CTW

i
Frame 99 - Copy II C T000 V /17 1 0 U cirri
laaos oau rpovoil pi Ito 6
two times.

Frame 100 - Look at the following enlarged version
of the quotation from Plato which means "For .man .

the unexamined life is not worth living."
._.

3 7.7 1 4 .Y_ T o t r i Q.S -___ /O S -0-17-4 --_-- -_

Frame 101 - Copy 4 :eye 7 i Tv or ro c fito:
lot 0, (...tAs :il, Bp 4 m(t)
two times.

.
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Frame 102 - Look at the following enlarged version
of the quotation from Mimnermus which means
"What is life without golden Aphrodite?"

_ _... ..._.............. ___
, o .ins ac igs

t aot
'AAp 0 Ov / ri----xpu of-011 s r.; ...

Frame 103 - Copy TI S E o S 4 e
xfruer;,. s a A opodir)2is twice.

.

Frame 104 - Copy twice the quotation from Menander
which means "No one can find a life without grief, "
viz 5

0 C12 PI" Zrri le cbpe-v4, i
iero le lit AUff0 le 0 UOVV65.

Frame 105 - Copy twice the quotation from Pallade
which means "All life is a stag;" viz., 0.11")?7017
,roes iff."0s .

3. Have the students sing the Alphabet Song again.

4. Have the students practice writing the sententiae for homework.
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LESSON 11

Specific Objectives

1. To review the names of the Greek letters.

2. To discuss breathing marks, accents, and punctuation.

3. To introduce the writing of Greek capital letters.

Activities

1. Begin class with the Alphabet Song.

2. Have the students work through the following frames of the programmed text.
Frames might be finished for homework.

Frame 106 - In the frames that follow we are going to
discuss accent marks. You have probably noticed that in
Greek there are ---- kinds of accent marks.

Answer -
three

Frame 107 - On scrap paper try to write the three kinds of
accent marks that occur in Greek.

Answer -/ ' n
Frame 108 - An accent that looks like this is called an
acute accent. The grave accent is similar to the acute but it
slants in the other direction. Write a grave accent on your
paper.

Answer -

Frame 109 - The third type of accent is called the circumflex.
It Is really a combination of the acute and the grave. Write
a circumflex accent on your paper.

Answer -
n

Frame 110 - In the pronunciation of Greek the type of accent
indicates the ---- on which the speaker throws his voice,

Answer -
syllable

Frame 111 - Accent marks are used in ---- Greek as well
as in Classical Greek.

Answer -
Modern
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Frame 112 - Originally accent marks were used to indicate
pitch. With an acute accent the voice would be raised a
little. With a grave accent the voice would be lowered.
With a circumflex accent the voice would be first raised
and then lowered. Ancient Greek originally was a tonal
language, i.e., a language using different pitches exten-
sively.

Frame 113 - Certain spoken languages of our own time are
tonal languages. For example, Chinese and Swedish. Tonal
languages make extensive use of different ----.

Answer -
pitches

Frame 114 Greek words which start with vowels (01,E.,)Z,c
p, u, w ) orp have a breathing mark. There are two
types of breathing marks, smooth breathing and - - --
breathing.

Answer
rough

Frame 115 - Write a smooth breathing mark on your paper. Answer
a

Frame 116 - Write a rough breathing mark on your paper. Answer
t

Frame 117 - As you may have noticed punctuation in Greek
is slightly different from punctuation in English. Periods
and commas, however, are (used/not used) in Greek.

Answer
used

Frame 118 - Greek uses a semicolon where English uses a
question mark. Greek uses a raised period where English
uses a semicolon.

Frame 119 - As we have said before, capital letters in Greek
(are/are not) used for the first letter of the first word

in a Greek sentence.

Answer -
are not

Frame 120 - Capital letters ---(are/are not) used for the first
letter of a proper name in Greek.

Answer -
are
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Frame 121 - We will learn to write the capital
Greek. Copy the following quotations on your
that many of the Greek capitals are exactly
Roman capitals.

1.-N f2 0 I 2A Y TO
MHA EN ALAN.
(PIA 010cl:1A B

K YB EP N HT HI.

letters in
paper. Notice

the same as

N.

I OY

Frame 122 - Copy this quotation:

Ell ANHP OYAE II
AN H P.

Frame 123 - Copy these quotations from Xenophon
and Heraclitus:

0 A AAT TA, OA A AT TA.

TIANTA PEI.
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Frame 124 - Copy this quotation from Plato:

OY ZI-IN MED Ti
MIN AMA EY 2i-4N.
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LESSON 12

Specific Objectives

1. To review the names of the Greek letters.

2. To practice the writing of Greek capital letters.

3. To review the writing of Greek small letters.

4. To introduce formally the concept of iota subscript.

Activities

1. Begin and end class with the Alphabet Sorg.

2. Have the students work through the following frames of the programmed text.
Frames might be finished for homework.

Frame 125 - Copy this quotation from Plutarch:

METPON BIOT EIJI
KAAAOZ OY XPONOY
MI K 0 Z. .

Frame 126 Look back at frame 125. Write the Answer -
quotation in small letters. Omit accents. /.1 Erio 0-V

/S? >0u

ET 7, AlAlos

eu Xio oleo U

II* If ®S .
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Frame 127 - Copy this quotation from Plato:

0 ANEZETAIT01. BIOS
OY BISITOE. AN OPS2171-1.

Frame 128 - Look back at Frame 127. Write the
quotation in small letters. Omit accents.

Answer -

a d'YEE turns
Al, os

ot kwros
.2 A
elver/liar 4:).

Frame 129 - In the quotation c7 flog d 'Ve ferret 9'70 S
Ot.a ig I Cs17 0°S :I V Sio W if 44.)
look at the last letter of the last word. You will notice
under the 4) a small iota. Copy the word
on your paper.

Frame 130 - The small iota under the omega is called iota
subscripta ....(is/is not) pronounced.

Answer
is not

Frame 131 - At one time the word :VI '910 cir 7 7 44) was
c

written c,!? 'y DIN: frW ( . When the iota lost its sound,
it was written under the preceding vowel. The small iota
under the vowel is called ----.

Answer -
iota
subscript

Frame 132 Copy this auotation from Mimnermus:

T11 AE BI OE
ATE P XPYIHE
AcP0AITHI.
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Frame 133 - Look back at Frame 132. Write the quotation
in small letters. Omit accents.

Answer -

ris ds
8 Ios d rep

XINr"
'A 0pechns;

Frame 134 - Copy this quotation from Menander:

OTK EITIN EYPEIN
BION AAYTION
OYAENOI.

Frame 135 Look back at Frame 134. Write the quotation
in small letters. Omit accents.

Answer -

0:Pit ktirly
e(JeCilei/0-v
:aurp310

ou) dew° s.

Frame 136 Copy this quotation from Palladas:

Ilii-INH RAI 0 B101.
Frame 137 - Look back at frame 136. Write the quotation
in small letters. Omit accents.

Answer

GrIWY 0

nv s 8

ft/6s .
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Frame 138 - Copy this quotation from Hippocrates:

0 6101 BPAXYE
H AE TEXNH MAKPH.
Frame 139 - Look back at Frame 138. Write the quotation
in small letters. Omit accents.

Answer

8 ,elos
iip.exus
4 a
rcX-Y??

#41921.

Frame 140 - Copy his quotation from the New Testament:

Ern EIMI ARIA KM
IIMErA

1
APXH KAI TEA01..

Frame 141 - Look back at Frain! 140. Write the quotation
in small letters. Omit accents.

Answer -

iya.1
Op!
:(144 K41
a

WI) cr 11,

;op, Ats

rcAos.
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LESSON 13[Unit Review]

Specific Objectives

1. To review the history and importance of the Greek alphabet.

2. To review the reading and writing of the Greek alphabet.

3. To review the names of the Greek letters.

Activities

1. Have the students work through the following frames in lock step.

Frame 142 We are now going to review reading Greek.
Read each quotation aloud in this and the following frames:

re eZ of eil u T 0-v.

Frame 143 ./ r? d i le :41y4 Y.

Frame 144 - 0,A0 ro 9SiA ,8, 0 Are/fierrj Tri S.

Frame 145 - El's .7..),;), ot (hos 4 -y4/0.

Frame 146 - 60;1 r 0:614 7- T4

Frame 147 - 77;11r4 he7.

Frame 148 05 tipie 11 gra 7% irrr$, 4 ALI cu tiv.

pi-r po-v gCo 0 ler ri ff:i 1 Aos.
Frame 149 ''' '4)ros .ou Xpo -r° u ii"?

Frame 150 - 6 °I'VE firoorTos Oros, .
Ott ,egt c.aros :1-v Rfi GO n. Zia.

7-, s 0tE ,Bins 0?"7-6/0
Frame 151

)(too o-i s ''A op° ci Cr r?s ;



1
A2/ t

Frame 152 - 00 if ETTIV E Lyn 'V
0;0-V tilAufrO-tte ciudi-rOs.

.
Frame 153 0" ir ri-VrI 77;t1S a fins.
Frame 154 - a fiios AP, of xu-s , 4 de`

r e x -r1 A .nrio 6 .
Eyes eliil :IA 04 kot)

Frame 155 - * .
tap E y.t, :e19)(4) /roc) riAos.

2. Have the class sing the Alphabet Song.

3. Tell the students that they will now review the history and importance of the
Greek alphabet. Ask the following questions:

a. From which alphabet did the Greek alphabet develop?

b. From what did the Phoenician alphabet come?

c. Besides the Phoenician alphabet what other alphabets developed from
Egyptian hieroglyphics?

d. In what alphabet is English written?

e. How did the Roman alphabet develop?

f. What alphabet is used in the writing of Russian?

g. How did the Cyrillic alphabet develop?

h. What alphabet is used in writing most of the world's languages?

4. Have the students copy the sententiae from Frames 142-155. This might be
finished for homework.
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LESSON 14 [ Unit Review ]

Specific Objectives

1. To review the following derivatives: alphabetize, alpha and omega,
rhotacism, deltoid, iota, sigmoid, delta, gamma.

2. To review the distinction between translation and transliteration.

3. To review the following sententia aurally and orally and the background on it:

E y w eip
1(4) riXo

:;A gs e .1) it)Af 1 y.c 0t/90

4. To review accents, breathings, iota subscripts.

5. To review the names of the Greek letters.

Activities

1. Ask the following questions:

a. What is the difference between translation and transliteration?

b. What types of accents are there in Greek?

c. What types of breathing marks are there in Greek?

d. What is an iota subscript?

2. Sing the Alphabet Song several times.

3. Have the students work through the following frames:

Frame 156 - Give the Greek quotation from the New
Testament which means in English "I am alpha and omega,
the beginning and the end".
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Frame 157 - Most of the New Testament was originally
written in the ---- language.

Answer -
Greek

Frame 158 - Most of the Old Testament was originally
written in the ---- language and then translated into Greek.

Answer -
Hebrew

Frame 159 The Greek of the Bible was a special form of
Greek known as the koine or ---- dialect,

Answer -
common

Frame 160 We will now review some English expressions
connected with the Greek alphabet. For example, a delta
is ----.

Answer -
a triangular-
shaped river
mouth

Frame 161 - A deltoid-shaped object has the shape of a ----. Answer
triangle

Frame 162 A sigmoid-shaped object has the shape of Answer
sigma or s

Frame 163 - To place in order according to the letters of
the alphabet is to ----.

Answer
alphabetize

Frame 164 Changing s to r is called ----. Answer
rhotacism

Frame 165 - A very small amount is called an ----. Answer
iota

Frame 166 - The expression alpha and omega means the Answer
endbeginning and the ----.

Frame 167 A beta class hotel would be a ---- class hotel. Answer
2nd

Frame 168 - There is a type of radiation known as the gamma
ray. It is named for the ----.

Answer
3rd letter
of the Greek
alphabet,
gamma
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Frame 169 - The following are the items you should have
learned in this unit:

a. The history and importance of the Greek alphabet.

b. The reading of the Greek alphabet.

c. The writing of the Greek alphabet.

d. A Greek quotation involving the first and last letter of
the Greek alphabet.

e. The following English expressions: alpha and omega,
gamma ray, beta, rhotacism, alphabetize, iota.
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UNIT V

ANCIENT CRETE

AN OVERVIEW OF THE MATERIAL
TO BE TAUGHT IN THIS UNIT:

1. Crete's history, culture, and influence
2. Mythology connected with Crete
3. Semantic and morphological distinctions

between the nominative and accusative cases
singular of Greek nouns met

4. Semantic and morphological distinctions between
1st, 2nd, and 3rd persons singular active
indicative of Greek verbs met

5. New Greek lexical items connected with the
cultural theme of this unit

6. English derivatives connected with the Greek
lexical items introduced.
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LESSON 1

Specific Objectives

1. To explain how we know about Cretan culture.

2. To explain how Greek culture was related to Cretan culture.

3. To summarize the early history of Crete.

4. To teach the following dialogue audio-lingually:

4. c
ri

A.
ITO U e TT 110 1 ffP1r17;

1 Where is Crete?

/ kplrl kr ri-te k-re
B. A 3 I % Ira, n I yet /61) PEAs 1 yEl .kf Crete is in the Aegean Sea.

Is Crete an island?
,/

A. E rrot 4 Irpilir vim;
B. -v41 . r, eioopri? ern

lei. WO S ,
.

Yes Crete is an island.

/ ) a/
A. 7 S Er T1 I' 0 'PX W "V

i'' 09 777;
Who is the ruler in Crete?

5---7----c---If
B. MI-VCOS EITT/Y 0 .(py

Iv Irpirl .

Minos is the ruler in Crete.

Activities

1. Tell the students that in this unit they are going to learn about ancient
Crete, the large island in the '1 editerranenn Sea where the foundations of
Greek culture were established. .;:it.ich 01 our knowledge about ancient
Crete comes from archaeology. Ask the students what archaeology is.
Tell them that we also know about the Cretans from their writings some
of which were in Greek and others. in a language that we don't yet under-
stand. The undeciphered language was written in a script called Linear
A. The form of Greek that the Cretans knew was written in a script the
archaeologists call Linear B. Linear B was very different from the.) Greek
alphabet that we have learned. In fact we could not read Linear B until
it was deciphered in 1952 by the British cryptologists. Ventris and
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Chadwick. A third source of Aur information about the Cretans is what the
later Greeks tell us about them botn in factual literature and legend.

2. Tell the students that Crete ruled the Aegean Sea for 800 years: from
2200 B.C. - 1400 B.C. The cities on the Greek mainland seem to have
paid taxes and tribute to Crete. The Cretans seem to have established
colonies on the Greek mainland. The Greeks on the mainland imitated and
admired the Cretans. The ruler of Crete had the name Minos. Probably
almost every ruler of Crete used this name.

3. Tell the students that they will now learn a dialogue about Crete. Using the
map, introduce the dialogue listed in the Specific Objectives of this lesson
in the usual way. Avoid using English where possible.

Convey meaning with gestures.

4. Ask the following questions:

a. How do we know about ancient Crete?

b. What is Linear A? What is Linear B?

c. Who were Chadwick and Ventris?

d. What relationship existed between Crete and mainland Greece?
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LESSON 2

Specific Objectives

1. To summarize what is known about Knossos.

2. To review the dialogue presented in Lesson 1.

Activi ties

1. Show the students the EBF Study Print dealing with Knossos if possible.
Locate Knossos on the map. Tell the students that Minos, the ruler of
Crete, lived at Knossos in a huge palace. This palace was the artistic,
religious, and tax collecting center in Crete. Arthur Evans, a famous
British archaeologist, discovered the ruins of Knossos in 1900. The
palace at Knossos is notable for its staircases, its columns, and its
elaborate drainage and plumbing systems. Minos was apparently so re-
spected that there were no fortifications surrounding the palace. The
palace itself was a huge complex of rooms, halls, and corridors. There
was a similar, smaller palace at Phaistes, another town in Crete.

2. Go through the dialogue in Lesson 1 several times in the usual fashion.

3. Ask the following questions:

a. Who was Minos?

b. What was Knossos?

c. Who was Arthur Evans?

d. Describe the palace at Knossos.
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LESSON 3

Specific Objectives

1. To explain the legend of the Minotaur.

2. To teach the following dialogue:

a
rroa E Cr TI le a A 95,(c/71-p go, Where is the Labyrinth?

/144,114401 ;.a-ny kv Irmr-P The Labyrinth is in Crete.

a
T1

/
EGT/Te el MS -v r. 0/00,S; What is the Minotaur?

O MI 7 4 Ili 11,0 OS Er r, A.,()

:iv e`e41 P. o s *w) 7., Dia 0 g
The Minotaur is both a man and
a bull.

Activities

1. Explain that there was a famous myth or legend connected with Knossos
and Crete, viz. , the legend of the Minotaur. The Minotaur was a monster-
half bull and half man. He had the body of a man and the head of a bull.
He was actually the child of King Minos' wife and a bull. He ate human
flesh. He lived in a building called the Labyrinth. This building was so
complicated and had so many hallways and rooms that no one who entered
it ever found his way out. Some people think that the Labyrinth was in
reality the great palace of King Minos at Knossos. To a stranger this
complex palace was like a maze or labyrinth. To keep the Minotaur happy
every year seven of the handsomest young men and seven of the prettiest
girls were taken from Athens to Knossos in a warship and fed to the
Minotaur. The young people were sent into the Labyrinth where the
Minotaur waited for them. The fact that in the myth the victims came from
Athens and were actually a sort of tax that the Athenians paid to Minos
indicates that Minos' influence over the mainland was very strong. Athens
may have been part of a Cretan empire.

2. Introduce the dialogue listed under Specific Objectives in the usual fashion.
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3. Ask the following questions:

a. What was the Minotaur?

b. What was the Labyrinth?

c. With what is the Labyrinth sometimes identified?

d. What did the Minotaur devour?

e. From where did the Minotaur's victims come?

f. What is significant about the fact that victims came from Athens?
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LESSON 4

Specific Objectives

1. To explain the myth of Theseus.

2. To teach the reading and writing of the expressions learned in Lessons 1
and 3.

Activities

1. Start class by reviewing orally the dialogues listed in the Specific Objectives
of Lessons 1 and 3.

2. Tell the students that they are going to learn about how the Minotaur met
his death. If possible show the filmstrip on Theseus from the Instructional
Kit. If not, explain the myth in the following terms: Theseus was the son
of the King of Athens. He insisted upon being one of the seven youths whom
Athens sent to feed the Minotaur each year. When the boat arrived in Crete,
Theseus told King Minos that he wished to meet the Minotaur first. Minos
allowed this. Theseus was a brave young fighter. He met King Minos'
beautiful daughter Ariadne and fell in love with her. Ariadne found a special
sword for Theseus that would enable him to kill the Minotaur. She also
gave Theseus a spool of thread that would enable him to find his way through
the Labyrinth. Theseus was successful in his effort to kill the Minotaur.
He and Ariadne started back for Athens. Never again did Athens pay tribute
to Crete.

3. Have the students work through the following frames of the Programmed
Text. Explain that the word "Frame" will no longer be used in the Pro-
grammed Text because it is no longer necessary. Frames 1-7 should be
done in lock step.
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1 - Read the following paragraph aloud
in Greek:

% a
# Kp#7-1 brrry cy rre

Aalytf41 n eXct rei. 4 irp,i-rq ger)
... cyipres. mil-voiS Er T I. v 0 fzeAttiv

iv T ft 0gap PI' - Ad ti_t;olv Ns
4.

er ret, 'EV /carp. a hirveZrdupOs
ErTI M11. -:,;v6Iptelffos Kir/ rgeOpos.

2 - Now read each of the following
questions aloud in Greek and try to
give an oral answer. Refer to Frame
1 if necessary. Then read each
answer aloud from the answer column.

sr77o t C 7/ 1/ $ ire;i71;

c1 irpairl
a

Err, -we E Y
nr ev A,i r44, et,

TIER rre / .ff

),
3 erT/Y /re,..p.. .."...?ros;

,
-Yet / . 1? /(0 ?r'7

3 %

E 47/ 743 0-0 S .

ris 1o-ri-to .9o1vary4_ cl

'Ile ireirr? ;

vs Er r)-1/ied
t) goxe.40-ve

ET kfilfr,07 .
a

5 770 0 EcrT tne a
M/-vaT4c1,0e ;

a, Ai, -,.. dr..,Li,. is
E Tril EYr

/r44 r!7.
)

6 770 0 co- nv a
Acivs up e-v Oes ;

8 /1 AA? &It,/ v 190-c

Z-o-rt -v k -v

kR,T77.
4 Mile card tilo;s
§o- 77 #4(1
ell V edowrre g *al)
nip/30S .

7 TI
/

Ecr Ti -V 8.
M t -v W... T a OR 0 S ;
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8 - Read the following paragraph
silently:

4

1500.7 a- a. r/ -v e-v recci

A', ).(7id Tr e .1 °rye /. - Ic.9 r.?
Err1 -v/? fro s . /14 / -v ec) s
P I C. .3 1

4647L .V 0 ap)yuP Lv
W p 4 7 v., a 4 ciRan,eryArs b-rne
kv If, /5 rp.o M ry 4 7acifieris
Co- Ti /role of '7040ea IT os 'Jai To alipos.

9 - Now answer the following questions
in writing. Check your answers care-
fully with the answer column.

. e ' .Trou rriv ), le,,i0,771,

$ /coo7 r/7
Err I le k le
T4; i 1; trociel/

i o
Tre A( r c e .

10- v. 3 eirrve oe

Ni l°41 Tee LleOS ;

S M / 7° of roe vo's
len", it v ir,o;;7;/? .

11 - ir OD c r7-/v 0
Aar,* 1111, i V 00 S ;

' A wo:ery Odes
EtrTI le eV

ep Pi r 7
12- r rs 6-Try o

3f
f e Xcliv i'v kefriv ;

A r1-v da s errp
Co :(;9,yw v

.-3, kig$67p .

13 7-1 korri-v tt:

.
A I iv ta 7-.111e os ;

O A I / v4.) riros.
3

a-Er/ A0-
4(3iej, 1.4 77- iv s

era) Tal De 0 S.
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LESSON 5

Specific Objectives

1. To explain the myth of Daedalus.

2. To teach the following dialogue audio-lingually:

I

OF dE M .Vg3( A ai J
Does Daedalus know Minos?

7i. "IV 4 1 a Of de 60I li 0 S .( Yes, Daedalus knows Minos..

01A e7 Wyead Ac4701,4,10s; Does Daedalus like Minos?

03d, A4,1°4441 Ot1 9$/je Ad%Oiot 11S.
No,No Daedalus does not like Minos.

/4 WC?
IAA

10 ea S 4 .1;4 A 0 "ff;
Does Minos hate Daedalus?

- t e s i i i. Mi-vw s / I i o r e 7 4d a DIA OY
aYes, Minos hates Daedais.

Activities

1. Tell the students that they are going to learn about another myth connected
with Crete, the story of Daedalus. if possible, show the filmstrip on
Daedalus from the Instructional Kit. If not, explain the story in the following
terms: Daedalus was a famcus craftsman and engineer. He was invited
by King Minos to build the Labyrinth to house the Minotaur. Later,
Daedalus lost favor with Minos. In fact, the two men hated each other.
Minos had Daedalus imprisoned in the Labyrinth which was so well built
that even Daedalus could not find his way out. Daedalus - being a great
engineer - built wings for himself and his son. He warned his son Icarus
not to fly too close to the sun. Icarus did not follow his father's advice.
He flew too close to the sun and the wax binding his feathers together
melted. He fell and drowned. The part of the Aegean Sea where he drowned
is still called the Icarian Sea.
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2. Teach dialogue in the usual fashion. Perhaps stick figures ion the chalk-
board could help in teaching this dialogue.

3.7 Ask the following questions:

a. What did Daedalus build?

b. Were relations between Minos and Daedalus cordial? Explain.

c. How did Minos imprison Daedalus?

d. How did Daedalus escape?

e. What became of Icarus?

4. The teacher may wish to mention that the main character in James Joyce's
ULYSSES is named Daedalus. Ask if any students have read this book. Ask
for explanations of the appropriateness of this name.

5. Close class with the dialogue.
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LESSON 6

Specific Objectives

1, To introduce the reading of the expressions learned in Lesson 5.

2. To introduce the concept that word order is relatively free in Greek.

. To introduce semantic and morphological distinctions between the nominative
and accusative cases.

Activities

Have the students work through the following frames of the Programmed Text.
The frames might be finished for homework.

14 - Read the following paragraph
aloud in Greek: a

MTV s rr', -) a '4,40X4/ -v el>,& E

kg r?. kiivais OTIE add; chi ,I 0 ne.

Mr-veuo of') 9 $ Aci A alcid Aos. Ad liews
ijore7 ddet iderAo-v.

15 - Now read each of the following
questions aloud in Greek and try to
give an oral answer. Refer to Frame
14 if necessary. Then read each
answer aloud.
TIS E cr Ti V a ea4f/ove -te

...

irPq TN ;

a
Ell

sA4//Cs/ S Er Ti V
3,a e(i.ox w -v

E V /co )7 rq .

16- code M I le e,, 4 'laic) cl 41 0 s ; low 1 egiff-v w a
oiv6 2101:441 A os .

17- 0i ,I c7 Mr-yted Aai d 410S; 00 . M CV Wet
oil GI iAei
4.tidotAes .
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18 - A o,
Ai I re? Mt-revs Lid 1 i 1 A e-V ; -nil . Airy w s, ..

af
,
d A

1fieriti Ai do 01/

19 - Now read the following six
sentences aloud:

Mrveas II 1 r si ad, dot A one.

Mivws Adaeld.slo-te pure.
AcirdscAole yurers7 M 1-rws.
lid 1 01 se Ao-v M tvws .14/ tr a .

io I re; O AC-peas 4 ef iddAo -v.
ite lee 4 44 7 IA o-te MI -r w s.

20 - All of the sentences in Frame 19
mean just about the same thing. Each
could be translated into English .

Minos hates Daedalus.

21 - In Greek, word order is not as
important as in English. In fact,
the words in a Greek sentence can be
mixed up usually without really
changing the meaning. In English,
by contrast, word order
(is/is not) very important to
meaning.

is

12 - In Greek the relationship
between words is often indicated
by the endings on the words. You
have noticed perhaps that King
Minos' name in Greek is sometimes spelled
M, Cy s . and sometimes Mieyea 1
Similarly Daedalus; name is some-
times spelled A atic/4/1 coS and
sometimes .

AalseidAo-y,

23 - Before we explain tile difference
in spelling between Wyk, s ..a...nd

Mr-veAise and between 4 d i cra 01 o s
and A ft loistA one we have to talk
about the distinction between the subject
and the direct object in a sentence. The
subject of the sentence is often the doer or

direct object
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L

performer of an action. The direct
object in a sentence may be thought
of as the word toward which the
action of the sentence is directed.
It should be remembered that not
all sentences have both a subject
anci a - - - -.

24 - Pick out the subject and
object in the following sentence:

Minos hates Daedalus.

"Minos" is the subject.
"Daedalus" is the object.

25 - Pick out the subject and
object in the following sentence:

Daedalus hates Minos.

"Daedalus" is the subject.
"Minos" is the object.

26 - As you have seen in Frames
24 and 25 word order in English

- - (is /is not) very important
because it shows which word is
the subject and which word is the
direct object.

is

27 - In Greek the subject is indicated by
a special form or spelling and the object
likewise by a special form or spelling.
The special subject form or spelling is
called the nominative case. The special
object form or spelling is called the
accusative case. Write the phrases
"nominative case" and "accusative
case" on your paper.
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28 - Very often in Greek the nominative
case form ends in 8 and the accusative
case form ends in Y or d . Sometimes
the accusative is the same as the .

nominative. Let us look at the nom-
inative case and accusative case forms
of some of the Greek words we have
met before. The nominative case will
be listed first. Say the words aloud
and copy them on your paper.

AcpcidaAos
A ell ci a Ao-y

29 /4Y WS
Mil us a..30 - Or-VOS
xiog-vo -e

31 - Ass
-

01 0 -I-

32 :IV Dia40 Jr 0 V
/
le 07

Aft

et 4I ire "e
33- orVeAtac

ir 2A A o s
34 - Sometimes the nominative case has
endings other than S. Let us now look at
some more nominative and accusative
forms. Say the words aloud and copy
them on your paper.

,t ..
cr.( Le r r et

.'t .1 o rnev
35 - er/rirlerj,

dr Iry -v37-v
36 - TE:x ir 1 ..

re "v -V
37 - 0/Actreilii.t

SIS/Aoratild"10
38 Scu,Sep-v4 ?Qs

truOiP767Prve
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LESSON 7

Specific Objectives

1. To review semantic and morphological distinctions between the nominative
and accusative cases.

2. To review the concept that word order is relatively free in Greek.

Activities

1. Ask the students if word order in Greek is as important as word order in
English for showing the relationship between words. Ask what actually
does indicate the relationship between words in Greek.

2. Tell the students that they are going to review the difference between the
nominative and accusative cases. Ask the following questions:

a. What case is used for the subject of a sentence?

b. What is a subject?

c. What case is used for the direct object in a sentence?

d. What is a direct object?

e. Give English examples of subjects and objects in sentences.

3. Tell the class that they are going to review some nominative and accusative
forms through some exercises called pattern practices. Say each sentence
and have the students repeat. To assure comprehension have the English
said at least once.

y-ve:41 BI 6-)orertry Know thyself.

rvc7191 01,10(roOrel-v Know philosophy.

ryt2,6t, Mr-v w I: now Minos.

y y w Of dot cidNo-v Ynow Daedalus.
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yve4J et Rio 30. Know life.

Ad r-riats lice; dciAo-v Minos hates Daedalus.

Mr-VWS xp4S-vole fibre?. Minos hates time,

Mivws Kg1Aos AI rel. Minos hates beauty.

M1'V't.0 S 0 oaO (00L-v Aire . Minos hates philosophy.

itt ;$10 w S 8/0 Y /wee? . Minos hates life.oerp19/044aros Miyc .c 01E7.
($11-6104.fros 44;:ifelov Oi.A O.

o d'i7'4owiros kill los 561Ael

o ov0,440yros sillotropfiov

O :iv 8/044ros gc 'V oi AE7

.1 elotAos Mry co et asdev.
ddifiaAcm AsticlytAdv olde-vs:

dleia los kr, Aos

d rgd).. o #10 Gropfiery oTdey,

61, 01 Ads e4eiev
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The man likes Minos.

The man likes Daedalus.

The man likes beauty.

The man likes philosophy.

The man likes life.

Daedalus knows Minos.

Daedalus knows Daedalus.

Daedalus knows beauty.

Daedalus knows philosophy.

Daedalus knows life.



LESSON 8

Specific Ob'ectives

To introduce the reading and transformation of the pattern practices presented
audio-lingually in Lesson 7.

Activities

Have the students work through the following frames of the Programmed Text
in lock step. The frames might be reviewed for homework.

39 - Read each sentence in the following
pattern practice aloud. Then make each
sentence negative aloud. Check your
sentence with the answer column.

hlifyisiS M010 itihrt7. Micrds) c MI) "°
OU "1.4 free.

a MC-Was :10,404rcry Ail 'V7. Alf-rais :/v49/4oro -I,/
0 Zi pio-ci .

I-yeas it:tAAes a
_fr lire? .
M;vias 8.7A 4 r rot -v
ou A ocre7.
Mg...yeas rIC.7-0 ir-be-
06 At ore.

41 ki A w s ifiDos Awe?.
42 - Milyws ota4 Trtt "V Id, re
43 Mi-vws ertr9vpry At s r a

44 Mr-rws silAorogi Ilic- lora?. frilvels ftWorogridy
o?) ii I rci .

4 5 0 / _Ac 7 gYv g soffioes AirroJa , ot)
'

0, e7 Isirevemios
Mivtacc.

46- 0 i A E 7 411. 6ec4077' 0 C AdIcleflo Y. o Z 0 I A ci :IV 0,6nros

41'; doolo-v.
47 - 0 . AO Al. 4404,0 1r os eii,tes b 1 is fr,

ou 10/11EI seyoparos

,r(IAOS .

48 0,A.. :6 gewyres 56/A0070#47 Ot 00 AE" :Iv apoiros
0Aorosilia-v.
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49 4 a i dal 0 s ole i c Ail; am . 14 st ei a Aos othor

o?di Atry w., .

5° Ad di Aft Aos olith 44 dedo-y. 400 dgiAos oiltr
oi d c idet1old Ao-v.

51 heacidAos °Tole :1-refoafrole. Liu:44)os Oak-
of fit :Irgtedmov.

52 A erl CiestilOS pile K:( A Aos illotiesa t Aos am
01. a k:IA A 0 S .

53 A et7 ciaAos orde ®.t:14 rner A al el a A o s °Z.if

oidc 19; 14 r rot -v.

54- 4 (4 7 cid A* s °leer
0/Ao0'c filt-.

I i a; At Aos o4. ir

orde fillorogfia-v.

55 441 filo Aos ode
Cr errteeil e .

4,1%4 ACAS 0 Z1r

07dC Crielr"5"1/.

56 IA 4;4( A os oicie
Nufice-rf Dry.

4aidatAos oenr
o /016 /ruflepv97,v.

57 - Read each sentence in the following
pattern practice aloud. Then make each
sentence negative by beginning it with the
word " .

y -vet) el er d urcrle ,
gIII y yawl r o 1,70 "1°.

58 - yveZ a Milvtod . /4 yr/7A Aliewe .
59 -

y'r CZ 01 A o(/ del A 0 "Y. /417 Y74,8/ 4 Ira el )0
60-

rec7)17, gio-v. in) y. yi:i at 15/0"v.

A yytZ8/ :110(dffox61- yy to b I :178,to ffe-v.
62- yvZ81 A(..1 Ao s A yriZA idtA A os
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63- rrez 01 151.1,,(7-. ray. /14 yveZ0/ hAgi 7 717

64 - yvZO, i i v In pretA e'ep9i7e.
A A65- /YAW/ 0/ A 0 er0 0 rot Y . Pi) Y VE:119/

52$ , Aorose;:v.
66 - y v e 7 ) 01 Avr? efi -p e. r 17 v. ii.n y vo 7 1 ell

myrEp Vrjr )7 "V.

67 - Now read aloud each question in
the following pattern practice and
answer aloud each question affirmatively.
Check your answer by looking at the
answer column.

/. Ire? 41,--reas Aoy;

7417. illr c7 A Mfed s

ieale.

69 p i r e7 M l-rw s id di d eGloy ; -KA i . p i erE7 Mired s

44 rod IAA o-te .

69 p 10- El M flows Zvlogaffon 1:0011 , 014 /ref itili'VedS
itY .ett, 44, ft e-V,

70 fi / re? M %VW S 64/,07/0 39; eleot i p i re; 14 rve,4,1s
x ie c.v.° le.

71- # I r E7 MAreCa S kolAlos, -10.(1/. Ifire7 A 114'01S

KalAA0s.
72- p i CO Mr1040S AI( Tre(Y;

.

74.(/. , u/re.% AVveds
8,A., r ra -v.

73 - pie el' MilietA)s rir9 yin -nu'. Ar reE7 M,rvws
6r/07v9-Y.

74 - /4 Ira Mi-vws filA0f0 L-r -Ad. /,°'a; itn."Y"'sO. AoretStg-r.
-.),,c, . p re.? Mr-yws
ir vie ce.v )7 rri -) e.

75 Mr-e6JS troieloyfro,;
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LESSON 9

Specific Ob'ectives

1. To explain something of the Cretan contribution to art and architecture.

2. To present the following English derivatives or cognates of recently learned
Greek lexical items: tyrant, taurine, Daedalian, misanthrope, misogynist,
labyrinthine, philanthropist, Anglophile, Francophile, philander.

Activities

1. Tell the students that many beautiful works of art survive from ancient
Crete. Cretan statues are erotic and unusual. Many times women and
bulls were depicted. The Cretans were fond of bulls in their art as well as
in their mythology. The Cretans were also excellent makers of pottery and
vases. If possible, show the students some pictures of Cretan art.

2. Show the EBF study print of the palace at Knossos, Comment on the
Egyptian and Near Eastern aspects of the architecture - the bright colors.
Invite the ....udents to compare the Cretan style of architecture wit'. the
classical Greek style. Use the EBF study print of the Parthenon for
comparison.

3. Approach the following derivatives and cognates in the usual audio-lingual
fashion:

English Word Greek Root
Meaning of English

Word

tyrant .0
Tup443-vos "ruler" dictator, author-

itarian ruler

taurine Tat up os "bull" bull-like

Daedalian A so
LI el ICNAOS "Daedalus" highly skilled

misanthrope M i ar-E7 "hates,'
OrY I9,401TOS "man"

a hater of mankind
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English Word Greek Root
Meaning of English

Word

misogynist
..1

p ) a- e, i "hates" a hater of women

labyrinthine A.tfielp "labyrinth"-r a ®S complicated

philanthropist 0/ ) a i "loves"
:110 0,44i IT CC "man"

a person who shows
his love for man-
kind by deeds

Anglophile 01 A a i "loves" a lover of the
English

Francophile 0, A a "loves" a lover of the
French

philander 0/A c, i "loves" to flirt; a flirt

4. Have the students echo each of the above English derivatives chorally and
individually. Then ask the following questions:

a. What is a Daedalian worker?

b. Is a millionaire who gives vast amounts of money to charity a
philanthropist, a misogynist, or a misanthrope? Explain the differences
between the terms.

c. Is a man who loves England and things English properly described as
an Anglophile, a Francophile, or a philander? Explain the differences
between the terms.

d. Was Hitler a tyrant?

e. What would a taurine shaped statue look like?
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LESSON 10

Specific Objectis,es

1. To introduce the reading and writing of the following derivatives and their
etymologies: Jrant, taurine, Daedalian, misanthrope, misogynist,
labyrinthine, philanthropist, Anglophile, Francophile, philander.

2. To review what was taught in Lesson 9 about Cretan art and architecture.

Activities

1. Tell the students that now they are going to review some of what they have
learned regarding Cretan art and architecture. Ask the following questions:

a. What building is the most famous example of Cretan architecture?

b. Describe the palace at Knossos.

c. What were some favorite subjects of Cretan artists?

d. How does Cretan architecture compare with classical Greek architecture?

2. Have the students echo each of the derivatives listed in the Specific Objectives
of this lesson in chorus and individually.

3. Have the students work through the following frames in the Programmed
Text:

76 - Now we will turn our attention to
the English derivatives we have learned
recently. An English word meaning
"dictator" or "absolute ruler" and
derived from the Greek word 74;24 "VVOS
is .

tyrant

77 - An English word meaning "bull-
like" and derived from the Greek word

A ...,ra ue 0 S is .

taurine
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78 - An English word meaning "highly.
skilled" and derived from the Greek
name A cri fiet Aot. is .

Daedalian

79 - An English word meaning "one
who hates the human race" and
derived from the Greek words
# i r¢? and 41.100/024/ffo5 is

misanthrope

80 - An English word meaning "one
who loves mankind" and derived from
the Greek words OA c7 and

.17 pew rres is .

philanthropist

81 - An English word meaning
"woman hater" and connected with the
Greek word #/0'0' is .

misogynist

82 - An English word meaning
"complicated" or "intricate" and
derived from the Greek word
Ao$://orv&es is - .

labyrinthine

83 - An English word meaning "to
flirt" and derived from the Greek
word s6 , A E? is .

philander

.

84 - An English word meaning "a
lover of the British people" and
derived from the Greek word
9$ I A e 1

el is .

Anglophile

85 - An English word meaning "a
lover of the French people" and
derived from the Greek word

0/Aft is .

I

Francophile
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86 - Open your Greek notebook to the
heading Word Study. Add the following
words to the first column of your list
there: tyrant, taurine, Daedalian,
misanthrope, misogynist, labyrinthinet_
philanthropist, Anglophile, Francophile,
philander.

87 - Now put in the Greek words and
the meanings of the English words in
the appropriate columns of your list.
Refer to Frames 76-86 if necessary.

88 - Explain in your own words the
meaning of each of the following
English sentences. Pay particular
attention to the underlined word which
is defined in the answer column. The
President of the United States is not
a tyrant.

absolute ruler,
dictator

89 - The man had a taurine facial bull-like
expression.

90 - John D. Rockefeller was a
notable philanthropist.

benefactor of man-
kind, contributor to
worthy causes

91 - Queen Elizabeth II is
certainly an Anglophile.

a lover of the
British people and
traditions

92 - General De Gaulle has been
described as a Francophile.

lover of the French
people

93 - There are, many Daedalian highly skilled
carpenters in Philadelphia.

94 - A person who would wish to
destroy the whole world with nuclear
weapons would certainly be a
misanthrope.

hater of the human
race
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95 - A person who would want to make all
women in the world slaves would certainly
be a misogynist.

hater of women

96 - High school students are much too
busy with their studies to philander.

flirt .

97 - Labyrinthine puzzles can be fun to complicated
solve.
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LESSON 11

Specific Objectives

1. To introduce the following dialogue audio-lingually:

A. ris 0 i Who are you?

AA.-
B. n'f/ 'Yto 2 0/Jr. 4:; :40)(411/

e;/.41 .

I am Minos. I am the ruler.

A. car& 4 dr el dl 01/; Do you know Daedalus?

B. 3/447. 4sciff4 A AY $27414(
Yes. I know Daedalus.

A. 0/A es ik i chi Ao-r; Do you like Daedalus?

B. .. )
0 1).. Ad/ OF4A O le OU 0/A 17J- No. I do not like Daedalus.

A' pireh 4 fit roiat Acrv; Do you hate Daedalus?

B. -veej. iit'd.1 A cry frira Yes. I hate Daedalus.

2. To summarize the history of Crete.

Activities

1. Tell the students that today they are going to learn a dialogue which involves
Minos being interviewed by a stranger in Crete. The stranger asks Minos
who he is and whether he knows and likes Daedalus. Teach the dialogue in
the usual fashion.

2. Explain to the class that all of the details of Cretan '-:story are not known.
We do know that people first started living there about 6000 B.C. Crete
early became a trading center having close trade relations with Egypt and
mainland Greece. Crete seems to have acquired some control politically
over southern Greece. The power and wealth of Minos had three sources:
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industry, mastery of the sea, and domination of the market. Around
1700 B.C. eastern Crete - which was an impoverished area - revolted
against Knossos. A new dynasty, it seems, was put on the throne and
Cretan civilization reached its peak. Around 1450 B.C. the Egyptians
stopped trading with Crete and started to trade directly with the mainland
Achaeans. The Achaeans became conscious of their strength and unwilling
to pay taxes to Crete any longer. It seems that they attacked Crete itself
and burned the Great Palace at Knossos. Finally an Achaean war lord
installed himself on the throne of Minos. After that time Crete's importance
in history diminished greatly.

3. Review the dialogue.

4. Ask the following questions:

a. When did people first start living in Crete?

b. What were the 3 sources of Minos' power?

c. What happened after the revolt of eastern Crete?

d. What encouraged the mainland Achaeans to become conscious of their
'strength?

e. Compare the revolt of the Achaeans vs. Crete with the revolt of the
Americans vs. Britain.
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CV1,111.1.1,111=CRAMTYTe.

LESSON 12

Specific Objectives

1. To introduce the reading of the expressions learned in Lesson 11.

2. To introduce the concept of what a verb is.

3. To introduce semantic and morphological distinctions between first, second,
and third persons singular of the present tense active of some Greek verbs.

Activities

Have the students work through the following frames of the Programmed Text.
Have the frames reviewed for homework.

98 - Read aloud the following paragraph
in Greek:
Allt-yed s elp 1 . cf :Ieire4,3 41.41.

old., bati da Acrie. oZi $ , C
464;d4A0-14 14,r47) Adidfaole.

99 - Now read the following similar
paragraph aloud in Greek:0 c wMilows 0. 0 490 X WV E; .
0 Il'0" OA 444 rol 4Acry, 03 0 IAE7S/

&Mid AO"! pi o-c7 s 114;c4, A 0-y.

100 - Now read the following similar
paragraph aloud in Gr eek:

M rle 14) 5 Errs 1 a et'," oy l.0 le if' 77 /4

oTeet Awl rdolA01/ . Cie SI A 6'
A a idd lov. ftsra Ad" eistlo-v.
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L_

r.

L

TIMIMM

101 - In Frame 98 Minos is the speaker.
In Frame 99 Minos is spoken to. In Frame
100 Minos is

spoken about

102 - Frame 98 is said to be written in
the 1st person. Frame 99 is written in
the 2nd person. Frame 100 is written
in the .

3rd person

103 - The difference between the 1st,
2nd, and 3rd persons is indicated by the
verbs. Verbs are words which indicate
action or being. Try to find the verb in
each of the following sentences:

Minos knows Daedalus. knows

104 - Minos hates Daedalus. hates

105 - Minos is the ruler, is

106 - Minos does not like Daedalus. does like

107 - I know Daedalus. know

108 - I like Daedalus. like

109 - I am not a ruler. am

Now try to locate the verb in each
of the following Greek sentences:

110 - W
o
VWS E y i

0
. / i

0

111 - AAi v I I 1, CAI S F3. E;.
112- M -feo tJS Err ix r T ii/

^
113 014 A4/10 La o( .

"
0 i di
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...
114 0 ; or 0.1 N I t "ow at 07tr Oa
115 - I' 0

01 de M I -vide( . oT ci e
116 -

,/4 1 0.4 66 qi daxo-v. "
ote . re4

117 - Ai nr- e7s ,8 47 ci a A o-v .
"As ire I s

118- j.,, o-c7 6 djda A ov. #4 t r 67
119 - 2 w

0 gi p/A CA) b di else Ao-v.. 061 A 4)

120- 0 tP1 A01100 01 AEOS. a ei i ed A 0 -v. 9S/A EIS
121 - 06 pieA E7 541 GistAo-v . 06l A ci
122 - A verb is said to be in the first person
when the subject is the speaker. A verb is said
to be in the second person when the subject is
spoken to. A verb is said to be in the third
person when the subject is .

spoken about

123 - In English to indicate the first person
the word "I" is frequently used. To indicate
the second person the word "you" is frequently
used. Thus "I know" is first person but "you
know" is .

2nd person

124 - In English the 3rd person is often
indicated by adding "s" to the verb. Thus
"he knows" and "Minos knows" are both

3rd person

125 - The verb "to be" in English has special
forms or spellings to indicate person. "I am"
is first person. "You are" is second person.
"Is" indicates the .

3rd person
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126 - Greek has special forms or
spellings to indicate person. Separate
words like "I" and "you" are not
needed to indicate the first and second
person. Thus E 1 A i is first
person, el is second person, and
lo-r II is .

3rd person

2 t
127 - Vitt/ , the first person
form, means in English "I am".
E ; , the second person form, means
"you are". irrt , the third person
form, means .

"is"
(or "he is",
"she is", or
"it is" or
"there is")

128 - ad.( ., the first person form,
means in English "I know". dr est ,

the second person form, means "you
know". OTSE , the third person
form, means .

"knows"
(or "he knows,"
"she knows", or
"it knows")

129 - Look at the following Greek verb
forms and their English meanings:

AI 1 r Cid I hate

/4 , re'As you hate
ft

14 I r E( (he, she, it) hates

ift
gS , A w I love

cbiAEIS you love

0 i A a (he, she, it) loves
What do you notice about the endings
on the Greek words?

Ad I 0" La, # ices
it4 re 7 have
the same endings as

FS / A Cl $C1 A sI e7

9S.Aes%

130 - Many Greek verbs follow the
pattern of 044 i er Ca and 0 X a
in indicating person. Some verbs,
however, such as (Ad.( and

- -(do/donot) follow this pattern.

a .Elfti

do not

J
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LESSON 13

Specific Objectives

1. To review semantic and morphological distinctions between the first,
second, and third person singular forms of the present tense, active of
some Greek verbs.

2. To review the concept of' a verb.

3. To summarize important aspects of the Cretan religion.

Activities

1. Tell the students that they will now review some of the things they have
learned about verbs: Ask the following questions:

a. What is a verb?

b. When is a verb in the first person?

c. When, is a verb in the second person?

d. When is a verb in the third person?

e. What word often indicates the 1st person in English?

f. What word often indicates the 2nd person in English?

g. What is often added to the verb in English to indicate the 3rd person?

2. Tell the students that we know much about Cretan religion through their art.
The Cretans did not, it seems, worship the gods of Mt. Olympus such as
Zeus, Athena, and Poseidon. Their religion, instead, centered around the
Mother Goddess who was also worshipped in Mesopotamia. Her powers
encompassed fields and forests, food, wild beasts, life, death, winter, and
spring. In a way she was like our Mother Nature. The Mother Goddess'
male companion was sometimes thought to be Minos, the Minotaur, or a
bull.
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3. Ask the following questions:

a. Did the Cretans worship the gods of Mt. Olympus?

b. Who was their chief divinity?

c. How is the Mother Goddess different from our Mother Nature?

d. Who was the male companion of the Mother Goddess?

4. Tell the students that they are going to review the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd person
forms of verbs through pattern practices. Say each sentence and have the
students repeat. Have the patterns said in English at least once.

1 1key ei4
1E A X aid I E11-4

gy E dip tun?? .

i-v kpC7T .

-v `E* WI Ji El-
Ejf-Z yr 7? ci.

i-v kp rp
trri-v

I am in Crete.

I am in Greece.

I am in Europe.

You are in Crete.

You are in Greece.

You are in Europe.

He is in Crete.

He is in Greece.

£1"90..,,ff? tr.K.,. He is in Europe.

VS/ A a NW o s. T like beauty.

0 4.1 eio -v . like life.

41 ortf-,7-v )5- y I like a tent.

0 / 41 16.A erepistv. I like philosophy.

0/1e7s K:c XXos

0 / A E7s

/ es
16 / A ETs

.-0,0 7

01 X* re
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You like beauty.

You like life.

You like a tent,

You like philosophy.



0/ As7 14A Ao se He likes beauty.

11 a Oro y. He likes life.

0/ E7 trair9 14 v. He likes a tent.

As? Aeroptiar, He likes philosophy.

he-yeast. idsreZi.
11;0; riry An Cr? Z

A d Acev /44 tr .

01 A o re 10.1-01 1.41 ortZ.

M il/ea.( 14 nrcis.
irpFirv-v ire? s

.17d4Aoy
95/ A o o 44. "V 14I rtif

CO "V fulee7s_ voila :MO = MN. Mm.

You hate life.

"Wry COS Ph";td74 p."- Wei: Minos hates Minos.

M 1 "Y415 194 rope p iriZ Minos hates Crete.

Mile 4.11eitiA0v pied, Minos hates Daedalus.

M 7-vca s ?ira.Minos hates philosophy.

Nr-Vars 8,o-r 0141re Minos hates life.

I hate Minos.

I hate Crete.

I hate Daedalus.

I hate philosophy.

I hate life.

You hate Minos.

You hate Crete.

You hate Daedalus.

You hate philosophy.

Tupd-rvo-P Ol dd. I know a ruler.

4 didawoY dot . I know Daedalus.

ire 77)-Y 0ic/4 I know Crete.

AgyVery 8ov 0141 .
I know the Labyrinth.

rav ra ufio -v 0144 I know the Minotaur.

rUpet y WV 0 I or 8,1 You know a ruler.

047 0 y Q% r 5j, You know Daedalus.

117,25 717"1/ 01 cr t.f.1. You know Crete.
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7 o-v A /damn 00"V °Tr&
ray Milftl 7. lupe", ar

74"t rvov or city.
*Oran Zia; der lo-v Aide v.
114t-yeds 104 71719 0id. V.

Mr-id rr.v /14441,0*-My Ofiev.
AIPIPGJS 7010 AlrYkreit9001f OTICY.
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You know the Labyrinth.

You know the Minotaur.

Minos knows a ruler.

Minos knows Daedalus.

Minos knows Crete.

Minos knows the Labyrinth.

Minos knows the Minotaur.



LESSON 14

_Specific Objectives

To introduce the reading and transformation of the pattern practices presented
audio-lingually in Lesson 13.

Activities

Have the students work through the following frames of the Programmed Text
in lock step.

131 - Read each sentence in the following
pattern practi6e aloud. Then make each
sentence negative aloud. Check your
sentence with the answer column:

E)' kfir,7", eirii. E'er 154. r" ewe
ci,m7 .

132 - Z1. `Ea A :( of/ 1,41. ly TAL161/ eLte
ey.41.

133 - i-v E to 40 i.e,7. k,7
14

EZ., 4) rrp odor4:.
cv fre,d)i5 r,i7 etir
ci.

134 - E, /9,4 ET

135 i-v CE AA.Idi ET. Iv WA A 2 ii, cu%tr
El.

136 - 1.v ELe arrp T. iv ElyoZyrp ot.,e
ci.

137 Aohleca S irT)-y
Kfi i Tri

} y M 1=re..4..s 06 ietry.",
1"7 ire i; T1.

138 - Mr-rws a rr) 10

`EXAuldt.
1-v Mr-vws o'inr 67'17

by TXX:ec l
139 M r-vd.s ErTI-Y

EL, Z rrp
i.-v Milvws 011A' 1471-9

av E t:;fitLrrp. I

:1
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140 - gjiAz. it.; A A. oil 0 /A4) ir:iAos .

141 - 4 0,

P 1 Ag4) AKO Y
%

Oil PW171 010V.
142 - A t A

Pi i A al 0.4.7V f V. of. 41,1.^4 artorrry.
143 -

01 .1w OtActroPet-e. -11 pflAZI pf4orogdy.
144 - /a .1 los 0/Acrs . irInos ocl phAeis.

145 igicre 0 / Acis "le-r. oc!, 11A LA.
146 - rifirrl")" 9S, A cis (TIT +, al) sdiAc7s
147 -

56/Aor09414"), 0/ Aeis Oblero gli:ty ob
so, A 67S S.

148 - 0/A87 ketiA0S. OS cotAci
#41A Aes.

149 -
PS / A 6.7 fiio-v. e t 9S/Ai7 /Provo.

150 - A ow .n. al/ 0 lAs,
rti'Vle*.e.

151 -
yP
.., % .4

iAci 9Si AorepS Icv. ob 0.AE7 ...
" I A ore . la -y.

152 - A4s.tywiit
All;Ped 44 OZ 1,4 la/.

153 -
154r P,'"' PI ":). Iffi6777-r oil ivr

154 Age dPi AC019 Ag I rij. 4 gd1 ilA Acre 03
I erZ .

155 - _,& ,
vP/ Aoro 95 fa-pe it, i ict41) 0, .loro s I id -,0 oir

_ I - .
156 - Oce tre:i fib 'V o Aorii.
157 - Read each of the following
questions aloud. Then answer each
question affirmatively. Check your
answer.

MA' 4.14 /A t 0-E s s ;

..
Vei / Ai/ VeAld

"
/.., i 0"' Gal ,
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158 - ep ,r,r p i areAS ; 104
.

Kr,* TV e
it f t 9 ertwo

159 A.A..;dot Ao-v A4 I o-c7 s ; w I. 4 et Oa Xo-v
re:. .

- )4( I Ottloroffifti.g -r

i .r.`11'

160 - t ,
_fie

tio re p hi y du/a-es;
161 - 'or I"1 ecis ;

-i-V .a.. ..vac l. /a-toy
AI i oftca

162 - 14;:pecus mr. W iu i 4'e7; -rd I. Mirw s
iilA44,4 p Ire 7

163 - osig,,ws /0);rri-y /4 I rE7; 104 i Mryies
KPH 1,2", mire,.

164 - Mircos bat7c1.4Ao-v du icrei ; -PA/. Mr7d4. s
A ...ad.cAo-r i 4 ire7 .

165 Alerws ribiereiSLy pi cr,e7 '' ' birl'usI , ore Ail, we?.

166 Mi.:10 40 S .67*-)0 if..4 s re 7 ; Val A Itel AP' I S
070-r ,44,o-F7

.. 3
71.1244 717,10 V Quit
oid4.

167 - Read each of the following
sentences aloud. Then make each
sentence negative. Check your
answer.

rupot neve 'I/ 0;014

168 hairdo i Ao-e 074. 4 col7delAolo OtiIf
order.

169 - ,,,,
rf, a.? 7 ? -y 0 ; did . iffiijr77-r otm

aria,
To y 44ifteiv8e1
ot3ir olcid

170 -
To le A die t;fi s -, Bole 0 /dd.

171 -
TOY MI7iralti,07f 01 did .

Toy lelryt.",rautoev
Oillf 01014

172 - Read each of the following
questions aloud and then answez,
them affirmatively aloud. Check
your answer.TL'.d';` ,d4 _

rUpti V10010 0 /Cf Wg )

, 0,
-V4 / , rupof V VO V

Oidet ,

158
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173 ihaddAone air& ,;
70., i . 4 .17 of. I Ao 7.
otda .

174 /rig) )5. 7)9 "0" 0 real ; Vet l. #5"4 fT Iry

175 TO-V A 406.40, Y610 v or or Ati le 4 i e r "AAR (7/0 rr8ov oTd.rd.
10.1 A re,-
mrp-zrdufia-r °Arid

176 - To-, A4810417.1 trio," 07 O' L9,4 ;

177 riiepot le lea 7.0 Airweis 0 %I dE fo 7.4 ; . Tyros -r vo-r
A 1 ."-rws °TIEy.

178 4 dli detA0V A 1 li, goS Of al EV.
,

741 4 *frit A 0 Y
10"as 0/ o e v

179 - 15.7T'a'yy 411WS 0 hi Ey; -ra l. Ica. )5 7w".
AO?iti 3 or,eic y

180 - ro-y A (1094;/,' i -e a -be Alivt.40Sr0 /der.
74 I' 7'07 Arifiligqvisv
M I ; l e i s cif de y .

181 71:1/ A4I ve; rI vfie -.. Al ryws
of AV;

vo I. rov Mivirr-rvov
Aerws or AY
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LESSON 15 [Unit Review

Specific Objectives

1. To review Crete's history, culture, and influence.

2. To review the mythology connected with Crete.

3. To review the following derivatives: :tyrant, taurine, Daedalian, misanthrope,
misogynist, labyrinthine, philanthropist, Anglophile, Francophile, philander.

4. To review the sententiae learned in Units I through IV.

Activities

Have the students work through the following frames of the Programmed Text.
The frames might be done silently in class or aloud in lock step. They should he
reviewed for homework.

182 - Now we are going to review some
of the things we have learned about
Crete's history, culture, and influence.
Much of what we know about Crete
comes from archaeology. Another
source of our information is the
w - - - - of the Cretans.

writings

183 - A third source of information
about the Cretans is what the later
Greeks tell us about them both in their
literature and legends. However
we (do know/do not know)
everything about Crete.

do not know

184 - The original Cretan language
was not Greek. It was 'written in a
script called Linear A and remains
- - - - (deciphered/undeciphered).

undeciphered
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185 - The form of Greek that the
Cretans knew was written in a script
called Linear B. Linear B was
very - - - - (different, from/similar
to) the Greek alphabet that we have
learned.

different from

186 - Before 1952 we could not read
Linear B. In that year the young
British cryptologist Michael Ventris
deciphered it and showed that Linear
B was a written form of the - - - -
(Greek /Cretan) language.

Greek

187 - Crete ruled the Aegean Sea for
800 years. The cities on the Greek
mainland seem to have paid taxes and
tribute to Crete. The Cretans seem
to have established colonies on the
Greek mainland. Many of the rulers
of Crete seem to have used the name
M

Minos

188 - The capital of Crete was
Knossos - a place made famous
by the great P- - - of King Minos.

palace

189 - Sir Arthur Evans, a famous
British archaeologist, discovered the
ruins of Knossos in 1899. The palace at
Knossos was notable for its staircases, its
columns, and its elaborate drainage and
plumbing systems. King Minos was
apparently so respected that there were

(no/extensive) fortifications
around the palace.

no
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190 - The power and wealth of King
Minos had three sources: industry,
mastery of the sea, and domination of
the market. The Cretans did - - - -
(little/much) trading with Egypt before
the year 1450 B.C.

much

191 - Around 1450 B.C. the Egyptians stopped
trading with Crete and started trading directly
with the Achaeans on the mainland of Greece.
The Achaeans became conscious of their strength
and stopped paying taxes to - - - - .

Crete

192 - The Achaeans attacked Crete
itself and burned the Great Palace at
Knossos. An Achaean war lord
installed himself on the throne of

King Minos

193 - After this attack Crete's
importance in history greatly
- - - - (diminished/increased).

diminished

194 - There are several famous
myths connected with Crete and
King Minos. Some of these myths
involve the Minotaur - the monster
born of King Minos' wife. This
Minotaur was half man and half
- - - -.

bull

195 - Every year the city of Athens
sent seven handsome young men and
seven pretty maidens to Knossos as a
tax or tribute to King Minos. These
young people were sent into the
Labyrinth - the Minotaur's home -
where eventually they were killed
by the Minotaur. The Minotaur
enjoyed eating p .

people
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196 - The Labyrinth - sometimes
identified with the Great Palace at

Daedalus

Knossos - was a kind of maze having
many halls and rooms. It was
virtually impossible to find one's way
out once one entered. The Labyrinth
had been built to house the Minotaur
at the request of King Minos by the
famous engineer and architect

197 - One year the son of the King of Labyrinth
Athens came to Crete as one of the
young people to be sacrificed to the
Minotaur. His name was Theseus.
Before meeting the Minotaur Theseus
fell in love with Ariadne, one of Minos'
daughters. Ariadne gave Theseus a
special sword with which he killed the
Minotaur and a spool of thread that would
enable him to find his way through the

193 - Later Daedalus, the architect Icarian Sea
of the Labyrinth, lost favor with King .

Minos. Minos had Daedalus imprisoned
in the Labyrinth. Daedalus built wings
for himself and his son Icarus in order
to escape. Icarus flew too close to the
sun and caused the wax binding in his
wings to melt. IcaruS was drowned in
the Aegean Sea but Daedalus escaped.
The part of the Aegean Sea in which
Icarus supposedly fell is called today
the .
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199 - The Cretan religion centered
around the worship of the Mother
Goddess who in a way was like our
Mother Nature. The Mother Goddess
made the fields and forests grow.
She was the life giving spirit in
animals. She changed the seasons of
the year. Her male companion was
sometimes thought of as King Minos or
the Minotaur or a - - - -.

bull

200 - The females and the bulls
depicted in Cretan sculpture and
painting often have a religious
significance. Cretan religion - as
well as Cretan art and architecture

(was/was not) influenced
by Egypt and the Near East.

was

201 - Let us now turn our attention
to the English derivatives learned in
this unit. The English word taurine

..
rd U,O 0 S

means "bull-like" and comes from
the Greek word .

202 - The English word Daedalian
means "highly skilled" and comes
from the Greek name

d o s
I

e/ ig A

203 - The English word misanthrope "hates"01,11 PEI
,i AoVie IF, WTI. OS "man"

means "one who hates mankind" and is
derived from the Greeks words - - - -
and - - - - .
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204 - The English word philanthropist pii A el "loves"W Aevvriarros "man"means "one who loves mankind" and
is derived from the Greek words

and - - - - - - .

205 - The English word misogynist Ae, ;CC% "hates"

..v,A of Re i 'V 190 s

meaning "woman hater" is connected
with the Greek word - - - - .

206 - The English word labyrinthine
means "complicated" and is derived
from the Greek name .

207 - The English word philander
means "to flirt" and is derived
from the Greek root - - .

0 / A ei "loves"

208 - The English words Anglophile A e7 "loves"
(meaning "a lover of the British people")
and Francophile (meaning "a lover of
the French people") have the common
Greek root - - - - .

209 - Now let's turn our attention to
the Greek quotations learned in Units
I through IV. In each of the following
frames give the meaning in English of
each quotation and the source if possible
after reading the quotation carefully.
Check your answer.

,
y-vw ei 1 o-' el u TOY Know thyself

(Thales)

...
210 - Mg -1/ Tei fig 1 All things are in

flux (Heraclitus)

211 - . at
Prld ev cerd-se Nothing in excess

(Greek Proverb)
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212 - aiA a r Tat 61: X et r rd . The sea! The sea!
(Xenophon)

213 - 0/ A a ro 0;4 ielo 81

MIA el, V ii rip s. .

Philosophy is life's
guiding principle.

(Greek Proverb)

214 - e a a , A .0.
L / 5 et "IeV0 0 Ud E i S a - y'rbo .

One man is no man.
(Greek Proverb)

215 - a 4a 04
OU pry /.. Er./ Tirirri-v,
:We'll a ', )3-y.

It is not a great
thing to live but to
live well is a great
thing. (Plato)

216 -
ft ire 0 10 AeiO c lei- i A.-.1, A as,

a ...OU )(fa -roc, pill-or
The measure=
is beauty, not
length of time.

(Plutarch)

217 - 3
ei oll, C f c TOS AK; 5, a
OU fii (...) eaTOC rlegeot:Trdp .

For man the un-
examined life is not
worth living.

(Plato)

218 - 0 ,,,. a/
77 S de ,d. tog o4 T sr xeuois

'Asopodfrls;

What is life without
golden Aphrodite?

(Mimnermus)

219 - ., of , ,,..
OUK f 4'7'7'7 Elie61 "V f. 7 / d n

Icff AU 7TOY OL dVVO S .

It is not possible
for anyone to find
a life without
sorrow. (Menander)

220 - critore# 37; s a AOs
All of life is a
stage. Palladas)

221 - a AI i; d

rex -, 9 p id ?.."?

Life is short but
art is long.

(Hippocrates)
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.

222 - a a at t ,
Eye Ai cii. To ampI

1i el I TO Wild eyet bee Ael
if (l re Aos.

I am alpha and
omega, the begin -
ning and the end.
(New Testament)

223 - Onyour paper, copy in Greek each
quotation found in Frames 209 to 222.

L
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LESSON 16[Unit Review ]

Specific Objectives

1. To review the concept that word order is relatively free in Greek.

2. To review semantic and morphological distinctions between the nominative
and accusative cases as presented in this unit.

3. To review semantic and morphological distinctions between the first,
second, and third persons of verbs as presented in this unit.

Activities

Have the students work through the following frames in the Programmed Text.

224 - Let's now review some of the things
we have learned in this unit about how
Greek works. As we have seen, languages
are different. For instance, English depends
heavily on word order in a sentence to
express meaning. In Greek, by contrast,
word order - - - - (is/is not) very important
to meaning.

is not

225 - In Greek, the relationship between
words - - - - (is/is not) often indicated
by the endings on the words or, more
accurately, by the spelling or form of the
words.

is

226 - The special form or spelling of
a Greek word which indicates that it is the
subject of. the sentence is called the

case.

nominative
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227 - The form or spelling of a Greek
word which indicates that it is the
direct object in the sentence is called
the case.

accusative

228 - The subject of the sentence is
often the doer or performer of an
action or the word about which something
is said. The word toward which the
action of the sentence is directed is
often the .

direct object

229 - Verbs are words which indicate
action or being. A verb is said to be
in the first person when the subject is
the speaker. A verb is said to be in the
second person when the subject is spoken
to. A verb is said to be in the
person when the subject is spoken about.

third

230 - In English to indicate the first
person the word - - - - is frequently
used.

1

231 In English to indicate the second
person the word - - - - is frequently
used.

you

232 In English to indicate the third
person the letter - - - is often added to
the verb.

s

233 - The verb "to be" in English has
special forms or spellings to indicate
person. The first person form is "I am".
The second person form is "you are".
The third person form is - .

(he, she, it) is
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234 - In the following frames you will
find sentences written in the first person.
Change the verb to the second and third
persons. Check with the answer column.

\
e eied e Mhews.

.
.

do

£ I WV cas .
a ..

C ef ri /ten vs is .

.
235 r0 -10 /V1 yr 1,41 7-.11100 "V 074d4 . role NOY tord upery

Oire44.
. 0Toy All vs4r TA 1400"Y

Voui vv.
236 - ,

01 A 0 ro piGt- ?low. ,0
ph Aor 0 p iety "WM.
Os AceajLt le Afire',

237 - Asp. o' % et
Og I 0 19 01,1 c4j delay setACIS.

"sole 16/A6 %
238 - In the following frames you will
find sentences which have words in the
nominative case. Change each nom-
inative form to the accusative. Be sure
that you understand the difference in
meaning between the original sentence
and the new sentence you produce. If
the difference is not immediately car
to you, give the meaning of each
sentence in English. The English
meaning of the original sentence followed
by the meaning of the new sentence is
given in the answer column.

Al;VWS elde
, e .)_,

Ms -11/t4J0( OICEV.
Minos knows.
He knows Minos.
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239 -

Adicla los AM(
441 cid lo-v ordEr

.

Daedalus knows.
He knows Daedalus.

240 d M. "r .1 ra tope s oicie.$
Ta-v Mryrrtufits",
of'd

The Minotaur knows.
He knows the
Minotaur.

241 - :by qo ITO S O,ICY. :170630WITOle 034cley.
A man knows.
He knows a man.

242 - In the following frames
you will find a nominative case
form listed. Change this form
to the accusative case.

0/ OS AKO V
a______xi.* o -we -v243 - XP .-`)'°g

244 -
ic.(AAOr

,
ird X Nos

245 -
0.7A.4 r 7.4 ,

0 ' a A a "1" T el V'
246 -

01r i 1. V r7 dr 1r 7) V PI 1"
247 - Ternfr? .

re y-e), -1.0
248 -

0/A 0 CO 96 ;gt ?Wares:144v
249 -

or ufief -)0., r 9 s 1r ulecovl 7.7?7e
250 -

Town/0 o s roe 0,0,#
251

Prp 7, rl /5°,27'173'
252 - 2 .0*

Cup w rr 1 EL, 4, 3" -.)
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253 - You have noticed that the
nominative case frequently ends
is $ and the accusative case frequently
ends in - - - - .

y or a

254 - You have noticed that the verbs
fiSiAtZ and p ecre4 have

the same endings to indicate person.
The first person ending is -&.J . The
second person ending is CIS .

The third person ending is - - - -.
Many verbs in Greek have endings like

9! I AZ and iw rill .

CI

255 - In this unit you have studied the
following things:

a. Crete's history and culture.
b. Myths connected with Crete.
c. The English derivatives tyrant,
taurine, Daedalian, misanthrope,
misogynist, labyrinthine, philanthropist,
Anglophile, Francophile, philander.
d. How word order affects meaning in
Greek and English.
e. Distinctions between the
nominative and accusative cases, the
subject and the direct object.
f. Distinctions between 1st, 2nd, and
3rd persons of verbs.

You also reviewed the Greek quotations
learned in Units I through IV.

j
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UNIT VI

TROY

AN OVERVIEW OF THE MATERIAL
TO BE TAUGHT IN THIS UNIT:

1. Troy's history
2. Mythology and literature connected with Troy
3. Semantic and morphological distinctions between

singular and plural for the nominative and
accusative cases of Greek nouns met

4. Semantic and morphological distinctions between
singular and plural for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd persons
active of Greek verbs met

5. The definite article for the nominative and
accusative cases

6. New Greek lexical items connected with the
cultural theme of this unit

7. Greek quotations connected with the cultural theme
of this unit

8. English derivatives connected with the Greek
lexical items introduced

9. English expressions connected with the
Trojan War story
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LESSON 1

Specific Objectives

1. To give an overview of the Trojan War story.

2. To summarize Greek history from the Achaean occupation of Crete to the
beginning of the Trojan War.

3. To introduce the following dialogue audio-lingually:

A.Trou"
£6T1

I"? /6144 Where is Mycenae?

B.c
n Aivgiocvn teriv tv -ri;`Mat. Mycenae is in Greece.

A. ,., 2
Troy ECTIV:i Ircipm; Where is Sparta?

B.W1 1,TrOlp 71 iGT)V ZV 713 4EA cfctft,
Sparta is in Greece.

A.Troo Er a iv 4 MuKvcvn
Kotl vi Irdp-rvt;

Where are Mycenae and
Sparta?

B. A. mtm 4 4.. sTrotn
'-'s r -I

ErZ6IV V TA' "EA)tdat..
1

Mycenae and Sparta are in
Greece.

Activities

1. Tell the students that in this unit they are going to learn about the Trojan
War. The Trojan War was an important event in Greek history and at the
very center of Greek mythology. Try to elicit the general outline of the
story from the students. If the students are not familiar with the story,
explain it to them in the following terms: Troy was located in Asia Minor.
It became involved in a war with the city states in Greece around 1200 B. C.
Mythology gives an interesting account of the causes of this war. History
lists other causes. The Greeks invaded Asia Minor under the leadership of
the king of Mycenae and the king of Sparta.
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After a long siege on Asian soil, the Greeks won. Troy was burned and the
Greeks sailed home. Explain to the students that this story will be treated
in much greater detail in this unit.

2. Tell the students that they are now going to learn about what happened in
Greece between the Achaean occupation of Knossos and the Trojan War.
Even though the Achaeans conquered Crete, they admired and respected
Cretan culture and civilization. They imitated Cretan art, dress, and customs
and used a form of Cretan script which we call Linear B to write their
language (Greek).

The acknowledged leader of the Achaeans was the city of Mycenae. Other
important cities among the Achaeans were Thebes, Tiryns, and Orchomenos.
Achaean society was essentially military. Farming and shepherding were
the main occupations. Mycenae led the invasion of Crete.

The Achaeans got tired of paying toll to Troy for use of the sea around
Asia Minor. Also the Achaeans wanted to use Asia Minor for colonization
and needed its metals. Troy was a very ancient city in Asia Minor and the
leader of a great federation. The king of Mycenae led a Greek invasion of
Asia Minor. Its purpose was the destruction of Troy.

Tell the students that Mycenae has left us impressive ruins. Show the
EBF Study Print on the Treasury of Atreus. Comment on it.

3. Ask the following questions:

a. About when was t7:.e Trojan War fought?

b. What city state was the acknowledged leader of the Achaeans?

c. What was the Achaean attitude toward Cretan culture and civilization?

d. What were the main occupations among the Achaeans?

e. What were the causes behind the Achaean invasion of Asia Minor?

4. Teach the dialogue in the usual fashion.
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LESSON 2

Specific Objectives

1. Tc explain the mythological background on the Trojan War.

2. To review the dialogue presented in Lesson 1.

3. To introduce the following dialogue audio-lingually:

A. "A cppoo L

B.
)AckpouLTv) eeTt yea,.

A. Tti 1671V 1914 Va..;

B. vic etitea 161'1 Oext,

A. 7L .6T1 V vi Zvi OC3
/ 4

ri 1301 ;.67.1B. e

A. Ti. LT6IV 11 'At:ppm:N/71i DOGE

A IA &viva. 1401.1 h `11-1 pot).

0.
B. )A 004 C Th. Rat

A OKYa kCel 4. ellpot

Activities

Who is Aphrodite?

Aphrodite is a goddess.

Who is Athena?

Athena is a goddess.

Who is Hera?

Hera is a goddess.

Who are Aphrodite, Athena,
and Hera?

Aphrodite, Athena, and Hera
are goddesses.

1. Begin class with practice on the dialogue found in Lesson 1. Ask the
questions and elicit answers chorally and individually.

2. Remind the students that according to history the causes of the Trojan war
were probably the desire of the Achaeans to colonize Asia Minor and their
refusal to pay toll to Troy for use of the sea around Asia Minor. Mythology
tells a very different story about the causes of this war. According to
mythology, a great wedding feast was held to which all the gods and goddesses
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were invited except one, viz. , Eris, the goddess of discord. Being insulted
and wishing to cause trouble the goddess Eris came to the wedding feast
anyway and threw a golden apple on to the table marked r h KOLWiTtl
"for the fairest". The goddesses started to argue among themselves on who
should have the apple. In the end the choice narrowed down to the three
major goddesses: Hera, queen of the gods'; Aphrodite, goddess of love;
Athena, goddess of wisdom. Zeus, the king of the gods, asked Paris, a
Trojan prince, to judge the beauty contest. Each goddess tried to bribe
Paris. Hera promised to make him ruler of Europe and Asia. Athena
promised him a great victory over the Greeks. Aphrodite promised him
the fairest woman on earth to be his wife. Paris liked Aphrodite's bribe the
best and gave the golden apple to her.

Unfortunately the fairest woman on earth was already married to Menelaus,
king of Sparta. Aphrodite helped Paris to take the wife of Menelaus; i.e. ,
Helen, back to Troy. The Greeks were insulted by what Paris did and
decided to send an army to Troy to bring Helen back.

3. Have the students echo each of the following names in English several
times: Eris; Aphrodite; Athena; Zeus; Paris; Menelaus; Helen.

Ask for identifications of each.

4. Teach the new dialogue in the usual fashion.
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LESSON 3

Specific Objectives

1. To review audio-lingually the dialogues presented in Lessons 1 and 2.

2. To explain the Iphigenia myth.

3. To summarize the first nine years of the Trojan War according to myth.

Activities

1. Begin class with a review of the dialogues from Lessons 1 and 2 in the usual
fashion. The teacher should be sure that students answer individually as
well as chorally.

2. Tell the students that today they are going to continue hearing about the
Trojan War myth. Explain that, since Mycenae was the acknowledged
leader of the Greek city states, the king of Mycenae, Agamemnon, was
chosen as the leader of the Greek forces against Troy. Agamemnon was the
brother of Menelaus, king of Sparta. Menelaus was also, of course, the
husband of Helen. Many great Greek warriors including Achilles and
Odysseus joined the forces of King Agamemnon. A thousand Greek ships
were assembled at a place called Aulis. A strong wind blew in the wrong
direction and prevented the Greeks from sailing. It kept on blowing in the
wrong direction - day after day. The army was desperate. At last, a
soothsayer was consulted who said that the only way to calm the wind and
ensure a safe voyage to Troy was to sacrifice Iphigenia, Agamemnon's
daughter, to the goddess Artemis who was angry at the Greeks.
Agamemnon decided to sacrifice his daughter. He sent home for her,
writing that he had arranged a great marriage for her to Achilles. She
arrived at Aulis but was saved from sacrifice by Artemis. A deer was
sacrificed in her place. The Greeks then set sail.

The king of Troy was Priam, a very old, though brave, man. His wife was
Hecuba. The greatest Trojan warrior was Hector. lie was the son of Priam
and Hecuba and the brother of Paris. Hector's cousin, Aeneas, was also a
valiant Trojan warrior.

After nine years of fighting, neither side was able to win any decided
advantage. The war dragged on.
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3. Have the students echo the following names in English: Agamemnon;
Menelaus; Achilles; Odysseus; Iphigenia; Artemis; Priam; Hecuba; Hector;
Aeneas. Then have each name identified.

4. A possible homework assignment is to have the students write summaries
and/or explanations of the Iphigenia myth.
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LESSON 4

Specific Objectives

1. To indicate the major literary sources of the Trojan War myth.

2. To introduce the following dialogue audio-lingually:

I

A TLS ;. 6'C t v 0 1 7a.frt /IA v WY.; Who is Agamemnon?

B. a 'i4 ra IA ift yaw i 6- 7 .%, cf

Past ..let iv My toiev. .h 4

Agamemnon is the king in
Mycenae.

It's 16-nv .; /14vvi.:lotos .
Who is Menelaus?

B. c AA
0 ivitlet..0tCfS e..6Ttie 0

gast)Li)s ear IIT de.p 7 t? .

Menelaus is the king in
Sparta.

A.
-rovis &cso. of /3asta6s; Who are the kings ?

B. ,,,, A

0 MICXya I IA v wv i al o

ME,v1.oto vets/ ot tecteL.E.1's.

Agamemnon and Menelaus are
the kings.

3. To summarize THE ILIAD.

Activities

1. Tell the students that today they are going to learn a dialogue about
Agamemnon and Menelaus. Teach the dialogue given in the Specific
Objectives of this lesson in the usual fashion.

2. Tell the students that they are going to learn something about the literary
sources of the Trojan War myth. Explain that since this myth is so
important and has been called the "queen of myths" many ancient authors
write about it. The most important sources of our information on it are
THE ILIAD and THE ODYSSEY, two epic poems traditionally ascribed to
Homer. THE ILIAD tells part of the Trojan War itself and centers on the
Greek hero Achilles. THE ODYSSEY tells the story of the wanderings of
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Odysseus or Ulysses after the war. Other important literary sources of
the Trojan War myth are the plays of the Greek tragedians. AGAMEMNON
by Aeschylus, ELECTRA by Sophocles, and THE TROJAN WOMEN by
Euripides are three examples.

3. Tell the students that you will now try to summarize THE ILIAD of Homer -
though doing this great poem justice through summary is really impossible.
Play Tape D which contains a summary of THE ILIAD along with selected
readings by Ennis Rees. If tape is not available, summarize the poem in
your own words.

4. A possible homework assignment is to have the students summarize in an
essay the content of THE ILIAD in very general terms.
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LESSON 5

Specific Objectives

1. To introduce audio-lingually the following quotations from Greek literature
relative to the Trojan War myth and the background connected with them:

c/riest os vtA in p os.
Divine Homer! (Aristophanes)

RANAE

(%

IA 17.1 V Lle C7C Et 0 E f ) )77-4171a, sev
2 Atur .. V; OS,

Sing, 0 goddess, about the
anger of Achilles, the son of
Peleus.Illomer, ILIAD)

2/ r ),
CLS/CipiX letot E VvETr E.) MOi:1601/

Tro ,tórrpOITO V.

0 Muse, tell me of the man
who travelled much.

(Homer, ODYSSEY)

n
1

/ , /
17EOL j y'CLTep 1 W s EL Tr e

0 goddess:, daughter of Zeus,
speak. (Homer)

2. To review the content of THE ILIAD.

Activities

1. Tell the students that they are going to learn some quotations connected
with the Trojan War myth. Explain the first quotation is from a play by
Aristophanes, the 5th century B.C. comedy writer. Show the visual cue
for the quotation which is a picture of a man on top of a mountain. Teach
the quotation in the usual fashion.

2. Before teaching the last three quotations listed above in the usual way, ask
for the titles of Homer's two epic poems. Then explain that they are going
to learn the opening lines of each which are invocations to the Muse or
goddess of epic poetry. The visual cue for 'Aviv Ettai, , etc. , is a
picture of a goddess singing. The visual cue f,-,r 'map a i4 , etc. is a
picture of Odysseus and a map of the eastern Mediterranean. The visual
cue for EOL , etc. , is a picture of Zeus and his daughter. The daughter
is speaking.
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3. Tell the students that they will now review the story of THE ILIAD. Ask
the following questions:

a. When does the story of THE ILIAD take place?

b. What was the relationship between Agamemnon and Achilles?

c. Why did Achilles refuse to fight the Trojans?

d. Who was Patroclus?

e. Which gods and goddesses sided with the Trojans?

f. Which gods and goddesses sided with the Greeks?

g. How did Hector meet his death?

h. What did King Priam do after the death of Hector?
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LESSON 6

Specific Objectives

1. To summarize the story of the fall of Troy.

2. To teach the following quotations audio-lingually and the background
connected with them:

Tp W L S 1177'al0 777creaS 3E./ 911 CKOV.

Trojans died on behalf of
their native land. !Euripides,
TROJAN WOMEN)

Ta.' .0.tvot. Tora, lAup(ousP
.,t-rrit) vlESas pticis yuvoLLI8s.xo'cptif

Wretched Troy having destroyed
thousands for the sake of one
woman
Euripides, TROJAN WOMEN)

03oLkev nPos,f3030cm. Oi, has fallen (Euripides, TROJAN
Happiness has fallen, Troy

3. To review the quotati-sns presented in Lesson 5.

Activities

1. Remind the students that THE ILIAD ends with the funeral of Hector. The
story of the fall of Troy is told to some extent in a play called TROJAN
WOMEN by Euripides, the great 5th century R.C. playwright. The Latin
poet Vergil in his epic called THE AENE1D tells the story most completely.
He tells how the Greeks built a great wooden horse and filled it with
soldiers and then pretended to sail back to Greece. The Trojans were
tricked into believing that the Greeks had given up and had left the horse
as a gift to the goddess Athena. The Trojans rolled the horse inside the
cit36,valls. They started celebrating their seeming victory over the Greeks.
That night the Greek soldiers came out of the wooden horse and burned the
city. King Priam was killed. Hecuba and many of the Trojan women were
led away as slaves.
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2. Tell the students that they will now learn quotations from Euripides' play
TROJAN WOMEN. Teach the quotations in the usual fashion. The visual
cue for Tri2IS uTry, etc. is a picture of dead soldiers on the battlefield.
The visual cue for T I vOC , etc. is a. picture of dead soldiers plus a
live and lovely woman, viz. , Helen. The visual cue for 131134tmgy
etc. is a picture of an ancient city in ruins.

3. Review the quotations presented in Lesson 5 with the visual cues.
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LESSON 7

Specific Objectives

1. To introduce the reading of Greek presented audio-lingually in Lessons
1-6.

2. To review the background on these quotations.

Activities

Have the students work through the following frames of the Programmed Text.
Frames 1-20 should be done in lock step.

1 - We are now going to read the
quotations dealing with the Trojan
War that we have learned to say.
Read each quotation aloud in Greek
and then try to give the meaning in
English and then the source.

cir,
DEL Os Lit, p,

P
Os . Divine Homer!

(Aristophanes)

/ r
2 14 /711/IV C"'"E. , °E- ) 11....11./04crEWOf. 7T

A
, ")0 -A 11 0 S

Sing, 0 goddess,
about the anger of
Achilles, the son of
Peleus./Homer,
ILIAD)

3 - 2/ C% 2/avdp of. ?. 01 evvE:rre /140,56a
)

TrO ./luTpo Tro v .

0 Muse, tell me of
the man who travel-
led much.
(Homer, ODYSSEY)

34- 9E,(X) Oliya7E1) di ciS , ELVE. .
0 goddess, daughter
of Zeus, sneak.
(Homer)
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Tr Cu is t5 Tref Tr oi.- r p a. s
t iN

6, V I/ r 6 I.< OV.

Trojans died on behalf
of their native land.
(Euripides, TROJAN
WOMEN)

6- Tfii laava Tp pea. yl LI p L'OVS

aCCITCS e.Gcts yttas yuva.L.1.45.
AC9:11.V.

Wretched Troy, having
destroyed thousands for
the sake of one woman,
(Euripides, TROJAN
WOMEN)

7 - pi ficiewm, 34 :Apos 0030,./41

Tpoict

Happiness has fallen,
Troy has fallen.
(Euripides, TROJAN
WOMEN)

8 - Read the following paragraph
aloud in Greek. Then respond to the
Greek questions in the frames that
follow. Check your answers. c

4 ItlimPIVPI aS 6Ti V IN 7;3 E)citert.,.
,

ri ITretpivi t6-rile Iv TioE;o0i61.
g "Aria fvwv terly 0 F3otecE,iJS

tY Mt) Ki4VVII (3 Mevt" )a.Os levy
Ci f3cA.6Leis Le Z-rro' tio -r ki

/

9- tro; geltv Iti ilik 14 kf vfri. . Pi tnaien teTI'V
ay 7;4 `E.o/t.St..

10-
C. 1-Troip-nez.'no; t 61 p

%

1.1 1.7ro'Lp-rvt EGTIV

av 717,i `E"..0',Lcii.

11- eteLv 4. ilivmPlien Woo n vac'. 4 Itiv Ki4vn 14:x)

Z7rofp-ret Iv TA `E-21/ 4 117o/tyro -6.111/
01. St L

.1 ilv rii cE.Atc:541..1
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12 - t a
TLS EGTLV O A

. ra ft ZIA "V WV i
r. , A0 VII I teVtAN

1-Grlite O SOCGC)1E1IS

tte ilitt4411t1.
13 - / b

TtS ',GTO' o 114Evio.os ..; cc, M LYE' n cx. cr.s

1,67LV 0 ocos"c.hs
/tv .27rati I.

14 - i a
7 L Nes fot GLY Of. t3oLet ,5) Lis; cf. )4 ro,,i.,E/,,,,y

kca . Ne..,,i)...'s
si6tv a RoLGOers.

15 - Read the following paragraph
aloud in Greek. Then respond to
the Greek questions in the frames
that follow. Check your answers.

e / 3 .4.

feci " A 4I Dot T Pi 14 Ca A tillp a EAGL

9ea,c's 1i 119tIva le 'rt. 0E01.1. 1ff

414 Oviy«, ts-ri. 0170/.l 711f L, ois

8 'ActA E'i4 lewv oink "e'671. Oat.
1:4 )4 yak( e'.4.4 ,y u.) v E.61-1 Poi.61Et.S

16 - de.,
PI. Acil 0 St.'-rti xal

vi 1-1 io a Oecx.i .1

yal. tei 'Acp,post/Tp,

ei e1/4( 19ecti.' .

17 - .ve frci.

e of../.; VC" . h 'A 0 m va
16Tc. 9 Eat.

18 -,i6Tt
PI .)A 9 frt v.& viof. To

Ai cis )

'Val. n 'A 8 yi ya
g67t go-pl.-nit?
A 1 o' s .
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19 -
ESTOPESTOP 8 .),4 lilipvtole 9E01'i'Y'r

OtlX. 0 'Armicevam
, )/ 1 iOUk E.G71. 9e4.

20 - Read the following paragraph
aloud in Greek. Then respond in
Greek to the questions in the frames

. that follow. Check your answer.

4 T? 0 (cc teTt. TICOLS tY )116tIOL.
L

CO 1 1 p t otrIS t GT tlif 8 Bast ty
Tpot'a . o rape, r.vcov kt i se/ TOY'A

,

i L.

Tiptc90Y. Tct..01.41/01. I pOZOL .

21 - " ATrot) es7Lv ifi ?a °Liu..J vi TpoL'o. is-rCle

.Ey .)/) 6' La.
1

22 - t 2Tts ESTO/ ,; g .6.4..)Et)s

>E Y Tpoitzt ;

Z. -Trp 11 op o' s -Tcv

o 130.60ViS V

-7- . olq.
23 - f; s. A /

lAtO C.f. V iya..t a lito.).1' 7 tj y

-ffp L'a i.l 0 Y j

, A

Yete . 0 tlictlearearV

lAi 6 67 TO v iri, low 0 v.

24 - cp I A a? O. Ilya 1.4 it4 vuJI1 -01,y

Ti.clet o V)

1oil. 8 tlaitelfirtoe ot

c p L A e i Ta v rp imp Ole.

25 - Let us now return to the
quotations we have learned recently.
The quotation from Aristophanes
which means "Divine Homer" is

_

cfn
P f...r0 S vrtpos
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26 - Aristophanes lived in 5th
century B.C. Athens. He was a
famous writer of .

comedies

27 The 5th century B.C.
Athenian dramatist who wrote
a tragedy called TROJAN
WOMEN was .

Euripides

28 - The quotation from Euripides'
TROJAN WOMEN which means in
English "Trojans died on behalf of
their native land" is - - - -

c
f to Es or- Ep
I .0n'

IT CC Tint S e P.'vr 6 14 0 4°

29 - The quotation from Euripides'
TROJAN WOMEN meaning "Wretched
Troy, having destroyed thousands for
the sake of one woman" is - - -

.

i 0% ot a iim. Tf ,
roc A cc vI

3

IA Ot)S OtTraJA E606
A %.

lAt s In) yal l< OS
' ,)( op L V.

30 - The "one woman" referred to
in the above quotation was, of course,

Helen

31 A quotation from Euripides'
TROJAN WOMEN meaning "Happiness
has fallen, Troy has fallen" is - -

ge:180.1<e.v b'4 os

13 g 13a x E, TpOl ia. .

32 - The great epic poems known as
THE ILIAD and THE ODYSSEY are
attributed to the Greek poet - - -.

Homer

33 - THE ILIAD deals with events
during the ninth year of the Trojan
War and centers on the Greek hero

- - .

Achilles
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34 - In the first line of THE ILIAD
Homer asks the Muse to sing about the
anger of Achilles, the sell of Peleus.
What is the first line of THE ILIAD
in Greek?

ihnvtle it'aLSE,

OE. 0(.J 770fritoaetv
"AA/ A il'os.

35 - In another place Homer asks
the daughter of Zeus (the Muse) to
speak. Quote this invocation in
Greek.

9EOL ) 6/44T ep
A / ) G /
aLOS) EA 7 E .

36 - THE ODYSSEY also begins with
an invocation to the Muse. Homer asks
the Muse to tell him about the man who
travelled much. Quote the first line
of THE ODYSSEY as we have learned it.

lily Ep a ft 01
/

EvveTTE , Pio i; Got,
f1 /

TTO V TA p Or 0 V.

37 - THE ODYSSEY is about the
wanderings of the Greek hero Odysseus
after the - - - - - - .

i

Trojan War
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LESSON 8

Specific O1jectives

1. To review the semantic and morphological distinctions between thb nom-
inative and accusative cases singular number.

2. To summarize spelling differences between the nominative and accusative
in the singular.

A ctivities

Have the students work through the following frames in the Programmed Text.
Some frames could be done for homework.

38 - In the previous unit we learned
the distinction between the nominative
and accusative cases. The nominative
case is used for the s- - - - of the
sentence.

subject

39 - The accusative case is used for
the d o of a
sentence.

direct object

40 - In the following Greek sentences
locate the subject. Check your
answer.

c. 1 In
0 OVVTOITOS TpOiCCV 1416 Er 3/

MN Op WITDS

41 - c. at
Te4YTTOS AlVkfrivny titi6E.2.0 OVY0A p 61/9pOTTos

42 - /
0 TVpavvos Tpotiow yleEt. c /0 rt)pavivoS

43 -c / /
o Typovv,V0S Mukknevcv kaGES. 6 Tvpatvvos

44- -7-
Ip0/ 0:4 o o4ic V9 ocaros wear. c a/y nvpurfrOS

45 - A A / c ninvknykill 0 ay Wpc0TroS 1416Er 6 gi/49,0447ros
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46- TpOtIOLY 0 Ttip(X/VVOS ptef-D, c; TtipaVVOS

47 -moK4vilv 8 -rdpa.Vvos .0-6 et, 8 T4powyos
48 -

1.41 6 e.? 0 tYLN 9100'MS Ttoot'ocv. 8 "C"..v Op 0.Y/TO S

49 -
Al Gen o

C

cVcvaptorDS M t)(0/ 1 kt Y 0 aV / apyrr 0 S
50 -

pt L 6 e re 0 T tipoLvvoS TpoZOLY. 6 Ttipavvos
51 - tALse.? 6 nipavvos /14004vevv. c; 7000,vos
52 - In the following frames you
will be provided with the nominative
of some of the nouns we have learned.
Supply the accusative. Check your
answer.

ocjIv epwrros ;iv 9p W TT 01/

53 - 7VpC,..1/1/05 ,
"TV 1001.-VI/Ov

54-
NV K141/ WI. 114004.1,141/

55-
Tpot.'ot. rpoZotv

56 - m
L 'Y IL) S IN Ld O.M L O

57 -
tiodellot.)kos ilocicroLov

58 -
1 0 S Pl'01/

59-
)At) VOS yfeVOV

60- i.(cDos
WCI-A.AOS

" Oati arr ce. 0 cf. a r r a. "/

62- /Tey vm. TElxvkly
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1

63- 614 ktv ii, /
6 i<141,t4V

64- cin.loeosbeiGt cfrOo6o0Zoof
65 - ikvPapvtITKS /

i<v P.pvil7friv
66 In the following frames we
will list the nominative and
accusative of some of the nouns
we have met in this Lula. V. will
also give the Greek word for "the"
before each noun. Say the Greek
aloud. Then copy each form on
your paper. You may have noticed that
the Greek word for "the" is used
more frequently with Greek nouns
than the English word "the" is with
English nouns.

Plc: M 0 K 4 t, ii
7.41.1 frli) RI.I'le vt "V

67 -
e l ' E )t Ots -ritv CE 0'(.6"04-

68 -
Vl 17rotp-rn 7 Z,tv /7 cZ p -7-14 1/

69-
kl
c hi c /

/195p0Otrkt -r.t.V 114 p 0 4174,14/
70 frct 9,,d,

T,,,,, ti gEoLv
71- e , ,,

liti"ii rnvot -rZiv 'A (934 v a v
72 - e VII

rt np a 744V 9-ipail
73 0 Pcte/ le,tfs TO v Pcxel A ice.

74 0 Me.,V1.; tv.X O$

14 Z : :VOL7 8 V jitl rap Etti

-r6v 3t11.4io cx

75 Ci ArOCIA ip VC.4.)11

76 ..) ,
''''nP
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77 - e 21 q JD0 0 ,1 P.0 OS
k 3, A Ad

TOV 0A NON
78 - e Ce%

o vpkt pos
k C4.1

TOV littlipoie
79

V)
c

i4K VIS N

rktv 1.4 ii v v
80 -

11043 G 01.
\

Tni, frd °pea V
81 -

11. 00 ya T II Ti4V evrara'pa
82 - c

PI yvvn T:ty yvvoerkot
83 - Let's try to summarize some
of the differences in spelling between
the nominative and accusative forms
we have studied.
The nominative forms of the Greek
word for "the" that we have.
met are - - - or - - - .

C
0

11

84 - e0 changes to -1-61/ in the
accusative case. pt. changes
tO - - - . T kl. V

85 - Many Greek nouns , _Ai have
a nominative ending in - OS have
an accusative ending in - - - . - 0 1/

86 - Many Greek nouns which have a
nominative ending in - a. have
an accusative ending in - - - - . - a A/

87 - Many Greek nouns which have
a nominative ending in - lot have
an accusative ending in . - PI Y

88 - Besides - cry , -a_y , and
- ivy , another common accusative

ending is - - - - .
- Ot.
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89 - Locate the direct object in each
of the following sentences. Remember
that the direct object is in the accusative
case and receives the action of the verb.
Check your answer.

\ c /
n` gca -ne\w E A Gila 00 E.P. c /

-rt4' v E agot

9°1
9EOL TOV UNCFpa 961E.F.. 70\V OL"Vgpa-

91 -
K ea. Tilt priviv cfrOf.i. -rp`tv pACiyiv

92-
9Ea -1-1:Iv ev ' cfriel.yotTlpot NV oyaTepotT` 0

93 - )c 1t /
frt ra FA ittA Ye) V CPI el rev 5a6t)eoc 7 ov A ot.6L ZOE

94
-0AA I

0 firatAarecOV 96tAEr 71.ty yUVOLIKCC -rfrof yViect11401.
95 - A i n i

0 t1 areriwv cfnle7 7.v vea.v. -r1,0,, ge.ocy
96 - , / c. i

711.Y 010LY o Tvpavvos ',AGEE., /i.,;,-, Tpot ay
97 -

TNV MU kn'tql.V 0 -ri; powyos y1612. -7).v /141)Kv(Vri.",
98 -

T vt,
\

v ruvocika. 6 TtSpavvos ytsEt, -cy ty 71)YCLt Ka.

99 - cdr, c ,
To.v vsAnpov 0 TvfocvvoS frtc6EI. TQV /0P111)01/

100 -Tay
qv,/ 6 p ct cl -rti)powvOS 1416-et. -{,;v it13.6p0t_

101 - Some Greek nouns are spelled
the same in the nominative and
accusative. For example, the noun
W4. )4 AOS meaning "beauty" and
lArrrov meaning "measure". Both
of these nouns happen to occur in the
quotation from Plutarch meaning
"The measure or life is beauty, not
the length of time". Give this
quotation in Greek.

/ n r
E e -rp oie Pe 01)

1
E
, N

.A6-rt k a...Ios,
Dij xi) Ovot) y o koS.
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102 - The Greek word for "the" used
with I< ol AAo s and 1.teTpov is 7-6.
This form Td is used for both the
nominative and .

accusative

103 - Try to recall all the forms of
the Greek word for "the" that we
have met thus far.

c..
nominative 0
accusative TO V
nominative fi
accusative T vi V
nominative of
accusative TO

104 - Supply the Greek word for "the"
with each noun in the following
frames:

/
1.4./ TroV
I

-T 0 j.4 t.
.

Tp o v

105 -
1,44. OS

iTO Ka Aos
1 0 -

o pi os
107 - ,p °iv ..Toy p i oq
108 - /

yo Nen c.
vi ty twn

109 -
rt./VOLUM Toy IN v oer Ka
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LESSON 9

Specific Objectives

1. To review the semantic and morphological distinctions between the nom-
inative and accusative cases in the singular number.

2. To introduce the semantic and morphological distinctions between singular
and plural number.

Activities

1. Tell the students that they are going to review some nominative and
accusative forms through pattern practices. Say each sentence and have
the students repeat. To assure comprehension have the English said at
least once.

z
0 e toe v 76v 13 a ciAe/a. orcrE. Agamemnon sees the

king.

e r

O AyotsA eqli' 0.3 V "1.10,Ne 6)e-cc' 1, OME . Agamemnon sees the
i goddess.

e . 5/ I re ,
O A yo,t4,4 it,t0V 70,v all v fa, 01 em. Agamemnon sees the

man.

co rictiRa. 0Th.

O 'A Icy et4 YOV -TIA/ vvicx-rep' oi

Agamemnon sees the
woman.

Agamemnon sees the
daughter.

; 7TpclopoS 7%/v cfr L AO 6op OW 51)067.

o 71;01tXpOS KoC.',)noS

o ribiOlpoS -TViv VOLAOLGSOLv 90E1,

rp cla ft 05 70'v 0.A 0v cin

Priam likes the
philosophy.

Priam likes the beauty.

Priam likes the sea.

Priam likes happiness.
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rovn t4Lee.i.

MO' IA. 14 Y C v ei rvy,k

The woman hates the
glory.

The woman hates the
anger.

t
-rov b Vfri tALGIZ. The woman hates

Homer.

M e vi a Os 1.1 L Ger Tigie 'u 'o Menelaus hates the
woman.

c. AA I r\ r
o MEN I A CC OS p. L 6 ES 7Py oc voio0C. Menelaus hates the

man.

o M e.d.2otot pice.t got. Gots/a. Menelaus hates the
king.

2. Have the students work through the following frames in the Prog.-amme0
Text. Some frames may be assigned for homework. Frames 110 to 113
should be done in lock step.

110 - Read the following paragraph aloud
in Greek. Then respond to the Greek
questions in the frames that follow.
Check your answers: / )
0 71y0i.f.areciN 144 t) Meye noos zesty

. t.

of PC161 MiS. rt P11.)141411 KOLL 11

e...

TrOtt.p711 Eis+v of TrO E.,s. ti

r / \ cii) , ,.,
'A 4) pOuLT vi. KW vt

L
ri pot E26"tv at ve.cic/.

111- Tc'ves ets1 y of /30.64. A as; 6 ArYe'"""
rko,A cl ttleve!)totos

el Giv of /3 ocsOeis

112 - f
T L V ES ei 6 IV Oct rd A e 1 Si v) Min( Pr Vvi

Rca A r -rrc't. p i-ii
el Giv ott TrO A e is
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113 - ,_, .
T LI' e4 Et ell, 0E1 0 E OC. C. .;

c r
frt 41 4 ci: :, p o 0 t Tn

5 %

Kai A ci-ipot El sly
ct ( &eat'.

114 - As you may have noticed
from the above reading, Greek
nouns - like English nouns - have
a plural as well as a singular.
The singular, of a noun indicates
one. The plural inuicatess.

several

115 - In English, the plural is
usually formed by adding s or
- es to the singular. Form the
plural of the following English
nouns: king, goddess, city.

kings, goddesses,
cities .

116 - When we talk about the
plural in Greek we must distinguish
between the cases . Thus the
nominative plural will usually be
spelled differently from the
a plural.

accusatiA e

117 - In the following frames you
will see listed the nominative and
accusative plurals of some of the
nouns we have learned. Say each
noun aloud. Then try to provide
the nominative and accusative
singular. Check your answer.

aV &VOLor 3 / e
117

/
To 5 ilXV 9p U) Tr 0 V S

0C
3/ r%
GeV PpW1TOS

a/ n
Tov avU)01,07TOV

118 - c Iof -Tv p 01. vv OL
. /

T01.)S 11./potiv v01)S

e #
0 "T V p Q. 'V v OS

. /rov 71.4)0Lv vov
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119 - ofor /3c ot.
roi)S get) 03

120 - c
Oi ..VA 0 'V Ot

106S p0vOUS
121 - 0t t7/...1

Tab S 0. Roos
122 Te4 1.440

123 -
dra -rpct.,

-0a f c t3 -r p

124 - cac 6kvt vac
-T. oats e frt v tx/s

125 -
Ott You.

-recs 7i vas
126 -

127 -

128 -

ai 961.:Ao so 9S (at

-rCtS qbt Aoeoybects

of kv fhpvioi-r at.
-robs kt rOzpv.4TaS

at Boii at.
..t.ts Oa a o;.r.r oc s

129 -
ai 6e at
-r&s geds

130 - Ott IA 0 t) Mt

TotS Ott 6 OtS

131 - c
ac wura-re p Ls
TOtS Ov pc 7. erp
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132 a lc. -To' )i ti s

Tias TTO 1 E-IS
A TrrOttS

-ri%tv TTO)tv

133 of royal. K E S
T Cts levvoti KOLS

isi yu vi4

inv ruva.11<01.
134 - c Ai

Ot CILY8-pe.s

-robs gy cfloctS
a ex. v ,..tp

70V ilLvEpot.
135 - a

OL HC.1. 6 L )1 E.1S

TONS PoLeL i, as
cf AcceL a4.3s

-r.::0/ gas L A Zot
136 - e. 4,

Ot ty.XONTES
\ .)

0,Tot) S 90): 0 vTaS

cf 6i,p3f ta V

TO:" Oi./0)(ovrot
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LESSON 10

Specific Objectives

1. To summarize the fates of Agamemnon and Aeneas after the destruction
of Troy.

2. To review the semantic and morphological distinctions between singular
and plural in Greek.

Activities

1. Ask a student to recount quickly the story of Troy's destruction by the
Greeks. Explain that many interesting stories in mythology take place
after this destruction. For example, when King Agamemnon returns home
to Mycenae, his wife Clytemnestra and her lover murder him, Eventually
Clytemnestra is killed by her own son Orestes who wished to avenge the
murder of his father. Another story is that of Aeneas, King Priam's
cousin. Aeneas escaped from Troy along with some of his followers.
Eventually Aeneas reached the shores of central Italy. His descendants
founded the city of Rome there. The story of Agamemnon's murder and its
aftermath is told in the great trilogy called THE ORESTEIA by Aeschylus.
A trilogy consists of 3 plays. The story of Aeneas and his wanderings is told
by the great Roman poet V ergil. Vergil lived hundreds of years after Homer
but knew the writings of Homer very well.

2. Tell the students that they are going to review some of the nominative and
accusative plural forms through pattern practices. Say each sentence and
have the students repeat. To assure comprehension have the English said
at least once.

Toffs
/ay p ci) rrovs °tor

cx.

Taus -rupccvevOUS of 0a..

i?Ls e K tiv
-rs

-rot s 90(31.'7-rots °Luta..
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I see the men.

I see the tyrants.

I see the tents.

I see the seas.



. 1 c

I_

TCLS 01101TT. p ot S Ot
T

OM . I see the daughters.
. / A

7 as 170 ....1 E IS CDC 6 ot 1 see the cities.

-reirs Past. )L OLS orSoL. i see the kings.

L
. AtTOYS aieEpus oiSet . T see the men.

I.

a g. if 913COTTOt tx7a9oZ e:t cite The men are good.

/
oi -r tip ay 'Yoe aloe Got et s vv. The tyrants are good.

I_
e / a

Dt fit01. Oa'' a OW t..I 6 L 'V. The lives are good.
/ i pl / 4

,vOL vooL otravo4 etst/v The times are good.

e )i
LOt otpX0Y7c.S al yo., 90( E. i 6 I 1/ The rulers are good.

The (sings are good.Ot Pasc.)eis &yat9o: elGcv. k

i C ,/ e in /
The men are good.L. Ot CLY Op E S &la 170 t EC 611/.

ra wa/ didi

-ra 1.4e-rpa pcseis

MS OLS IALsels.

TOLS Texvas pi. 6 e

TOLS ea-Ci.66CXS I.L/6'L'N,

7CI.S Oes frit et is

OLC Te3tVaL

You hate the beauties.

You hate the measures.

You hate the tents.

You hate the arts.

You hate the seas.

You hate the goddesses.

61/item( Etsw. The arts are good.

at tibtAoso9st al arotticet ec, eLy.

at Deat Otiotea( Lt611,.
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The philosophies are
good.

The goddesses are good.
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CC

3 / 3

ft01360 ct7a vat f-ts

0 vya TE. p E. S

170 A e:s

,A0

aletC7 at ELVA ,

cia &Jac Elsw.

The muses are good.

The daughters are
good.

The cities are good.

Tot)S KIJAEfitnTecS /Ala.
2/ c

TAUS ocivolocts tica .

Oast Etas

tAL6'6:1 .

TouS

OUS

TO S

7spoYOVS

T pCt1/ YOU S 1.416' .

I hate the guiding
principles.

I hate the men.

I hate the kings.

I hate the times.

I hate the tyrants.

TalY 14; f t

TOOL
3/
a CA A' 0 VTOtS

resis-vas

e.t6e , Ocof

3/ caetaa , u7642

/
'171tCot frel-Eot

bcosoOtas
/

GICEige ) MOIL

/A "
Ka. AAR, aecoa , Ve.CX

ttl.rpot otacSe , 9ecx

8. A possible long-term homework assignment is the
translation of some of the Greek tragedies dealing
Reports might be assigned on these plays. Partic
TROJAN WOMEN by Euripides and AGAMEMNON

Sing, 0 goddess, about
the anger.

Sing, 0 goddess, about
the rulers.

Sing, 0 goddess, about
the arts.

Sing, 0 goddess, about
the philosophies.

Sing, 0 goddess, about
the beauties.

Sing, 0 goddess, about
the measures.

reading in English
with the Trojan cycle.
ularly suitable are
by Aeschylus.
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LESSON 11

Specific Objectives

1. To review the semantic and morphological distinctions between singular
and plural in Greek.

2. To introduce audio-lingually the 3rd person plural present active indicative
of verbs presented to date.

Activities

1. Have the students echo the following patterns. To assure comprehension
have the English echoed at least once.

TOUS (XV gip TTO US CI .)/i tlfewcov 1416a.

c
Taos ovvviacorrous o puvelAoLos ptca,

c

-roZJs ti'vv 6)pjrrros 0 Avail e'i.tvcov

Kai 8 Meviotos sty.

Agamemnon hates the
men.

Menelaus hates the
men.

Agamemnon and
Menelaus hate the
men.

.) NNtif TOI)S poL6Laic a ..as p 6Er .

rtyvvi -roZn / 3 m80 eas µ t 6 1 7
. .

0
C.

C.zL

\ C

Tviem. -ro 13aGiicesYt4 Kat

lAt60061V.

The man hates the
kings.

The woman hates the
kings.

The man and the
woman hate the
kings.

vtiloct. To6s

A A TdiS

101. ciPloa K a w )A19144dc oos

CotEpa& v.

Cl/1.4,05/0as 56(

Ott/Spas 00e't
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liera loves the men.

Athena loves the men.

Hera and Athena love
the men.



C . ) .
o fi Ta t4vcov /3 I ov cfrt .

O M eve laos /31.'ov C t..1 at

t A Tarr y4 VW Kat o &I/ ti .2,4 0s

J3tov Iv.

'Aproatret Toti tivt5pa orSE v.

pa 70 V' Q. itSp 01,

'i poSc f-r Kai PI

'c;.4/ pa l'Ects v

Agamemnon loves
life.

Menelaus loves life.

Agamemnon and
Menelaus love life.

Aphrodite knows the
man.

Hera knows the man.

Aphrodite and Hera
know the man.

a "Art. ir yaw 01 000 av

0 ittf. OL OE OL o eo01 av

olle v.

OTS E V.

8 'Ilia.pipvcov waC o MEvi. a os
044 °sop. av l'sas 6 v,

Agamemnon knows
philosophy.

Menelaus knows
philosophy.

Agamemnon and
Menelaus know
philosophy.

of &if Opwrioc t:qctOoe' el cv.

oi -rtipavvoc. 0ty0L9ei etc Iv.

ot p at rot. 90 c" d 61te.

The men are good.

The tyrants are good.

The times are good.

2. Have the students work through the following frames of the Programmed
Text. Some frames might be assigned for homework.
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137 Let's review some of the plurals
of nouns in the accusative case. In the
sentences below change the accusative
singular to accusative plural. Check
your answer.

a,/ 7 r
7-,?,,, v Op 01770V 0( Got. 3

OL

A /
TOOS VVp01170US OTSCC.

138 - .
Tov

i 7 r-ropavvog 0 c oot . ros Tupcisevovs o7 dot.

139 - ,
Thy la a 6 L a lot oT Soc. . -ros Oast .14 s of Soc.

140 - .
To v

J. e-
ovvoita ol 6a, 7- obS CI veSpas 0160(

141 - %

Tt4V 6)Oft n OLT r a V Cfri 1 CZ -r«s Occloirras 9W4i
142 - N

71/ 0410t T Efpot 01.1(2 . r&s Our(re'pas ce' l . 443.

143 -
t4 v To') t v 5 6 t i f ) ras 7717, EIS 561.14,J,

144 1 i V 0 E ;XV ti, t u1. 7S eaOts siSt,At7),

145 -
mtv t4o13Gccv eta .

/
TC1c5 ii.ousas pie:).

146 - J/a r
rov vopot ets(Z). -ros gvcrioas /Alert).

147 - ,
Toy biu gyvs-ITKV bet 6;.1 . re3s kvAlpv14-ras 14 i sir).

148 -
TO

f
pie Tp0V Ot

'3
C 'JD CL . fie pot ( N-r aN

r r(Ne va..
149 -

TO
/ A

Wa../ai IAOS Or690L. -7-,?( koi .2,1 oTGOot.

150 -
TOY

t 7 f)
.)(10ONOV 01 67a . Too s )(io ofvovS OTCOot.

151 -
TO v

3,
0 ...A Pi o V a761 ea , -ro6s O.2 /3 o u s arc ea.

152 -
yv7) et >.\ 060 cbt/CCV, rt,(7)(9t cbi 0600iaS.

153 - "
% ,/ 6

yvcoM TOY avv106)7r0V. TycZA Tolrs ejrv9/014/TrouS
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/
154 let/CZ) et Toy yrovoy. ivt.;) Gt robs 2ipdvous

.155 - ri4.3 et ToV TdpoLVVOV.
. /

rifUJOL "IOUS TV/OcitVIPOOS

156 - -.in N, 0,
yVW VYL TOV CZ/O ct/VTOL . y Wet. 1a1)3 gArVICC.3

157 - In the following frames change
the nominative singular forms to
nominative plural. Check your
answers.

g av li,9/00.) Tros .v n
of a v (.7 p 0.) 7701

158 - C. 1

0 Tt)pa.VvOS c /
Oe 7"0/001-1/VOl

159 -
o
,

e
, as at 134ten

160 -
0
t i

y 'Davos of 2vo'voc
161 - L )lA ri

0 0A ROS Ot 'Y 1 i8 ot
162 - c. /

lit ek Pt ittot
c /at 61,01,vOtt

163 - c /
*1 -71.r vt,

e.. ,
CCC -ra )(Vat.

164-
li

c. poilecc Ott p or; s at

165 - c. / /\
11 7r0 A is ate rro E.is
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LESSON 12

Specific Objectives

1. To acquaint students with the contents of Homer's ODYSSEY.

2. To introduce the following dialogue audio-lingually.

A, B r 3 /
'T L VLS EG-TE ; Who are you?

C, D c
Aen PaGI els 16p e.v. We are Kings.

i atA' B TpotOCV i 6 TE
)

Do you know Troy?

C, D
p C ' vYob' . TAO sy<e. Yes. We know Troy.

A, B
Tpo i a v c)E1 -1.0 E 3

Do you like Troy?

C, D ,/
, I 2 f\

OU. /pOtOW OU cplAoViAEV.
No. We do not like
Troy.

A, B oticx 6 e.17E..; Do you hate Troy?

C, D ,vaL 7pot av IALGoUtiev. Yes. We hate Troy.

Activities

1. Tell the students that the dialogue they will learn today involves four
characters, Agamemnon and Menelaus plus two strangers who ask the
kings some questions. Use role playing and repetition to teach the dialogue
in the usual fashion.

2. Ask the students for the titles of Homer's poems. Ask if anyone remembers
who Odysseus was. Remind him that Odysseus is sometimes called Ulysses.
from the Latin form of his name. Tell the students that THE ODYSSEY
records some of the amazing adventures of Odysseus on his way back to
Ithaca. He visited the land of the Lotus - eaters. Those who ate
of the lotus forgot all about home and friends and Odysseus had
to drag some of his men away by force. Odysseus was shut up
for a while in a cave by one of the Cyclopes. He stopped at the
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island of the magician Circe, who turned men into beasts. He sailed
cautiously between the two monsters, Scylla and Charybdis. One of the
sea-nymphs promised to make him immortal if he would only forget his
home and remain on her island. But Odysseus longed for his wife and son
on the island of Ithaca and finally arrived there. He revealed himself to
his son and together they punished the suitors who had been wasting his
property and annoying his wife.

3. Review the dialogue.

4. Have the students echo each of the following terms in English. Then ask
for identifications: ODYSSEY, Odysseus, Ulysses, lotus, Cyclops, Circe,
Scylla and Charybdis, Ithaca.
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LESSON 13

Specific Objective

To review the contents of Homer's ODYSSEY in detail.

Activities

If possible show the following Encyclopaedia Britannica film available from
the School District's Audio-Visual Library:

THE ODYSSEY - STRUCTURE OF EPIC

If the film is not available play Tape E which contains a summary of THE
ODYSSEY along with selected readings by Ennis Rees or summarize THE ODYSSEY
in your own words.
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LESSON 14

Specific Objective

To review the contents of Homer's ODYSSEY.

Activities

If possible show the following Encyclopaedia Britannica film available from the
School District's Audio-Visual Library:

THE ODYSSEY - RETURN OF ODYSSEUS

If the film is not available !7'e teacher may read or have read a portion of Book
1 of THE ODYSSEY in modern translation - perhaps that of Rouse or Lattimore
available in paperback editions. Suitable comments and explanations must be made
by the teacher as the reading progresses.

I
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LESSON 15

Specific Ob'ective

To review the contents of Homer's ODYSSEY.

Activities

If possible show the following Encyclopaedia Britannica film available from the
Audio-Visual Library:

THE ODYSSEY: CENTRAL THEMES

If the film is not available, read or have read Book 23 of THE ODYSSEY in
English with suitable comments and explanations. Explain to the class that Odysseus
has already arrived in Ithaca and announced his return to his nurse.
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LESSON 16

Specific Objective

To discuss the contents of THE ODYSSEY.

Activities

1. Have the students echo each of the following terms in English. Then have
the terms identified: Circe, Nausicaa, Calypso, Cyclops, Telemachus,
Penelope, Sirens, Zeus, Athena, Hera, Ithaca.

2. Ask the following questions:

a. How is Odysseus symbolic of everyman?

b. If Odysseus is a symbol of everyman, what do his sufferings represent?
What does Ithaca represent?

c. Do you admire Odysseus? Why or why not?

d. Why is THE ODYSSEY called an epic poem?

e. Tell the story of THE ODYSSEY in your own words.

3. A possible homework assignment might be an essay in which each student
gives his personal impression of THE ODYSSEY. This assignment might
be begun in class.
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LESSON 17

Specific Objectives

1. To introduce the so-called Homeric questions.

2. To introduce briefly the concept of meter as it applies to the Homeric poems.

3. To summarize the influence of Homer on literature.

Activities

Have the students work through the following frames of the Programmed Text
or simply explain the content of these frames jn class and assign them for homework.

166 - Let us talk more about the
author of THE ILIAD and THE
ODYSSEY. According to tradition
these two great epic poems were
written by a man named

Homer

167 - According to tradition Homer
was supposed to have lived about the
8th century B.C. several hundred
years after the T War.

Trojan

168 - A noted 18th century classical
scholar named Giambattista Vico
pointed out that we really know nothing
of importance about Homer. The
traditional biographies of Homer are
contradictory and therefore
'reliable/unreliable).

unreliable

169 - There are three major questions
about Homer which are still to some
extent subjects of scholarly dispute.
These three questions are sometimes
referred to as the Homeric questions
because they concern .

Homer
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170 - Here are the three Homeric
questions:

a. Was Homer a poet who actually
existed?

b. Is Homer the author of both THE
ILIAD and THE ODYSSEY or only
THE ILIAD?

c. How were the Homeric poems
formed?

Copy these three questions on your
paper.

171 - Many eminent scholars have
denied the existence of Homer. Some
claim that THE ILIAD and THE

Vico

ODYSSEY were actually the works of
many different poets and that Homer
was later invented for the sake of
convenience. Among those who
rejected the existence of Homer were
the 17th century French scholar
d' Aubignac, the 18th century German
scholar F.A. Wolfe, and the 18th
century Italian scholar whom we
already mentioned, namely,
Giambattista V - - - - .

172 - Scholars of our own century
who have studied THE ILIAD and THE

did exist

ODYSSEY carefully believe - unlike
d' Aubignac, Wolfe, and Vico - that
Homer was a poet who really
'did exist/did not exist).

218
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173 - In Homer's day there seem to
have been many professional poets who
went about entertaining assemblies by
reciting ballads and lively narrative
poems about stirring events in the
nation's true or legendary past. These
poems were not written down at first but
were transmitted from person to person

orally (by word of
mouth)

174 - Homer probably reworked and
polished many of these old poems and
then incorporated them into his ILIAD
and .

ODYSSEY

175 - THE ILIAD and THE ODYSSEY
have a definite rhythym or metrical
pattern. Each line consists of 6 divisions
or feet and the dominant type of foot is
called a dactyl. Say the word dactyl
several times. Note that it is pro-
nounced "dack till".

176 - A line of poetry which has 6
feet or divisions and in which the
dominant type of foot is the dactyl is
called dactylic hexameter. THE ILIAD

dactylic hexameters

and THE ODYSSEY are therefore
written in .

177 - Here is the first line of THE
ILIAD divided into feet:

IA vi Viv aiede. Bela 714vitalaku) 'ApPnos

How many feet does the line contain?

six
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wan,. . ea,

178 - Because the line contains six
feet it is referred to as a h
line.

hexameter

179 - Four of the six feet are dactyls.
Therefore the line is called a d - - - -
hexameter.

dactylic

180 - There are definite rules for
deciding what is a foot and what feet are
dactyls. We will not have time now to
discuss these rules. But you should try
to remember that THE ILIAD and THE
ODYSSEY do have a definite rhythym or
metrical pattern called d
h .

dactylic hexameter

181 - Since poetry in ancient Greece
was frequently recited aloud from
memory rather than read, the rhythym
probably (helped/did not help)
the poet remember his lines.

helped

182 - We said in discussing the Homeric
questions that Homer probably did rework
and polish many of the old poems that were
handed down orally. So overwhelmingly
superior was Homer's work that the poems
of his predecessors were forgotten and
have perished, while the two Homeric epics
became the basis, the model and inspiration,
of all later Greek thought and literature.
The Homeric epics (have/ have
not) also influenced the thought and
literature of many other nations.

have

.1
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183 We will now look quickly at
some of the influence of Homer over
the thought and literature of Greece
and other nations.

In school ancient Greek boys studied
Homer carefully and often m
long portions of the poems.

memorized

184 - When ancient Greek authors
wrote about mythology they frequently
related what they wrote to THE ILIAD
and THE . For instance,
Euripides' play TROJAN WOMEN is in
a way an outgrowth or extension c.f
Homer's ILIAD.

ODYSSEY

185 We have already seen how the
great Latin epic poet, Vergil, relates.
his poem about Aeneas to Homer's
ILIAD. Aeneas was a Trojan prince
who escaped the burning of Troy and
settled in central Italy. His descendants
founded the city of II .

Home

186 - Vergil not only treats a subject
related to Homer's ILIAD and
ODYSSEY but also consciously imitates
Homeric style and even writes in
Homer's meter, namely, in dactylic
h .

hexameter

187 - The great Italian and Latin poet
Dante wrote his epic masterpiece THE
DIVINE COMEDY with Vergil in mind.
Dante even makes Vergil a character
in THE DIVINE COMEDY. Dante knew
Vergil's poetry well and through it was
influenced by H - - - .

Homer
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188 - John Milton, who wrote the great
English language epic poem PARADISE
LOST, was a great admirer of Latin and
Greek literature. PARADISE LOST - an
epic dealing with the Biblical story of
Adam and Eve - shows many traces of
H influence.

Homeric

189 - The great Portuguese epic poet
Camoens has written a poem called
THE LUSIADS. This poem deals with
the adventures of the explorer Vasco
Da Gama. Since Camoens modeled his
poem on Vergil's AENEID Camoens
shows many signs of H
influence.

Homeric

190 - THE SONG OF HIAWATHA by
Longfellow is the American national
epic. It, too, belongs to the great
epic tradition begun by .

Homer

191 - The great Modern Greek poet
Nikos Kazantzakis has written an epic
called THE ODYSSEY: A MODERN
SEQUEL. This poem focuses on the
later life of Odysseus after his return
to I .

Ithaca

192 - An antiwar play by the modern
French writer Giradoux called TIGER
AT THE GATES deals with the Trojan
War and takes some of its inspiration
from H .

Homer

193 - Another famous example of Homer's
influence on later literature is the great
novel ULYSSES by Jame's Joyce. Many
other examples could be given. To treat
this influence in detail would require
- - - - 'much /little) time.

much
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LESSON 18

Specific Objectives

1. To review the dialogue presented in Lesson 12.

2. To introduce the reading of the elements in this dialogue.

S. To review the concept of person.

Activities

1. Review the dialogue audio-lingually in the usual fashion.

2. Have the students work through the following frames in the Programmed
Text. Frames 194-196 should be done in lock step. Some of the frames
may be assigned for homework.

194 - Read the following paragraph aloud
in Greek: c )A
of POLet Zs ispev. o rvyalAarvaN

Kal 8 tiileA/Z,o.Os 'tsctev. 7 ot a', py
,/
ic)Av v. Tpot"ty.v o<2) 00 03 tA e-v.

Tpotav pcso0 r e...v.

195 - Now read this paragraph aloud
in Greek:

of 13aSt 1i%, 1S TL.. C) Arfrttlyvaite
tgal 8 AltavE.aos o- - TE. "rpot'av

'L 6T 1' E . T00/00/ 0i) OL .1 E.I. TE .

7(3 0 clot it tA I sairE.
196 - Now read this paragraph aloud:

pt. /3a60Ers eiGiv. O 'A Toyer yu) v
kat & Mevi>ao's as( .v -riou'av
)(cam . 7foeccv oci cfrt of".)6t. .

Tjootav 'Ate(); vv.
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197 - In the paragraph found in Frame
194 the kings speak. In the next frame
the kings are spoken to. In the next
frame the kings are .

spoken about

198 - The paragraph found in Frame
194 is said to be written in the first
person. The paragraph in the next
frame is written in the second person.
The paragraph in the next frame is
written in the person.

third

199 - A verb is said to be in the first
person when the subject is the speaker.
A verb is said to be in the t econd person
when the subject is spoken to. A verb
is said to be in the third person when
the subject is .

spoken about

200 - In English to indicate the first person
singular the word "1" is used. To indicate the
first person plural the word "we" is used. To
indicate the second person singular or plural
the word "you" is used. Thus "we know" is first
person but "you know" is - - -.

second person

201 - In English the third person
singular is often indicated by adding
"s" to the verb. The third person
plural will often be indicated by the
word "they" or by a plural noun as
subject of the verb. Thus "he knows",
"they know", and "the kings know" are
all

third person
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202 - Greek has special forms or
spellings to indicate person. Separate
words like "I", "we", and "you" are
not needed to indicate the first and
second person. Thus tip t ,

orSot. , 14 trill' , and cp 0 ei%)

are all first person singular while
St , OTG9a , ft terS ,

and cin. E.1.5 are all - - -
person singular.

second

E
/ a/ _203 - E6.4EV , ics/t.V ,

1-tc6oup e'V , and 4 t..louj.4EV
are all first person plural. ic-re ,

ifCT E , IALGEZTE , and
0. >an are all - - person
plural.

second

A204 - as -r I.' , °tole. ,

1.4t. GET and et t' a are
all third person singular. deL ,

zitectGL, , pteotlet , and
(Pt AOZ6c are all person

plural.

third

205 - In the following frames make each
sentence negative. Check your answer.

1 /

EN rpOt
i a eel.< EV. -7- i oi)be 'EV pOtqL tellEV.

206 - EN E n c,.. ci i spi y cr i ,.
EY C:Actot OUK Eqaev.

207 /1, E) peo,
)

G 2
,orn EIA v. EV Etjp()Titt OU'i< 1,6fitv.

208 - iv of tit icrt. A A

e v Tpoia OUK ECTE
/

2" EV CE .)% o°c St is-re. iy(Encitat 06k, Es re'

210 - ., r.. ,) , ) 1

ay C u io w n'tt B676 .
, / , .' /A

EV C
r.

OICIUT Tr OUk esre,
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211 ly 7f. oecit al, c Iv . ay Toolot Ot. 1 k 111611V.

212 - iv `EAncaL oh Lisit
213 - I

3V ESpohTti Etetiti. iv ELIption;1 otoc evl;
214 - , r.,

apt .." 40ti feE.V c#L060cptiOtV, 06' 4003 pry 9406001'a.

215 -
ctst2oC9.4ev fit'ov. cll.' OtAoilfteie /3 fox

216 - 960oCitAely k0fLnlOS , Otj fik A03}4e.V kallAot

217 -
9D,

A
L.,A ft." 7E ibilOGOOZOLV, Ott OLAetTL OtAosoOtlexv.

218 - A_ A
ipt.t eL

." TI ALIOV, ot)) 95c. AtiTE BLIov.

219 - 4/ 2 e 7 Ta ;de, nacos . o,t, 861-1tiTt KcOcts
220

COL A oG 61 411Ao evOZOLY . 04 cp.A013 ct 56000161w.

221 -
nA

n
vpt ovel ft'Ov a 95004.1 GC Relov.

222 - ciaLnotlet H014.1100' 0; 4,0 0.; Gt. lat.noS.

223 - in each of the following frames
locate the verb and copy it on to your
paper. Check your answer.

I
1.41.6001.te.V TOV gtOLGL ALa.

1.4,1coi31,4Ev

224 - iitsol) peN -.rtv Trd Atv, pcsoOpese
225 - pt so.i3p EV TO V fAiapipteovat p<teolli pay

226 - pcs el Te TOle POW .2 ZIX pc s er-re
227 - t.4 t 6 EiTe Titv 1TCOL v. 1.44.6EZTE

228 IALs el TE TOV 214794g1.4 vows. htisai TE
229 - L6.006 Tale Paec Ada . pcso-ii sc.
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230 ft Leo,36L -rAv Tre ,Z.v. pteGo;ct
231 kt.t. GO 0 6 7 C)V .2A riA 40.1 VOL. . .4i,6`01.; 6C

232
TOY TtipCCVVOV V6 44 LV . )

I
/6

E. v

233 Ttjv goL61.Zot l's yi e v l'e pe.v

234 .7.?.)v mevg 1,4Dii stt6 p Li/. 2I _.
I G ),<EY

235 ,fPv 7(jpavY 0 V C'eTL, Ve-TE

236 %

T 0 V A126( .3E04, 'VETE Vc-re

237 MLy i a OV VCTE . L GTE

238 - %Tov Tu'poLv go Ae Yca.61v . liGoLecv

239 70V gotel A i.cx. l'ectac y .
)
L'60L e Ls,

244
1Toy M EVel. 17.0V YG04.6Lv 1160t 6 Lv

241 Tov ,p, es ova vcx 1'6 asof . licascv
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LESSON 19

Specific Objectives

1. To review the semantic and morphological distinctions between the first,
second, and third persons.

. 2. To summarize the history (as opposed to mythology) of the Trojan War and
its aftermath.

Activities

1. Tell the students that until now they have been concerned mainly with the
story of the Trojan War according to mythology. The story of the Trojan
War according to mythology is rich in detail. History tells the story of the
war in very brief terms. Troy was a very ancient and proud city. It was
the leader of a great federation of cities. It refused to allow the Achaeans
to colonize Asia Minor and insisted that the Achaeans pay a tax or toll for
sailing in the waters near Asia Minor. The Achaeans invaded Troy under
the leadership of the king of Mycenae. About 1180 B.C. they captured and
burned Troy. The Achaeans returned to Greece. Soon after the return, the
Dorians, another Greek-speaking people from the north, attacked the
Achaeans. The Dorians looted and destroyed everything in sight including
Mycenae itself. The 300 years following the Dorian invasion are sometimes
referred to as the Dark Ages because we have so little information and
evidence about them.

2. Have the students echo the following pattern practices. Have the English
said at least once to assure comprehension.

tt 1.6V TOV 311 yo.t E114 4/01/0(..

ctaW TOv LIIAVOVOL

Ts
MVO( OV jA701.1.A 4VONOL

0 4P)).1 E-V -rb plA EjA vova..

cptlo;1-4E'v 70Ir 'A194 tit e °Va. .

lePEV 7" 0 V
'A ra p E.? VOVa.

I hate Agamemnon.

I like Agamemnon.

I know Agamemnon.

We hate Agamemnon.

We like Agamemnon.

We know Agamemnon.
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1

TO 9Q yOLTEfp OLS gotteErS. You hate the daughters.

TotS euotTe'pots You like the daughters.

"raS eur-rZt
p ot s or690(.. You know the daughters.

"ray GU 1/a T alp cts j t l e Lt-re. . You hate the daughters.

-ras 9vTa -repo.s t C EITE. You like the daughters.

?Ca 9via.re p 67E , You know the daughters.

GLOLV74\ 411 fhL GE? , He hates the goddess.

.. ©E Or 41 i EL1...v He likes the goddess.

\
C9 E\OLV OT §7 VV. He knows the goddess.ivy

\ 9EGur kt4601j GL V.'NV They hate the goddess.

CVCi'l 0C1TKit
\ 9EOLV They like the goddess.

"rK.V V Mil L ea ecv. They know the goddess.

O Past eEtt .

0

tr,s a
goteclet'Js .

o 13ocet etis iGILY.

of f3a.Gc a Eis L614

o 13otsce.is

of go. Gt e'es

229

I am the king.

You are the king.

He is the king.

We are the kings.

You are the kings.

They are the kings.



LESSON 20

Specific Objectives

1. To review the history of Greece down to the end of the Trojan War.

2. To summarize the contributions of archaeology to our knowledge of the
Trojan War.

Activities

1. If possible show the 1st filmstrip from the set HISTORY OF ANCIENT
GREECE put out by Pathescope Educational Films. This filmstrip is
titled GREEK BEGINNINGS. Have captions read aloud and make suitable
comments.

2. If filmstrip is not available ask the students to identify the following terms:

Crete, Linear A, Linear B, Michael Ventris, Arthur Evans, Knossos,
Minotaur, labyrinth, Achaeans, Mycenae, Menelaus, Agamemnon, Homer,
Troy, Priam, Homeric questions, ILIAD, ODYSSEY, Dorians, Dark Ages.
If filmstrip is not available show the EBF study prints on Knossos and
Mycenae again with comments and questions.

3. Tell the students that a great deal of interesting information about Troy
comes to us from archaeology. Tell them that in the 18th century most
experts thought that the whole story of the Trojan War was a legend, a
complete fabrication. They believed that Troy never existed and that there
never was a Trojan War. A 19th century German businessman named
Heinrich Schliemann decided to try to prove that Troy did exist and that
there was a Trojan War. He knew THE ILIAD and ODYSSEY very well.
Using Homer as his guidebook, he visited Asia Minor. He found a plateau
called Hissarlik by the Turks. From his study of Homer's ILIAD, he
concluded that this was the site of Troy. He decided to dig on the site to
prove his point. Fortunately he had plenty of money to spend on the digging
since he was a millionaire. He found the remains of many different cities
on the site. Wilhelm Dorpfeld, a colleague of Schliemann, continued the
excavations. The University of 'Cincinnati continues the excavations today.
Many different settlements have been found at Hissarlik: primitive villages,
the great walled city of Priam, later Greek settlements, and a Roman city
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with a famous temple to Athena. Objects of gold and silver and pottery
have been found among the ruins of buildings. There is definite evidence
that Priam's Troy was destroyed by fire.

3. Reports on Schliemann, Dorpfeld and Troy might be assigned for home-
work.
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LESSON 21

Specific Objectives

1. To introduce audio-lingually the following English derivatives and cognates:
museum, polyandry, androgen, androgynous, gynecology, gynecocracy,
metric, metrology, hexameter, basilica, basilisk, myriad.

2. To review the contributions of archaeology to our knowledge of the Trojan
War.

Activities

1. Approach the following English derivatives and cognates in the usual
audio-lingual fashion.

ENGLISH WORD GREEK ROOT
MEANING OF THE

ENGLISH WORD

museum 14. 00 601 muse a building in which
collections of various
kinds are displayed;
originally a temple of
the Muses

polyandry
A /
ovv itp manlmorec,'vSpa

the practice of having
than one husband

at a time

androgen I. /
a inot p man

ot
3, c

vo pa.

any drug or hormone
producing manliness
or manly characteris-
tics

androgynous Ix vkfp man
tivEpot
iv vfrt woman
y & VOCE Ka.

having the characteris-
tics of a male and a
female
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1

ENGLISH WORD GREEK ROOT
MEANING OF THE
ENGLISH WORD

gynecology rvVi't woman
yvvettga

the study of female
medical problems

gynecocracy i
yvvs4 , yvvoal<ot woman rule by women

metric t
ft E -rp a? measure pertaining to measuring

metrology t
IA e -rpoto measure

..
the study of measure-
ment

hexameter I
I measure

IA Tp co/ a line of poetry with
6 measures or feet

basilica /p astAtus king an ancient Roman
public building; a
large church

basilisk 130.6t,E.IJS king a large lizard with
a crown-like crest on
its back

myriad jupti ot. countless manifold, countless

2. Tell the students that they are going to review the contributions of
archaeology to our knowledge of the Trojan War. Ask the following
questions:

a. Did people always believe that the Trojan War really happened?
b. Who was Heinrich Schliemann?
c. What is Hissarlik?
d. Who was Wilhelm Dorpfeld?
c. What did the excavations at Hissarlik reveal?

3. Have the students echo the derivatives and cognates introduced in this
lesson several times.
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4. Ask the students to explain the following sentences:

a. Polyandry is illegal in Pennsylvania.

b. Some people think that America is a gynecocracy.

c. Certain flowers are described by botanists as androgynous.

d. Basilisks are found in California.

e. Androgen can be dangerous if not used under medical supervision.

f. Students have myriad problems.
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LESSON 22

Specific Objectives

1. To review the Greek quotations introduced in Lessons 5 and 6 of this unit.

2. To introduce the reading and writing of the derivatives presented audio-
lingually in Lesson 21.

Activities

1. Using the visual cues the teacher may wish to have the class play the Motto
Response game. For directions on the Motto Response game see Unit I,
Lesson 3.

2. Have the students work through the following frames of the Programmed
Text. Some of these may be assigned for homework.

242 - Let us now turn our attention
to the English derivatives we have
been talking about. The study of
female medical problems, taking
its name from the Greek word

,
yvvyt

, is called .

gynecology

243 - An English word meaning
"rule by women" also coming from
the Greek r 4,0 11, , r V Oa k 04.
is .

gynecocracy

244 An English word meaning "having
male and female characteristics" and
coming from exv s.tp , o'iv Sp ct ,

and Iv V' Pi , v aloect is

androgynous
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245 - An English word indicating the
practice of having more than one
husband is from
, t

aa/avnp) vOpOL,

polyandry

246 - A drug or hormone producing
masculine characteristics and taking

a 1 f /its name from ix vt4 , av6p OL
is .

androgen

247 - An English word meaning
"pertaining to measuring" is
from the Greek IA E -ria o v .

metric

248 - The study of measurement takes
its name from the Greek IA a7.pov .
It is called .

metrology

249 - A line of poetry having six
measures or feet is called a
from the Greek word 1.4 1

/7 p o v .

hexameter

250 - A large important church or
cathedral is often called a
from the Greek /3 act .1 E ti S.

basilica

251 - A large lizard with a crown-like
crest on its back is a . Its
name comes from the Greek Basteds.

basilisk

252 - An ET,glish word meaning
"countless" or "manifold" is
from the Greek !Au p I. co L

myriad
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253 Add the following English
derivatives to your list in your Greek
notebook: gynecology, gynecocracy,
androgynous, polyandry, museum,
androgen, metric, metrology, hexameter,
basilica, basilisk, myriad.
Fill in the etymologies and meanings in
the appropriate columns. Refer to
Frames 242-252 for help if necessary.
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LESSON 23

Specific Objectives

1. To acquaint the students with commonplace English expressions that have
their origin in the Trojan War story.

2. To review the influence of Homer on later literature.

Activities

1. Tell the students that they are going to review Homer's influence on later
literature and thought. Ask the following questions:

a. Did Greek authors after Homer admire and imitate THE ILIAD and
ODYSSEY?

b. How was Euripides' TROJAN WOMEN influenced by Homer?

c. Who was the Roman poet who wrote about the adventures of the Trojan
hero, Aeneas?

d. Who was Dante?

e. Name an English language epic poem influenced by Homer.

f. What is THE LUSIADS of Camoens about?

g. What is the title of the modern Greek epic by Nikos Kazantzakis about
Odysseus?

h. What is the modern play TIGER AT THE GATES by Giradoux about?

i. Is it easy to summarize Homer's influence on later literature?

2. Tell the students that certain commonplace English expressions have their
origin in the Trojan War story. For example, we have the expression
Achilles heel. Ask if anyone knows what this means. If not explain that
Achilles was invulnerable except in his heel. Eventually he met his death
in the Trojan War through a wound in his heel. We use the expression
Achilles heel to refer to any weakness that could prove disastrous. We
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use the expression Trojan Horse to refer to an enemy group stationed inside
a country to sabotage defense or in general to a trick that is not readily
recognizable. We also speak about "fearing the Greeks bearing gifts."
"Greeks bearing gifts" are people bringing things which seem good on the
surface but actually are destructive. We also speak of people "working
like Trojans." The Trojans were noted for their industry.

3. Have the students copy the terms listed below and identify each briefly:

Euripides; Vergil; Dante; DIVINE COMEDY; PARADISE LOST; Milton;
Camoens; LUSIADS; Longfellow; Hiawatha; Kazantzakis; Giradoux; TIGER
AT THE GATES; THE ODYSSEY: A MODERN SEQUEL; James Joyce's
ULYSSES.
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LESSON 24[ Unit Review]

Specific Objectives

1. To review the sententiae presented in this unit:

tr....entwzmnre,strn, rannesconrfs:

9sios Tp.etio os.

tti7i %qv gede , 9e4 7110kiacTeu

c5"p et 'mu v eTrE 6.(, 7rotf -r p orrov,

, cos , Ora'.

Tp17) tis InTEP Tra-rp as i'Dvti exov.

Taaae va "Tp Di a pi v p L'ous airi4!) a cies
pi as ,t./Ott KOS )(01p

IgiAoL KE, , f3diSawg Toot'ot ,

Aristophanes

Homer

Homer

Homer

Euripides

Euripides

Euripides

2. To review the sententiae presented in previous units.

3. To review the semantic and morphological distinctions between the singular
and plural for the nominative and accusative cases of Greel: nouns met.

4. To review the new Greek lexical items learned in this unit.

5. To review the semantic and morphological distinctions between the singular
and plural for the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd persons active of Greek verbs met.

Activides

Have the students work through the following frames of the Programmed Text.
Some of these might be assigned for homework.
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254 - Let us now review the new
Greek quotations presented in this
unit. The English meaning of each
quotation is given plus the author's
name. Supply the Greek and check
yQur answer.

"Divine Homer - (Aristophanes) Of...COS ebi.eli.p OS,

255 - Sing, 0 goddess, about the
anger of Achilles, the son of Peleus -
(Homer)

171 Vt V g. Li FE, 9e0
/ .2A A

Trot ti. t Ct. d E W my? .,17 I os.

256 - 0 Muse, tell me of the man
who travelled much (Homer)

sr c J/
a 1/ of a fh, 0 L E in/t7ra l

1 t
f4, 0 0 hex ) TM

I
11 (..) 7porroV,

257 - 0 goddess, daughter of Zeus,
- (Homer) OEc, Odya 71/0 46 i os

dspeak

TTEEC.
258 - Trojans died on behalf of
their native land - (Euripides) -TiO u' E. S trri.io Trot 7 p c< s

t 01/ kt 6 14 OV.
s

259 - Wretched Troy having
destroyed thousands for the sake
of one woman - (Euripides)

Tcriac vac -7poc'a i
/

A
AkuloLtous OC.3 IT ta LeaS

AL cis yvvai g 6 s
.)(a

260 - Happiness has fallen, Troy
has fallen - (Euripides) 13 i Actwev 'o'acs ,

ip r n i
-pa paKEY 7;001 K,
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261 - Now let us go back to the
quotations learned in previous units.
Read each quotation carefully in
Greek. Then try to give the meaning
in English and the source.

...yvw IL 6 cc ts 7 ost. Know thyself (Thales)

262 - ? e "
Tra v Ta. to 8. L .

All things are in flux
(Heraclitus)

263 - 5i , It
ot

v
tA PI r. Nothing in excess

2" Ocita-r-rct Dcrt .a-r-rot. Sea! Sea! (Xenophon)

265 - /,_ / icpep L 0 60 5 s.L a. c01) kuALpvktins.
Philosophy is life's
guiding principle

266 - r J .ets avktio ou io .36th a't.lea.:
One man is no man

267 - .t;

0

Pi, =::C a) t ii V..

It is not a great thing
to live but to live well
is a great thing
(Plato)

268 - /
U a -r10 Dv 13,/ou 161q 144: Aos-
I

2 r
ou .xf o v o v /Art kos S.

The measure of life
is beauty, not length
of time (Plutarch)

..1 .2269 - c
i0 OLVESITa6TOS /3 Los 0 v

Pt W T OS ot.i/ 9/0 OS Tr it) .

For man the unexam-
fined life is not worth
living (Plato)

270 -TLS 6i a t/OS OL
)1

Te
CC

pp
/oveiis 7AtopOOt 7k2$ j

What is life without
golden Aphrodite?
(Mimnermus)

,
4tIGTl V ei! i /0 a tv LEON

271 -

6Ln urov oo5 E vOIS .

It is not possible for
anyone to find a life
without sorrow
(Menander)
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272 - /
6 10t V4i. Vc;iS 0 $ 1./OS All of life is a stage

(Palladas)

273 -
o atiOS ppaAtis, vf Ee -r /* r ig

/
OL 14 h .

Life is short but art
is long (Hippocrates)

274 - , / % AI A t
E yu.) 'Apt -ro 01..A iba kaL

% /70e.
T 0 LOIA a ) OL ,xii % -re' os.

I am alpha and omega,
the beginning and the
end.

(New Testament)

275 - In the following frames we
will review the accusative singular
and plural forms we have learned.
In each sentence find the accusative
singular and change it to accusative
plural. Check your answer.

t .At .
cli. o,,v9/001701. "1"; xp0v0V 1.4i601.36iV.

/7.01)s xpovOUS

276 - .7/ An
0 L OL V 713 (Ai 70 L 7C; k0"`°S lAte°i-j6W- 're;s I1C IA

277 -
ot ay UptenT01. Td bdrpol/ ihtsoi3Giv. TA id-rpm

278 -
aztl/ 7

/-1

OC f) tA) TOL TAIV TE:Xtektv pecoricet: -- -re: At/as

279 ot tht9pLorot -rAv 01...locooi'av
fuGoil Civ,

Tay #(.100000LS

280
OL tZv 8p torot 7 .'iv 8a arrow
t41 ea; sty.

-re;ts GaA4rras

281 -
It

\
/ 19LI;4.V pc coy yev -rels Oecii.s
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282 -
714.V ,AOCCOLV titCory Ey, -rolt.s potjeocs

283 -
it v D'

iTilaTipa 14 LCotitav Tilts evrot.repas

284 -
-1-14.V TrCLILY cAl6 el T I . 7 .: s 7n; ) Lc s

285 - f.'NV yuvat Ka. to. I 6 till "
-ras iv vat K ct,S

286 -
TPV gl.V8p0C fAL 6 ErTE. . ToCiS NvgpOLS

287 - pi

70V Octet Ae.a. IALCEITE . -ross 1304Cin ItoLS

288 - In the following frames change
the nominative singular to nominative
plural.

c It
0 avoinpw Vo 5 of eiZtf 9 p a }Tr° L

289 -
5 Oios ot g tioL

290 - t
TO ti t rpov . /-7 a ye. 7 p a

291 - 'I
a fl.,C "

c J/
Or etio.riv TES

292 - irciA)s cw! re/ .1 a.) S

293 - )a avap of bly gp a S

294 -
8 PoL6( ,1 th p c Octsi ..1 Ets

295 -
II

c, /
rU 1/14 out TV VOLT K ES

296 - 14. ev ate Ou rare; pas
297 - c Ttii0 paleY0S c. t

01 TU/00.VVOC
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298 - 0e
tyfootr0S 01 % p 8 voc

299 - .,,L
oi V ,. P 0 c

300 - c /
n. clown 14- ski/ v a LI

301 -
v)
c

TE
/
)(viet Oct Td. val.

302 - 01..11060 acc Ot.)10 6o4ctOtt

303 - c
0 144Epv4.1KS oe kveEpy;77-TaL

304 - 1"). 90u0.6,60, at' Oc:nctescg,c.
305 - Now we will review the
verb forms we have met in the
three persons. Change the
singular verbs to plural in the
frames that follow. Check your
answer.

T p OLIOC v ?Is& . ipolocte pc 4001.1e.v
306 - la 1./tCErS. Tpolam $4cCErTE

307 - ...,.
/10 0 ZOLV 1.4 ceE.I. TiO 0 Zot v i.< L Cope tv

308 -
TOLS yvvoLIKas 96cALZ. -tells ruvoa«oei ckt.lorqdev.

309
IN vat kexs 01. Atis Tc`ts yuva7kocs 560 tr.re

310 - Tots rtivaiRoLS els c.1 Er . rat rivaigas 40or acv,
311 - t

T tdv Be ix v oT6.0t. . 11.tv 69elcv Ye p ev

312 7\14V 0 Co/ or c Om . 1,'",,,, (9E(Li/ 16-re.
313 - t

"IktV 9E(XV 01.6E , -mil/ Ptaav rfasiGiv.

314 - 1 A
a ya 0 os EL? L . ara.19oc' ZGyev.
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315 - 08arm S LI a3
ex V

//1 /rOL I_3

.Gee.v.

316 - ) An /_art ves EGTcv.. v A
oL EL

a
oirotelloGCV

317 - In English the first person is
indicated by the use of the words I and
- - - .

we

318 - In English the second person i f.3
indicated by the use of the word - - - -.

you

319 - The third person in English is
indicated many times by the words he,
she, it, and they or by a noun that

subject

serves as the s of a sentence.

320 - Greek verbs indicate person by
their spellings. Thus all of the
following verbs are in the
person:

I
It i.t L

Ts
01.00L 9C0 w I1.60

s / 3
E61.4Ev 16 fiE v cibcv1ot7fate 1,4iCotiye.v

first

321 - The ending -W often indicates
the first person singular whereas the
ending - JA EV often indicates the
first person .

plural

322 - The following verbs are in the
person.

Et O7t C ©a. 54c. E tAL G EIS
> 1 2 i
EGTE 1.61'E 56 LAE1TE )4LGEITE

second
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323 - The ending s frequently indicates
the second person singular whereas the
ending - TE often indicates the second
person - .

plural

324 - The following verbs are in the
- - - person:
3 /
ECTL oz-c5E it,L.AE.z.

2 I , Iele 1 ect6c. OcIDuCt

A
A, GEC

.cc6c34.76t

third

325 - The ending - e t frequently
indicates the third person - -, - - -.

1_.

plural
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LESSON 251Unit Review

Specific Objectives

1. To review Troy's history.

2. To review the mythology and literature connected with Troy.

3. To review the following derivatives: museum, polyandry, androgen,
androgynous, gynecology, gynecocracy, metric, metrology, hexameter,
basilica, basilisk, myriad.

4. To review commonplace English expressions which had their origin in the
Trojan War story.

Activities

Have the students work through the following frames in the Programmed Text:

326 - We are now going to review
Troy's history.

Troy was a great city in Asia Minor
that became involved in a war with the
Greek city states around 1200 B.C.
The king of M was the
leader of the Greeks.

Mycenae

327 - The Greeks who lived in
Mycenae and other cities such as
Tiryns and Orchomenos were called
Achaeans. Long before the Trojan
War the Achaeans had conquered
their former masters, the C - - - -.

Cretans
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328 There were probably two
historical reasons for the Trojan
War. One was the desire of the
Achaeans to colonize

. Another was the un-
willingness of the Achaeans to
pay toll to Troy for the use of
the sea.

Asia Minor

329 Much of our knowledge of
Troy comes from archaeology.
Particularly important has been
the work of Heinrich S - - - - -
and Wilhelm Dorpfeld.

Schliemann

330 - The Trojan War is a
central event in Greek mythology
and has in fact been called the
queen of myths. According to
mythology the Trojan War started
because a Trojan prince named
Paris took away the wife of
Menelaus, the king of Sparta.
Menelaus' wife was named H - - - -

Helen

331 - Paris had been promised Helen
as his wife by the goddess Aphrodite as
a reward. Paris had chosen Aphrodite
as the fairest goddess in preference to
Hera and Athena. Paris had been
asked by Z - - -- - , the king of the gods,
to judge a kind of beauty contest among
the goddesses.

Zeus
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332 - The beauty contest among the
goddesses resulted from a great
wedding feast to which all the gods
and goddesses were invited except
one, namely, Eris, the goddess of
discord. Because she had been
insulted and wished to cause trouble,
the goddess Eris came to the wedding
feast and threw a golden apple on to
the table marked "for the fairest".

Athena

The goddesses started to argue
among themselves as to who should
have the apple. Finally the choice
narrowed down to the three major
goddesses: Hera, Aphrodite, and

333 - When Paris refused to return Mycenae
Helen to Menelaus, Menelaus'
brother Agamemnon prepared an army to
invade Trojan territory. Agamemnon
was the king of .

334 - King Agamemnon's army
included the mighty Greek warriors,

Greeks

Achilles and Odysseus. A thousand
Greek ships were assembled at a place
called Au lis. A strong wind blew in the
wrong direction and prevented the Greeks
from sailing. A soothsayer told
Agamemnon to sacrifice Iphigenia, his
daughter, to the goddess Artemis who was
angry at the .
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335 - The king of Troy was Priam.
His wife was Hecuba. The greatest
Trojan warrior, Hector, was a so..
of King Priam. Another son of King
Priam was Paris, the young man who
took Helen to T - - - -.

Troy

336 - Homer's great epic poem, THE
ILIAD deals with the terrible anger of
Achilles and its results during the
TROJAN WAR. Homer's ODYSSEY
deals with the wandering of Odysseus
after the
and his return to his wife Penelope
who waited for him in Ithaca.

Trojan War

337 - Homer's ILIAD ends with the
funeral of Hector. The story of the
fall of Troy is told to some extent by
Euripides in the play called TROJAN
WOMEN. The most complete account
of Troy's fall, however, is found in
THE AENEID, a Latin epic poem
about the Trojan prince Aeneas.
THE AENEID was written by V - - - -.

Vergil

338 - In the great trilogy called THE
ORESTEIA, Aeschylus tells the story
of the return of A to Greece
after the Trojan War, his murder by
his wife Clytemnestra, and the after-
math of this murder.

Agamemnon
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339 - TROJAN WOMEN, THE AENEID,
and THE ORESTEIA are all in a way
outgrowths or extensions of Homer's
poems. The great literary tradition
begun by Homer continues to our own
day. Name some of the authors in
later literature that have been influenced
by Homer directly or indirectly.

Dante, Milton,
Camoens, Longfellow
Kazantzakis,
Giradoux.

340 - Dante wrote a great Italian
language epic called THE DIVINE
COMEDY. Milton wrote an English
language epic called PARADISE LOST.
Longfellow wrote THE SONG OF
HIAWATHA. Camoens wrote THE
LUSIADS, an epic about Vasco
Da Gama in the P - - - language.

Portuguese

341 - Homer's influence continues in
the 20th century. For example, Nikos
Kazantzakis has written a Modem Greek
epic called THE ODYSSEY: A MODERN
SEQUEL and Jean Giradoux has written
in French a play called TIGER AT THE
GATES about the T - - W .

Trojan War

342 - There are three major questions
about Homer that are still to some degree
disputed. These so-called Homeric
questions are:

a. Did Homer actually exist?
b. Did he write both THE ILIAD and

THE ODYSSEY?
c. How were the Homeric poems

f ?

formed
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343 - Although scholars like d'Aubignac,
Wolfe, and Vico have denied Homer's
existence, most modern authorities say
that Homer was a poet who really
existed and wrote both THE ILIAD and
THE ODYSSEY though he probably
incorporated many older oral poems into
his work. The Homeric questions, how-
ever, (have/have not) been
entirely answered.

have not

344 - Both THE ILIAD and THE
ODYSSEY are written in a metrical form
called dactylic hexameter. In dactylic
hexameter each line contains six feet and
the dominant type of foot is the d .

dactyl

345 - We have seen that mythology tells
rich and interesting stories about what
happened after the Achaeans captured and
burned Troy. For instance, the wanderings
of Odysseus, the wanderings of Aeneas, the
murder of Agamemnon. History, however,
simply tells us that the Achaeans returned
to Greece after 1180 B.C. where they were
attacked by another Greek - speaking
people - the Dorians. The Dorians des-
troyed Mycenae itself and the 300 years
following their invasion are called the
D - - - A - since we have so little
information about them.

Dark Ages

.

346 - We are now going to review English
derivatives. In each of the following
frames explain the meaning of the under-
lined word and give its etymology:

St. Peter's Church in Rome is a famous
basilica.

1 large, important
church; from
pa et. .A et's
"king"
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347 - In the deserts of Arizona there
are many basilisks.

large lizards with
crown-like crests
on their backs;
from Oacc.leus
ukingu

348 - The scientist was interested in
metrology.

the study of moasure-
ment; from

PE 713"
"measure"

349 - THE ILIAD consists of
hexameters.

lines of poetry
having six measures
or feet; from
IA E -rpov
"measure"

350 - The scientist used precision
metric instruments.

for measuring;
from f.t e "rpov
"measure"

351 - The doctor administered
androgen.

a drug producing
masculine character-
istics; from

CC.)

I ft
1/61.13 ) OWSP a

"man"

352 - Polyandry is illegal in having more than
one husband at a
time; from
, t
(XVII ) A114113°1"
"man"

Pennsylvania.

353 - The plant was androgynous. having both male and
female character-
istics; from

.), ,.
avot p , avaloa

"man" and yVV let/ )

rt)1/4.11. 14a -"woman"
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354 - Some people think that
gynecocracy would solve the
problems of war and poverty.

rule by women;
from rt.) e let

ruvorttOt. -"woman?,

355 - The doctor specialized in
gynecology.

the study of female
medical problems;
from Tv v tit, ,

v al 144. .."woman"

356 - Students have myriad manifold, countless;
from ftvpLoc
"countless"

problems,

357 - Let's review quickly a few
English expressions that have their
origin in the Trojan War story.
Explain how each expression may
be used in English. Check your
answer.

"Achilles Heel"

any weakness that
could prove
disastrous

358 - "Trojan Horse" an enemy group
within a country; a
trick

359 - "Greeks bearing gifts" people bringing
things which seem
good on the surfaceI,
but actually are
destructive

360 - "Working like Trojans" working very hard

361 - In this unit you have studied
the following things:

a. Troy's history
b. Mythology and literature

connected with Troy
c. Greek quotations related to Troy
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d. The difference in spelling between
the singular and plural for the
nominative and accusative cases
for many Greek nouns.

e. The first, second, and third
persons plural of some Greek
verbs.

f. Some English expressions con-
nected with the Trojan War story.

g. The following derivatives: museum,
polyandry, androgen, androgynous,
gynecology, gynecocracy, metric,
metrology, hexameter, basilica,
basilisk, myriad.
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UNIT VII

GREEK GODS AND HEROES

AN OVERVIEW OF THE MATERIAL
TO BE TAUGHT IN THIS UNIT:

1. Greek religion and mythology and their importance
and influence

2. Greek quotations about Greek gods and heroes
3. Greek lexical items connected with mythology
4. The forms and chief use of the genitive case
5. The forms and meaning of the aorist active
6. Derivatives connected with new lexical items
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LESSON 1

Specific Objectives

1. To explain what mythology is.

2. To explain why we study mythology.

Activities

1. Tell the students that in this unit they will be studying Greek mythology.
Ask if anyone knows what a myth is, If not explain that a myth is frequently
defined as a traditional or legendary story, usually concerning some super-
human being or god. Mention that pu so s is the Greek word for story.
Explain that many people and nations have myths. For example, the color-
ful African tribal dances are many times associated with stories and legends
about gods. Greek myths are very elaborate and detailed and have exerted
great influence on literature and art and other fields. Mention that scholars
are reevaluating the nature of myths in light of recent archaeological
discoveries .

2. Tell the students that they will now consider why Greek mythology is im-
portant and why we study it. If the Coronet filmstrip GREEK MYTHOLOGY:
WHY WE STUDY IT is available show it. Play the accompanying record.
These are from the CORONET GREEK MYTHOLOGY SERIES (S108). If
the filmstrip is not available develop a discussion of the following points:

a. Greek mythology greatly influenced Greek literature. (e.g., THE
ILIAD, THE ODYSSEY, the Greek tragedies).

b. Greek mythology greatly influenced Greek art and architecture. (e.g.,
Venus di Milo, the Parthenon).

c. Greek mythology greatly influenced Roman literature and art. (e.g. ,
Vergil's AENEID, Pompeiian wall paintings).

d. The Christian religion has been influenced by Greek mythology (e.g.,
many of the characteristics of the goddess Athena became associated
with the Virgin Mary; in Greece today there are shrines at the cross-
roads similar to ancient shrines).
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e. Much of the literature and art of the Renaissance and Post-Renaissance
is based on Greco-Roman mythology (e.g. , Racine's plays, famous
paintings on mythological subjects, music inspired by mythological
themes).

f. English words and phrases are derived from Greco-Roman mythology
(e. g., Trojan Horse, herculean, Pluto).

g. Greco-Roman mythology continues to exert its influence in our own
world in many ways (e.g., Apollo rockets, Atlas missiles, Giraudoux's
play TIGER AT THE GATES, Eugene O'Neill's MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA, the statue of Prometheus in Rockefeller Plaza).

3. A possible homework assignment is an essay summarizing why we study
mythology. A bulletin board project titled "Greco-Roman Mythology
Influences Our World" might also be tried. Students would be expected to
contribute clippings and pictures indicating this influence.
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LESSON 2

Specific Objectives

1. To explain how we know about the Greek gods and heroes.

2. To explain the origin of the Greek religion.

3. To teach the following quotations audio-lingually:

i '01-v.t rioi o u di 61co ,
prX 0 ne T'd / .

Even gods don't fight
necessity. (Simonides)

c/ e __/ _0 To 0 CT ffIld UPI,
t?) d, deb ri dc,

t )
0 A (WV;

When divine power con-
fers well-being what
need do we have of
friends? (Aristotle)

Activities

1. Tell the students that they are going to learn about the ancient Greek
religion which is closely associated with Greek mythology. The ancient
Greek religion has been the subject of numerous investigations. The
sources of its study are the various ancient writers. Among them we have
to mention such men as Homer, Hesiod, and the three great tragedians,
Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides.

Hesiod wrote poetry about the origin of the gods among other things. He
lived in the 8th or 7th century B.C. The three great tragedians were the
writers of the best ancient Greek tragedies. They lived within the 5th
century B.C. and usually wrote on mythological subjects.

2. Tell the students that in very ancient times the early inhabitants of
Greece had a very simple religion. They worshipped various features of
nature - mountains, rivers, the sun, the moon, etc. They thought that the
air was full of good and bad spirits, the daimones. Their gods were
closely related to physical phenomena. Their religion may have grown out
of their fear of nature's !lower to control their actions and to threaten their
being.
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Their divinities were not individualized. They had no human forms. They
were not called by proper names. They were more like things or powers
than persons. This religion, in the course of time, was influenced by the
religion of the East and especially Asia. But with time the religion changed
in nature.

People made the spirits of nature the followers and servants of new gods.
As Mycenae became powerful the Greeks seem to have made their gods more
and more anthropomorphic (i.e., manlike). Have the students echo the
word anthropomorphic several times and mention quickly that it comes from
2,
teV190044:.,:',TOS . The Greeks gave their gods human characteristics.
They imagined that the community of the gods was a reflection of the human
community. Gods married; they fought; they fell in love; they held meetings.
In short, the gods did all the things that people do except die. A tall
mountain in northern Greece called Mount Olympus was believed to be the
dwelling place of the gods probably because its summit was usually covered
by clouds and unseen by people. As centuries passed the Olympian gods
acquired new characteristics.

3. Tell the students that they will now learn some quotations about Greek
mythology and religion. Introduce the quotations listed in the Specific
Objectives in the usual way.

Explain that Simonides was a lyric poet whose works remain only in part.
Aristotle was a great philosopher and a student of Plato. Aristotle's
influence in Western thought has been very strong. The visual cue for

2st-vet )' , etc., is a picture of gods fighting a single goddess (i, e. ,
Necessity) with the entire picture crossed out. The visual cue foret0 rat,0 , etc. is a picture of a smiling man standing alone with light
shining down from the sky.

4. Ask the following questions:

a. What Greek writers tell us a great deal about Greek religion?

b. What kind of religion existed in early Greece?

c. Describe the changes in the Greek religion with the passage of time.

d. Why are Greek gods called anthropomorphic?
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LESSON 3

Specific Ob'ectives

1. To review what is known about the origin of the Greek religion.

2. To indicate the threefold division of Greek myths.

3. To teach these Greek proverbs audio-lingually:

. e. 2 ,45,k or
Ai q 77 1 cr ors u 6- ley 4v/a (.4i rr 0 1 s

44/ re 496. ei.iose X A444 did (C V :
t

Don't trust people but
only a god. (Proverb)

...
p **Teo/

X C. 77'1S

e AD
0 / torCe/

ei -r1 al our) .
tiro t/ Only gods live without

pain. (Proverb)

62E8s

Orreas

,.. ,
IT:. -v T d rt ofoo-/

al U rw of, E. ov - Ar C /
4

The god arranges every-
thing as he pleases.
(Proverb)

4. To review the sententiae presented in Lesson 2.

Activities

1. Tell the students that Greek myths are sometimes divided into three groups
or categories:

a. Myths related to the major gods - their births, lives and relationships
with people.

b. Myths related to less important immortal divinities.

c. Myths related to heroes' lives.

2.. Tell the students that now they will learn some Greek proverbs showing the
conception that the ancient Greeks had about the gods. Introduce the pro-
verbs in the usual way. The visual cue for ,p3 etc. is a picture of a man
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walking with a god and ignoring fellow men. The cue for Ate °rot etc.
is a picture of smiling gods, a wall, and some starving, ragged people.
The cue for 8 9c etc. is a picture of a god putting stones in
order.

3. Review the sententiae for Lesson 2 audio-lingually using the visual cues.

4. Ask the following question:

What are the three categories or groups into which Greek myths may be
divided?
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LESSON 4

Specific Objectives

1. To explain how Homer refined the ancient Greek religion.

2. To teach the following quotations and proverbs audio-lingually:

2c i.ts rtAir;:7p 'fait nejiy. p7
'

Zeus, our savior and
victory (Xenophon)

rune 4/09 yd /reel xeriew
/ I

IfIVCI.

Progress is made with
the help of Athena (i.e. ,
Wisdom) and with the
help of your own hand
(Greek Proverb)

. , ,
Tree, s r,,,-v a "Pare ), "re

4f- rat ra t.Ciu*1 0:
a4 e 1 s ary B/

Even Ares doesn't
fight against Necessity.
(Sophocles)

3. To review audio-lingually the quotations presented in Lessons 2 and 3 of
this unit.

Activities

1. Introduce the new quotations audio-lingually in usual fashion. The visual
cue for 2 C ut T 1,0 , etc., is a picture of Zeus. The visual
cue for env A Orpv: , etc., is a picture of Athena plus a hand. For

-I I77)00e , etc. the cue is a picture of Ares fighting Necessity with the
entire picture crossed out. Identify Xenophon as an Athenian historian and
essayist of the 4th century. Identify Sophocles as one of the great tragic
poets of Athens.

2. Explain that Homer did a great deal to crystallize and refine the Greek
concept of the gods. They reflect not only the various types of men but
various types of human relations also. The type of patriarchal (father-
controlled) system that existed on Olympus was similar to the patriarchal
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system among the Greeks on earth. Zeus was the father and ruler of the
gods. The female divinities, however, had power and freedom. For
example, Hera henpecks her husband, Zeus. The female power and in-
fluence may be a reflection of the matriarchal (mother-controlled) system
that probably existed in Greece in the early days.

Have the students echo patriarchal and matriarchal several times.

3. Use the visual cues to review the quotations presented in previous lessons.

4. Ask the following questions:

a. What did Homer do to the Greek conception of the gods?

b.' What is a patriarchal system?

c. What is a matriarchal system?

d. Why did a patriarchal system exist on Olympus?

e. Why did the female divinities have so much power and freedoth?
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LESSON 5

Specific Objectives

1. TO review audio-lingually all quotations presented in this unit in Lessons
2-4.

2. To teach the following quotations audio-lingually:

leE /f ro -00 0e 0 d l't 37 4 i 0 le t/roe

ortrat eve) A 9 r.0 0 s .

Aphrodite is a dead
thing without Dionysus
and Demeter. (Greek
Proverb)

n-fic's otrio °Li' CI, '14pet Pi. X .0 S.
Even Hercules
doesn't stand against
two opponents at once.
(Plato)

Activities

1. Teach the new ,I,Lutations in the usual fashion. The cue for VEXpo-V,
etc., is a picture of Aphrodite dead, with awall senrating her from a cup
of wine and some grain. The cue for Maas Otto , etc., is a
picture of Hercules fighting two opponents with the entire picture crossed
out. Ask for interpretations of the quotations and opinions on their
validity.

2. Spend most of the period playing the Motto Response game. See Unit I,
Lesson 3 for directions. Involve only quotations from this unit.

3. A possible homework assignment is an essay defending or attacking the
validity of one of the new quotations presented in this unit.
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LESSON 6

Specific Objectives

1. To summarize important information about the 12 Olympians.

2. To review audio-lingually the quotations presented in this unit.

Activities

1. Start class by reviewing orally the quotations listed in the Specific Objectives
of Lessons 2, 3, 4, and 5.

2. Tell the students that they are going to consider today the most important of
the ancient Greek gods, the Olympians. The Olympians are so called be-
cause they lived on Mt. Olympus. Discuss the Olympians in the following
terms but elicit information from the students where possible:

Zeus: When the Greek-speaking people came to Greece they brought with
them their supreme god, whom they worshipped under a variety of names,
as protector of loyalty and oaths, hospitality and justice.

There are many myths about Zeus' origin but according to the best known
one he was the son of the Titan, Kronos and Rhea. As sky god his symbols
were the thunderbolt in his right hand, the sceptre in his left hand, and the
eagle sitting at his feet. He was identified with the Roman god, Jupiter.

Hera: She was sister and wife of Zeus, the queen of all gods and goddesses.
She was protectress of marriage. She seems to have been worshipped before
Zeus in many places. Her symbols were the diadem (a kind of crown) and
the peacock. Both symbols indicated her greatness and power. She was
identified with the Roman goddess, Juno.

Poseidon: The brother of Zeus and ruler of the sea. When the universe
was divided up by the three sons of Cronos (Zeus, Poseidon, and Hades),
Poseidon received the sea. The inhabitants of continenental Greece also
regarded Poseidon as the god of earthquakes. His symbol was the trident,
a three-pronged spear. His sacred animals were the horse and the bull.
He was identified with the Roman god, Neptune.
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Athena: The goddess of wisdom and the protectress of workers. She was
Zeus' brain child, born full-blown from his head without a mother. Her .

symbols were the spear, the aegis (a shield), a breast plate, and an owl.
Athena's owl appeared on Athenian coins. The Parthenon was, of course,
dedicated to aA O 'V Co. MVP OE le S , Athena the Virgin.
Athena was identified with the Roman Minerva.

Apollo: The son of Zeus and Leto. Apollo was the god of light and harmony.
He invented poetry and music. He was closely associated with the sun and
was sometimes identified with the sun. His symbols were the lyre, and the
bow and arrow.

Artemis: Apollo's twin sister, the goddess of the moon. Sometimes she
was identified with the moon itself. She was the goddess of chastity,
mountains, woods, and fountains. Her symbol was the bow and arrow. She
was identified with the Roman goddess, Diana.

Hermes: The son of Zeus and the nymph Maia. He was the messenger of
the gods and escorted the souls of the dead to the Under World (Hades).
He was protector of the shepherds, travelers, merchants and orators. He
was the inventor of the scale and weights and measures. He was the patron
of reconciliation. His symbols were the ram, the magic wand, a special
hat and the winged sandals. He was identified with the Roman god, Mercury.

Aphrodite: The goddess of beauty and love. According to Homer, daughter
of Zeus and Diane. According to a better known myth she was born from the
foam of the sea, near Cyprus. She was identified with the Roman goddess,
Venus.

Ares: The son of Zeus and Hera; the god of war and violence and anger. He
was identified with the Roman god, Mars.

Hestia: The daughter of Zeus and Hera; the goddess of the hearth, the
protectress of the home. She was identified with the Roman goddess, Vesta.

Hephaistos: According to Homer the son of Zeus and Hera; in THE ODYSSEY,
Aphrodite's husband. He limped. He was the god of fire, volcanos and
blacksmiths. He himself was a blacksmith and protector of craftsmen. He
built the Gods' palaces on Olympus. He made Zeus' sceptre and a suit of
armor for Achilles. He was identified with the Roman god, Vulcan.

Demeter: Goddess of the land. She is symbolized by wheat. She is a very
old divinity. She was identified with the Roman Ceres.
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3. Have the students echo in English the following terms several times:
Artemis, Hermes, Aphrodite, Ares, Hestia, Hephaistos, Demeter,
Poseidon, Zeus, Hera, Apollo.

4. A possible homework assignment is a brief research report on one or more
of the Olympians.
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LESSON 7

Specific Objectives

1. To review information on the 12 Olympians presented in Lesson 6.

2. To introduce the reading of the quotations presented in this unit.

Activities

1. If possible show the filmstrips GREEK MYTHOLOGY: THE OLYMPIC
GODS, PARTS I AND II. Play the accompanying records.

If these are not available, ask for information on each of the Olympian
deities as listed in Lesson 6. Student reports on these might also be read
and discussed.

2. Have the students work through the following frames of the Programmed.
Text. These frames may be assigned for homework.

1 - Read the following quotations
about mythology aloud in Greek:

1e:y If of Oer 4 I &CO) /aX0,0Tri /.

0
c/

roc ie j chrfd co , 63 di AZ
ri d 7 0 ; A go,. ;e

_

/4 r; rrrCreuE eaCv OfiCirrrees
1At p 6-vto 7 q) tie i) .

.. .
4 AtZ.-WO/ Of f (9E 0 $ se 1°C Li

t
AUTTIS CholeOUr/.

5- a 8 4; c 77-1 -le nit r 190 r i
et/
op dos 4 1 J riA:l jff c ea iv 6" i .
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6 - , ....

LCUS (TC4 1t 7;210 Kai I 11//..

el; -be .1040 - p0 it Ire() X E304/
it', 'VC I .

_ , ...ITfioV Tki-te cero r)r.7.,
°jet' 'Apps- j -s 81.- reit nu,

9 -
'A 66.104'Ar," ,_reofrr9

410-vrprou drx4 isrd) 4 wil r,00s.
10-

Tr/20 S de;0 0:J.:"" e
CA4,0,4 pc 1 i s.

11 - In the following frames read the
quotations aloud again. Give the
meaning of each quotation in English
and the source.

'oC1' :lirdr d 01.d et ei
(

itillAeo-v rat.
Even gods don't fight
necessity. (Simonides)

12 -

OITA "V j Cora 1)14 WV Ea1,3

eisch:4') Ti' de7 0 .:11 td ;
I

When divine power con-
fers well-being what
need do we have of
friends? (Aristotle)

o 3 a ..13 - Id* In er c u E uev (c4;rrois
:1 A Ad po-rao re...... gew,.

( i e

Don't trust people but
only a god. (Greek Pro-
verb)

414 - 0 "VO I 0, 19E O i 1F-re aAl
A CJIT/S 011;tratierl.

Only gods live without
pain. (Greek Proverb)

15 O 8E Ss TT.'-yr.c To 61*,-;

0 rrws ocurw oe'fie'gr,rel
t.

The god arranges
everything as he
pleases. (Greek Pro-
verb)
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16 - ...., . o'Zeus a-WIT le &de "Yitr. Zeus, our savior and
victory. (Xenophon)

17 -
2 Idru-v A t h? -10 N /

...
X El, of If PI e e I .

Progress is made with
the help of Athena and
with the help of your
own hand. (Greek
Proverb)

18 - 7,0s 7- °Y
b $ C Wou cf 0 Aelg

.(V rir V .}°
glevArra T.( I .

Even Ares doesn't
fight against necessity.
(Greek Proverb)

19 - s n"Vet/fee "V 'A 0/Doifr '®/(Pro rou 44304 est 1
jProverb)/4 / rfi 0 5

Aphrodite is a dead
thing without Dionysus
and Demeter. (Greek

20 -
77;005 W 60

140,0cd x A ($s .

a a eout, 0 Even Hercules doesn't
stand against two
opponents at once.
(Plato)
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LESSON 8

Specific Objectives

1. To explain the role of fate in Greek religion and mythology.

2. To summarize salient information about less important divinities.

3. To summarize salient information about the mystery cults.

Activities

1. Tell the students that the Greeks believed that people and events were
influenced not only by gods but also by Fate or Moira. There is a problem
here because in the ancient Greek religion it is not clear if gods were
superior to Moira or not. Since gods were imagined to be like men and
consequently were not perfect (having feelings of hate, jealousy and so
on) Moira seems to be superior to them. The gods usually accept the
superiority of Fate. In Homer on only three occasions do we find Zeus
overruling Moira. In all the other cases he recognizes his weakness in
contrast to Moira. Generally gods express and support the power of
Moira because they also support the natural (physical) and moral order that
exists in the world.

Moira is part of the happiness or misfortune that every man has in his life.
Hesiod gives us the names of three fates or Moirai but Homer usually
speaks of only one, a spinning goddess who is so strong that she destroys
people who try to break moral laws. Even Zeus himself cannot change her
decisions. Sometimes it is said that Moira decides about the time of men's
birth and death, while gods rule their life within its limits. Many times,
however, people, though they know that their actions will be punished, do
something opposed to the will of the gods or the will of Moira. People have
freedcm to resist the gods and Moira in the Greek belief.

2. Tell the students that besides the major gods such as the 12 Olympians
there were also lesser divinities. Many of these minor or less important
divinities were called nymphs. .There were various kinds of nymphs.
Nymphs of the water were called Naiads. Nymphs of the forest were called
Dryads. Nymphs of the mountains were called Oreads. Have the students
echo these terms several times: nymphs, Naiads, Dryads, Oreads. Tell
the students that the nymphs still exert considerable influence in the legends
and beliefs of the modern Greeks.
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3. Ask the following questions:

a. What is Moira?

b. How did the gods view Moira?

c. How did Homer's view of Moira compare with Hesiod's ?

d. What is a Naiad?

e. What is a Dryad?

f. What is an Oread?

g. Do modern Greeks believe in nymphs?

4. Tell the students that the so-called mystery cults were popular among the
ancient Greeks. The worship of Osiris and Isis, a mystery cult from
Egypt, had some influence on the Greeks. The worship of Dionysus, the
god of the life spirit and wine, was also considered a mystery cult. There
were also the Eleusinian Mysteries which centered around the town of
Eleusis. Perhaps the mystery cults were so called because those who
participated in them vrere sworn to secrecy regarding the beliefs and rites
of the cults.
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LESSON 9

Specific Objectives

1. To explain the Greek ritual used in worship.

2. To review information presented on the lesser divinities.

3. To review orally the quotations presented in this unit.

Activities

1. Tell the studmts that today they will look briefly at how the Greeks wor-
shipped. Many times the gods were worshipped in groves where altars
were erected. Altars also were found in palaces and houses. The father
of the family often acted as a priest. The rites usually consisted of
sprinkling of grain followed by the slaughter of animals. Part of the flesh
was tasted by the worshippers, and the remainder burned. Banquets often
accompanied the rites. The basic idea in worship was sacrifice, the
destruction of a victim in honor of the gods.

2. Show if possible the Coronet filmstrip GREEK MYTHOLOGY: LESSER
GODS AND SPIRITS and play the accompanying record. If the filmstrip
is not available ask again the questions listed under Activity 3 of Lesson 8.

3. Using the visual cues, review orally all quotations.
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LESSON 10

Specific Objectives

1. To teach about the gods of the Underworld.

2. To introduce the following dialogue audio-lingually:

A. i 0/A )7 rat s To:. s rot/
C/01 i doe 6e052;

Did you like the gods of
Hades?

B ot f. rows rev Ai deu ihozs
°V.,' korx1.-{4

No. I did not like the
gods of Hades.

A. E A .1 rep cu tr./ s roZfs
10 A cooti 7'/ %0 US SE 0L S ;

Did you worship the
Olympian gods?

B. -vt; . To Zs 'OA U14 ir; au s
OroZs tXrpeUrtd.

Yes. I worshipped the
Olympian gods.

A. 6 ii;aws 1 01.7 dirt re
rtZS OA cip rr /0 us ®E cZs ;

Did the hero worship
the Olympian gods?

B.
-141 7-

c
qs'ws

a
A elre cure

roes .0,1 u1.4 ry. ous (346 o c;.r.
sYheisp.pedThthethe

gods.

Activities

1. Tell the students that they are going to learn about the gods of the Under-
world.

The ruler of the kingdom of the dead was Pluto (Hades), Poseidon's
brother, or Hades. Hades indicates both the ruler of the Underworld and
the Underworld itself. Pluto's wife was Persephone, Demeter's daughter,
who had been kicinapped by him. Demeter got so distressed over the
kidnapping that she neglected her duty to make things grow and caused a
famine. At last Hermes was sent by Zeus to persuade Pluto to permit
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Persephone to live half of the year (spring and summer) with her mother
and half of it (fall and winter) with her husband in the Underworld. The
Underworld was dark and some parts of it were unpleasant. Return to
earth was almost impossible after one entered Hades.

2. Introduce the dialogue in the usual audio-lingual fashion.

3. Ask the following questions:

a. Who was Pluto?

b. How did Pluto become the husband of Persephone?

c. What was the reaction of Demeter to her daughter's kidnapping?

d. What compromise involving Persephone was finally worked out?
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LESSON 11

Specific Objectives

1. To review the dialogue presented in Lesson 10.

2. To summarize the influence of the Greek religion.

3. To describe the cult of heroes.

Activities

1. Tell the students that the Greek religion strongly influenced the Roman
religion. The Romans blended their own simple beliefs with the rich Greek
tradition. The Romans identified their own gods with the gods of the Greeks.
When we talked about why we study mythology we discussed its influence on
art, literature, Christianity, architecture, and language.

2. Review the dialogue from Lesson 10 in the usual fashion.

3. Tell the students that in ancient Greece heroes were worshipped. A hero
was usually the descendant of a god and had unusual strength. Some of the
famous heroes include Theseus, Hercules, Jason, and Perseus. All kinds
of stories and myths developed around these heroes.

4. Have the students echo the following terms in English: Hercules, Jason,
Perseus, Theseus.

5. Ask the following questions:

a. How did the Greek religion influence the Roman religion?

b. What was a hero?

0. Name some Greek heroes.
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LESSON 12

Specific Objectives

1. To introduce the reading of the elements of the dialogue introduced in
Lesson 10.

2. To explain the myth of Zeus' domination over the gods.

Activities

1. Tell the students that according to the ancient Greeks, Chaos was the first
god that existed. Earth and Heaven (called Ge and Uranus) were born from
Chaos. Earth and Heaven had many children called Titans. Among the
Titans was Kronos who married his sister, Rhea . The Titans rebelled
against their father, Earth. Kronos seized control. The children of Kronos
were Hestia, Demeter, Hera, Hades, Poseidon, and Zeus. Kronos was
afraid that his children would seize control and, to prevent this, he used to
devour his children as Rhea gave birth to them. Rhea hid Zeus from Kronos.
When Zeus grew up he and his brothers led a revolt against Kronos and
the other Titans. The Titans were finally defeated and imprisoned.
Supreme power was given to Zeus.

2. Have the students work through the following frames in the Programmed
Text.

21 - Read the following paragraph
aloud in Greek. Then answer in
Greek the questions in the frames
that follow:

ToZ)s 154A(9.4 rrio us BE 0 us k A Tecurot,
toys roD tAidou oeoZg ou%e

Airrpc to r.1 7-0(4 Toi6 ego day 49E0(4
*

,
gvUor EA4TIDeured. rous rou cf

c cf
et0c4 04K Eg rd 0 rous

c et
.01 (94 irfous ae EAlre E urctt.o *tows
rots roe 4 Iiou Otot)s, owe iA;recurcv.
0 P5fiedS To (s ma tAicieu t9Eous
due is rev,
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22 - t Ad Tr E V COL 704S,vAu tevious that:S.;
-mi. rous'aluliirievs
eh ein kAcrtreEertis,

23 1 ACI rpeuret -roOs rot;
ch

A c Jou ecotis;

a e \
ou. rou s rou i

'so I tdou t5'eaa ove
1-A;recurds.

24 - J I
elog Avre4 Mat re,

eft 'Sou egeosji ;
en). roZis rot,
cAidou Otoc'is
otm ifts/sioras.

25 - e co. o
)11 AOo , S roU r

4061CY4ff7OUS Ozo;or
'e- A se rp c u rev;

. c Clledi . 0 4041S
Tots TN ufi minds
t9e0is Lijrfic urcy

26 - e re
0 7flWS reWS TO')

"A /d au . Be oirs Li:recurty;

C eay.
WS

ref' To to 4.4 /dec..
tlkass 0:rif
EA.Irpaurcv.

3, c ce
OCI. o V'esiS
Tos Toil 'Ado()
okrola oior 101/19rEv.

27 ; ljjocas re is To Z

till /SOU OE C7iS i le; 1-ey;
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LESSON 13

Specific Objectives

1. To explain the myth of the contest between Athena and Poseidon.

2. To teach the following dialogue audio-lingually:

A. t0I)graittv TO t TO) S CI

es, i
Aseiou gea,s;

Did we like the gods
of Hades?

B. Ou" .. TO;JS roD "A 1 dou Otoc) s
, ....

OlIK E cli 1A r pr al,4 cv ;

No. We did not like
the gods of Hades.

A. , tEA,47pECrotrE ToUS
' 0 A um ir/ o uS 199 0 u S *

A

Did you worship the
Olympian gods?

B' -rot i
,
. 7 0 %0 S 30Au11 rrl e us

Noels E. LerpeL raft r - y

Yes. We worshipped
the Olympian gods.

A. c rotT -V, al fi c c.;0Of Vol e S EAa , .0Tots C J A up7T lo u S th 0 u S ;

Did the heroes worship
the Olympian gods?

B. .0 c c,
WI . Of *rid es TO u r

s,.vie urr 1 °us RE*us
EX errp c uerser. .

Yes. The heroes wor-
shipped the Olympian
gods.

Activities

1. Introduce the dialogue in the usual fashion.

2. Tell the students that today they are going to learn about a contest that
took place between Athena and Poseidon. The people of Athens decided that
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they wanted a patron god or goddess. This happened before Athens had a
name. Poseidon and Athena both wanted to be patrons of the city. The
people decided to accept as special patron whichever divinity could produce
the more useful gift fof the city. Poseidon struck the Acropolis with his
trident and a well sprang up and a horse appeared. Athena struck the
Acropolis with her spear and an olive tree appeared. According to some
stories the people decided that the olive tree was the more useful gift and
decided to make Athena their special protectress. The city was named
for the goddess.

3. Ask the following questions:

a. What did Poseidon produce for Athens?

b. What did Athena produce for Athens?

c. Why did the people prefer Athena's gift to Poseidon's?

4. Review the new dialogue in the usual fashion.
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LESSON 14

Specific Objectives

1. To explain the myth of Hercules.

2. To teach the following dialogue audio-lingually.

A )4''4- r Iv 8 'A n- O A A c.41 -v OE Os

To t. 47A ;(:. u Ara) r )3 s
Ao 0 ritr>3 s ;

Is Apollo the god of the
sun and of music?

'Yet /. a 'A riGX1 c4-1," OcOs
roil 01704J k,,1%, 7 j3 s
140uctPfls. 'Erri-v.

Yes. Apollo is the god
of the sun and of music.

A. "
E er T i "i' .6 `,, r 7.0, 910 0 s 7 of 1)

7-Fis. it.40 00 AO)/ .;e4 S ;

Is Homer father of
mythology?

"VC / . a "014 V;) 0 S Tra T 7) AO
/,

TVS hi U 90 Aoyias E 0-71 le.

Yes. Homer is father
of mythology.

A Ti 'Y of .°E tr r % Tot To 3).
Oid ;5/0 Ot./ in 77. ;

What are Homer's epic
poems?

e , a,B. 7.1; TO t/ cild i?/.00G, 67747
7- 6 30dt;7/ -,- Alas orce' . _ Tcr'e i o(

a
ECrT/"Y

Homer's epic poems
are THE ILIAD and
THE ODYSSEY.

A.
L, c.E r r r Oe e ) s Trot T V

&L..; -0- ire, c.c' -v 401:::,77-41 'V ;

Is Zeus father of gods
and men?

B. yos,' O 2cus
Tr.e

r 117
... a04 6 , ; ) , . /fist . 44.-Y (94) 1, rr w y

aErr in.

Yes. Zeus is father of
gods and men.
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Activities

1. Explain to the students that they will learn a myth about Hercules, one of
the heroes in Greek mythology. Hercules or Heracles was the son of
Zeus and of the mortal Alcmene (Zeus had taken the form of her husband).
When the child was six months old, Hera, led by jealousy, sent two huge
serpents to devour him. Hercules, however, raised up on his feet, and,
seizing the monsters by the throat, he strangled them. This was the first
sign of Hercules' superhuman strength. Once, when Hercules was walking
near his !:ometown of Thebes he came to a fork in the road and sat down
on a stone to consider which way he should go. Suddenly a very beautifully
dressed woman appeared; she told him that her road was a very easy one
and always full of joy and well-being no matter by what means. Her name
was Malice. Then another woman appeared; she was beautiful but very
plainly dressed. She told him that her road was very difficult and rough
but it would lead to glory and honor. Hercules asked her name; she was
Virtue. He followed her road. Later in life he achieved great glory and
honor. Hercules performed many feats of strength. Of these, the 12
Labors are the best known. These 12 Labors or tasks were assigned to
him by the king of Tiryns.

2. Ask the following questions:

a. Who were the parents of Hercules?

b. What mighty feat did Hercules perform while yet an infant?

c. What was Hera's attitude towards Hercules?

d. Tell the story of Hercules at the crossroad near Thebes.

e. What were the 12 Labors?

3. Introduce the new dialogue in the usual fashion.

4. A possible homework assignment is a research report on the 12 Labors
describing these in detail. Students might also want to illustrate some or
all of these.
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LESSON 15

Specific Objectives

1. To introduce the reading of expressions presented in Lessons 13 and 14.

2. To introduce the morphology and chief use of the genitive case.

Activities

Have the students work through the following frames of the Programmed Text:

28 - Read the following paragraph
aloud in Greek. Then answer the
questions in the frames that follow.
Check your answers.

7-0).s Too Clibadou 8Edus ou.) k
a

EgifAere y4e-i, . Tots OA o/47,70us

61e ot's iA.4 zpeue-.4,14E-y. O
,

An 6 Allay ( 9e os To a ??,1 iet) Artie/

7-#0)s pour, K9S 4Cerriles o 2cus
1 7 4 T i e t9E (7) )0 Arsie OCY Ofie.f..47 (.../V
kr-ri -e.

29 - ,
rOuS To- `A. dot) SIC ei,) c
) ,
EPIA lo-9,4 e ne ;

4/au. rouS roc,
eAido4 t 9 EoZs

b a _j % o
oijor CppiA9Gratiny.

30- ,..,Toys wtd/477.0us Orous
)
E A a re e IIo- et p c le ,

.... .
-Yee 1. Taus

,to_ .C ) X ulto ir) ociS ve-ous

E A* r/ocueroeidE-y.

31- Tis e-dr,-9 6 &Os. roue'
. , , . ..i?A/ou ire,' r9s- "'lour, tr's;

0
'AnSAAwv

Od's rcre idi;csti
?(' poururps
Ern- e.
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L

,
32 - . 4 C %ns E en le ® The 7 plo

. a A .
BEIe GU le ?At t a v Vfita IT ea y;

e 2 e Ls
7rd .7.%40 &ate
ira, 4yeliklwal 70

a 00

. 33 - Let's talk a little now about how
English works.

In English we frequently indicate
possession with the word "of". For
example, in the following English
sentence the phrase "of Ghana"
indicates possession: .

Accra is the capital city of Ghana.

34 - But we can frequently indicate
possession in English through the use
of the possessive case. The possessive
case is formed by adding 's or s' to
the noun.

Pick out the word that is in the
possessive case in the following
sentence:

Accra is Ghana's capital city.

Ghana's

35 - Greek also has a special case
to indicate possession. It is called
the genitive case.

Say the word "genitive" aloud.

36 - In the following Greek sentence
try to find the words which are in the
genitive case.

ni Too `Op 6,o o U El??? )3 17)I:erI a
ir.i i 1 ,aOdurect.t ca-Til

...
TO U
e,..1
VA* )7/oe u
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VIPIII.0.172117.1[1.MICM

37 - Try to give the meaning of
this sentence in English:

.. ,.., , i eTi TO u (//4.172/0 0 U C77.9 17

'I-iliac s "OW'uAV / cr cr C / 01
s
CrTVe.

The epics of Homer
are THE ILIAD and
THE ODYSSEY.

or
Homer's epics are
THE ILIAD and THE
ODYSSEY.

38 - So far, then, in Greek we have
met three cases: the nominative case
which indicates the subject of a
sentence; the accusative case which
indicates the direct object; the
genitive case which indicates possession
or the relationship which we express in
English with the word o - - .

of

39 - In the following sentences try
to locate words in the genitive case.
Check your answer.

o 'A rr; AAGur &Os nu" i?A;o0 c0-7,--y

70 3
C t
9Ai o, )

40-
6 ''An4.3)14-/ OEGIS 7.0 idourit4s irrry.

Ti5S
/4 our/if-A:lir

41 -
.1,/

a 'A,rgAiw-/ gc4nip &WV OVIe ErTry. BE 47,-y

42 -
a A/

o 'kr; J Aury intro."' 6.1.404ffetr °tiff Ern -K .;:t le 6/61,07rdeiV

43 -
01 ZCZS TM 7 ),/, Orrip ev rrry.r

IN CZ -re

44 - 2 .2 Ile seC. ZEUS rOt r le civ w/o cargo -)e Errre. 2
ave9/04arediv

45 - , 3 ,a zeZ,s. oeos 79t 'lour/tops otnr ern -K ,tious-ilr.ps
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46 -

6 ZEUS
. ,., " t v 0 to 3/

ZetJS Ofe0 S TOU 1 A101,1 MIK c rri"...
700
4,1;0 u

47 - Many times in Greek the
genitive singular ending will be - ou
or s. The genitive plural ending is
always - C4.)-10 . You have probably
noticed that the Greek word for "the"
also has g forms.

genitive

48 - Let's list all of the case forms
for the nouns we have met. Read
each list carefully. Then copy the
genitives on your paper since these
are new. We will list both singular
and plural. The nominative will be
followed by the genitive which in turn
will be followed by the accusative.

6 8E gs of & co(
Tot; Bc.o c., T&Y 6:16 411 1#

tPcro-v Oe 45)-v bou s ou s

49 -
1 )(40Uriel d7 pour/koll.

Tijs Atouriqs Tw- 1.4ouriffeZ
Ti7- 14 oursortre Tar pou,r1 r:i s
5 0 -

.17 AIulio X or;st I
Tijs Rub° A ori.i v TZP 1.100e Ao le, ge:j le
. .

'0' Ao 5rly /iv_ 0 r gl rats #060,10,/ OS
51 -

a :c-pi 0 . )'
Of eVoree t

To2) kv(1100 S TIZ el Ydiff:/ V
40 )0 i

Toy oerd/A4 To u s °").°Ifiai ;
52- 74 7TO Xi S .4- 7rOXEs

Tis trill as (Ai s T43 -v 7TO A e cu-le

7,p? rrr, As.", .7 trOAEJS
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53 - Now we will list the genitive
singular of some of the nouns we have
met. Try to supply the genitive
plural. Check your answer.

TOO 6;a.. 0 ;I, reL-e OE c?)-i
54 -

TIP frOUVWV9S
A A

76a). ied ou crl goo le

55 -
7-9s pueoAorias reLle puB0 Aorft,31,

56 - roo :erc/fisc7s rilp), j-roietdy
57 - 71 77-c5 AE Gus 741w' v; A e c 41 -V

58 - rol) A f 0 I) r42i1v AC te 1,

59-
TO 7.J :it '° 0,0eoi 77 0 4) re,,,' v j rfor.irrw-e
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LESSON 16

Specific Objective

To review the forms and use of the genitive case.

Activities

1. Ask the students the following questions:

a. How is the genitive case used in Greek?

b. Give an example of the possessive case in an English sentence.

c. What are some of the endings that the genitive case has in Greek?

71

2. Tell the students that they are going to review some genitive case forms
through some pattern practices. Say each phrase and have the students
repeat. To assure comprehension, have the English equivalents said at
least once.

ro
TOO

To re;

T. s

s

7,s

ra 0o;
;trot ee;

ra, 8o

of the good man

of the good life

of the good ruler

rc" rd
aatCo 10 r 81.v

T 47 "V ;(rd RZ-bo

to-Pa/m.6's

rc y yr, s

at A: r r/ s

of the good woman

of the good goddess

of the good art

of the good sea

6).0:1 TT goy-

4). &I

v Y CV

291

of the good men

of the good lives

of the good tyrants



rc7i-te

rev", 4rettPc.:-v Tex-r41."v

r67.#-1,

474rar 947.- y or ;iv

a

arol 0 Oa A.! TT (0./

7-O 7,4 p Olee,(4.4 'ArrOAlitee
cr-

re)

To

4 S 0e 04 0 °V VA a ciHe 44
a

a 1 0
roZ .11040Z7rou 0-vom a( 7TAarreu-v The name of the man isiorr jii. Plato.

Iltnear,necor."

of the good women

of the good arts

of the good seas

The name of the god is
Apollo.

a

Erri-v. The name of the goddess
is Hera.

O ZeG4 77-47.40 64 a Y k err ;nem

Ze3s

Zeus

:t7406.5yrw-t ;-01-7"1",

7Tat T;bc 44t.1.0 to E Cr) "Y.

Zeus is the father of the
gods.

Zeus is the father of men.

Zeus is the father of
heroes.
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LESSON 17

Specific Objective

To introduce the reading, writing, and transformation of the pattern practices
presented audio-lingually in Lesson 16.

Activities

Have the students work through the following frames of the Programmed Text.
The frames might be reviewed for homework.

60 - In the following group of
frames you will see a phrase in
the genitive singular. Change the
phrase to the genitive plural.
Check your answer.

. ol ,, ,
TOO al r of cf 0 u avafiwrrou

re.t) -e :(r4 t9c... -1/

Iv &/..4orre...d -v
61 -Tail Cir.( 64 -4.

u fife co
rel- Jr., 60,:i",

. cool-
62 - ...

To u ,9-4 a a 3 T ti fi a -r A° 0 tl

_it
ri,;,,-,, 4rd 843,

7 upOl V 10 go le
63 ^ a7!? s giro 61 ".'s re. -Val I SOS s reZ-y 4 rw 19Z,,

pu-wo i rc.7,-,0
64 - rqs dret 4s 6'e Cr s rell-e --;:("f c9Z-e

65 7;;S *tripe O. r rc r 1, 9 s rw-r jna Or.-:,
rc x -v640-/

71.." -' j ed OgZ -,-
oc.:AorrcZ-v

66 - 7 ".5 *00* t9ii s Oa Aa-r raps

67 - Answer each of the following
questions. Check your answers.
Ar c , , tri #.,
Eery)/ o 4 E VS 7127410 yr lus 113

/ .
-34e / 6 2E us:
77a 7 A?" 19e ca -1,

E rr 1 -v .
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(.1.9(eIttrnrseel.

68 - 'ierify cf 2Eis
,-) ,

Trari;p .),(1 e glow var Y ;

, ZEUS-vw ./ o 4 EQS
77-07-40 :evq01;474,-,.
.eerri-e.

69 - at ...7 n16.714( t) Z. Li
e /

Tra T VI p PipuithPvi

VW 7 . a Zee.):
7T.1 r 7/4. )47,0 444 -11`°

k o-r;-r.
70 - ,/

r Av O " To0 Awl/
etOs 7o61 A ifoui

'-7401. d A 77 OA Xi..0 -I/
t°cos rot, ;?)ao a

i ern-,
71 re 71V t 'Aro A>4.14,

etas -rt,s Pou GI kiS.;
72 itcTiv a {-topple os

Mt T4p 7h S 14 V 60 A 0 ;elms.;

1141. 6 'A ffSAAe.pie ea:
ls frouritifs 4-erf-)0.

vd, !cl "0,44),por 7r.4 le
75s #100,1orids Ern-v.

73 - Now we will list the genitive
plural of some nouns we have met.
Try to supply the genitive singular.
Check your answer. Then copy the
singular and the plural onto your
paper.

refj le hIcsurireZY 715 pouriqS
74- Ta' po9eXcir, t7.-r 7"'s fru& A o rist s
75- A

TWV :4.1. de Z -e. ro; :el. 40 ,-;s
76 -

i tArro" 77 0 Xew-v 7 ? s 7TSA e 'A) S

77 - 0
rev -we ip A ie.4) -r ro C i7 A l'ou

78 r c 7 / - l e i yle i d yr ( . . , - TOL :t -re 0/2 4.0 Fro el

79 Tt.1)-r Be 47- TOL OE or 4s 61E:ts
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LESSON 18

Specific Objectives

1. To teach about the nine Muses.

2. To present the following English derivatives from recently learned lexical
items: mythological, Homeric, necrology, necromancy, anthropomorphic,
Olympian, theology, heliolatry, heliograph, heliotrope, patriarchal,
matriarchal.

Activities

1. Tell the students that various arts and types of literature had special
goddesses as patronesses. These patronesses were called Muses. They
were the daughters; of Zeus and Mnemosyne (Memory). They are some-
times referred to in modern literature. The nine Muses are:

Clio, patroness of history.

Euterpe, patroness of music.

Thalia, patroness of comedy.

Melpomene, patroness of tragedy.

Terpsichore, patroness of dancing.

Erato, patroness of love poetry.

Polyhymnia, patroness of sacred poetry.

Urania, patroness of astronomy.

Calliope, patroness of epic poetry.

Explain that we sometimes call a steam organ a calliope.

2. Approach the following derivatives and cognates in the usual audio-lingual
fashion.
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English Word Greek Root
Meaning of English

Words

mythological /40610s "myth" related to legend or
myth

Homeric
..,
Op1,o g "Homer" related to Homer

necrology YE /90 0 le "dead
thing"

death notice or a
list of persons who
have died.

necromancy 0
lee Pr" 0 -)0 Foretelling the future

by contacting the
"dead thing".

anthropomorphic :iv &fluor°s "man" having the character-
istics of man.

Olympian ,..,,
(

2r-IA
cr TTO s "Olympus" celestial, god-like.

theology (5' e o s "god" the science that
examines everything
related to god.

heliograph /A/Os "sun" mirror device for
flashing signals

heliotrope %ji 142S
',sun', a plant that turns

toward the sun.

heliolatry 1 A, o s "sun" worship of the sun

patriarchal Mt 7 VP "father" ruled by fathers

matriarchal Id q iv "mother" ruled by mothers
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3. Have the students echo the following terms in English: Clio? Euterpe,
Thalia, Melpomene, Terpsichore, Erato, Polyhymnia, Urania, Calliope,
Mnemosyne.

4. Have the students echo each of the above English derivatives chorally and
individually. Then ask the following questions:

a. What is a mythological element in a story?

b. What is Homeric influence?

c. Do necrologies appear in the newspapers?

d. Who practices necromancy?

e. What is an anthropomorphic god?

f. What does a man with an Olympian physique look like?

g. Who studies theology?

h. How does a heliograph work?

i. Would a person be likely to find heliotropes in a big flower garden?

j. Do most modern people practice heliolatry?

k. Who controls a patriarchal family?

1. Who controls a matriarchal family?
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LESSON 19

Specific Objectives

MeraltITAVIVIeryreestarswee..

1. To introduce the reading and writing of the following derivatives and their
etymologies: mythological, Homeric, necrology, anthropomorphic,
Olympian, necromancy, theology, heliolatry, heliotrope, heliograph,
patriarchal, matriarchal.

2. To review briefly what was taught about Greek mythology.

Activities

1. Tell the students they are going to review now some of what they have
learned regarding Greek mythology.

Ask the following questions:

a. What was the character of the gods in early Greece?

b. What was the character of the gods in Homer's time?

c. Name the 12 Olympians.

d. Which was the strongest divine power according to Homer?

e. What were the mystery cults?

f. Who were some of the Muses?

g. Who were the gods of the Underworld?

h. Name some kinds of nymphs.

i. Name some of the heroes in Greek mythology.

2. Have the students work through the following frames in the Programmed
Text.
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80 - Now we will turn our attention to
the English derivatives we have
learned recently. An English word
meaning "related to myth or legend" and
derived from the Greek word /Aro Oos
is .

mythological

81 - An English word meaning "of or
related to Homer" and derived fromes,.,
the Greek name Loidi *fie S is
.. .

Homeric

82 - An English word meaning
"death notice" and derived from the
Greek word "V'e orioole is

necrology

83 - An English word meaning
"foretelling the future from contact
with the dead" and also from the
Greek YE trice;," is .

necromancy

84 - An English word meaning
"having the characteristics of man"
and derived from the Greek word
:iv 634,(.4., mos is .

anthropomorphic

85 - An English word meaning "god-
like" and derived from the Greek

a inname t LiA u p7TOS is .

Olympian

.

36 - An English word meaning "sun
worship" and derived from Oios
is .

heliolatry

87 - An English word meaning "the
science that examines everything
related to God" and derived from the
Greek word g`4E OS is - - - - .

theology
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88 - An English word meaning "a
plant or flower which turns toward
the and derived from the
Greek Asos is

heliotrope

89 - A device used to give signals
using mirrors and sunlight and taking
its name from /es is
called a .

heliograph

90 - An English word meaning "ruled
by a father" and derived from 7T .P 7 rie
is .

patriarchal

91 - An English word meaning "ruled
by a mother" and derived from /455 r pie
is .

matriarchal

92 - Now open your Greek notebook
to the heading Word Study. Add the
following words to the first column
of your list there: mythological, Homeric,
necrology, necromancy, anthropomorphic,
Olympian, theology, heliograph, heliotrope,
heliolatry, patriarchal, matriarchal.

93 - Now put in the Greek roots and the
meanings of the English words in the
appropriate columns of your list. Refer
to Frames 80-91 if necessary.
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94 - Explain in your own words
the meaning of the words underlined
in each of the following sentences.
The underlined word is defined in
the answer column.

The kidnapping of Helen is the
mythological reason for the

legendary

Trojan War.

95 - The student was interested
in Homeric studies.

relating to Homer

96 - There was a long necrology death notice
in the newspaper for Rev. Martin
Luther King.

97 - The monster in the horror
film was anthropomorphic.

man-like

98 - General De Gaulle, in the
opinion of some, is a man of
Olympian stature.

god-like

99 - Future rabbis and ministers
study theology.

the science
related to God

100 - He gave signals with a
heliograph.

a device using
mirrors to flash
signals

101 - Heliotropes are very flowers that
face the suncommon in American gardens.

102 - The ancient Egyptians
practiced heliolatry.

sun-worship

103 - Some American familes are
patriarchal.

ruled by the
father

104 - Some American families are
matriarchal.

ruled by the mother
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LESSON 20

Specific Objectives

1. To explain the phenomenon of marriage between relatives in the community
of the gods.

2. To review previously presented dialogues in the following terms.

% roA
A. E AI tr a S To us To u fl t do u

06o 6-s;
Did you like the gods of
Hades?

B. oil. Tou% s To 3 `Asa/o0 Oleo:is
OVA' k q5 ; A )7 crat

No. I did not like the
gods of Ilades.

.A. ;pi .10..1 r it g TOO s Too

ele *1.7S ;

Did you hate the gods
of Hades?

B. ,,.__, :*- .
tr a.. r . TO Us T 0 z; c:'01, 4 ,,, aeoust

2 0
94 Orr crL .

Yes. I hated the gods0
of Hades.

A. c Mel a ,, ,.
o wi41/00s. cAdrecure

. ,
TOUV %., A U1,47T4. 0 US Oe 063 ;

Did Homer worship the
Olympian gods?

B. 'Yd /... O V,. vo.s renis
40 A up Vs..° uS theis i A oirloc titre.

Yes. Homer worshipped
the Olympian gods.

A. , t .... rotEgo
_i

/4, 9 TE TO u 4 7 04?)

glA I eiati Oe OU S .

Did you like the gods
of Hades?

B. 0;. ToiJ s To ir4 A , da u Brous
a

°Clic kctS / A trap C 7 ,
No. We did not like the
gods of Hades.
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A . 61/4 i "15 cr. a r e To Z) s To c7;

A t do CJ BE CJI,:leS 41

Did you hate the gods
of Hades ?

B. 'yd I. roe.)s roc"; v19 I doa

et o s Sid itr.rstii f "I".

Yes. We hated the

A. 0 tr. Yve *nom, / } A..; 90 e u rd -10

Toys ' 0 >tuft moos t9c0 jr ;
Did people worship

1 C >I ztB. 194 s . A/ 410 fv-fi 14, yr 0 rc,,s
0 Au,uff; °us ®E oZis E Vcr/odur.tx

Yes. People wor-
shipped the Olympian

Activities

1. Review the dialogue in the usual audio-lingual fashion. Make the distinction
between second person singular and second person plural clear by involving
one student for the singular and all students for the plural.

2. Explain to the students that marriage between close relatives was common
among the gods as it was among royal families. The royal families wanted
to preserve the "royal blood." The gods also wanted to preserve the
divine ichor, the substance which the gods had in place of blood. People
in ancient times were not shocked by the marriages of closely related gods.
A good example of such a marriage was the one between Zeus and Hera.
Hera was the sister of Zeus.
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LESSON 21

Specific Objectives

1. To introduce the reading of the expressions reviewed in Lesson 20.

2. To introduce the forms and meaning of the aorist active.

Activities

1.. Have the students work through the following frames of the Programmed
Text. Have the frames reviewed for homework:

105 - Read aloud the following
paragraph in Greek: ,

Tots TO;.; c'',4, do u etc, Z2 013A
igti; AOrer. roiJs Top "), doer 6'et74s
ii..7r 9 er:t . roZs 'OA vitarto es
ekeZs Oe:trie curet .

106 - Now read the following
similar paragraph aloud in Greek:

TogsJs 703 c'Aitcou OE o u s of!ik

isiSio-.ts . ro6s ro 2) "A I do ed et ea s
dtp rr* c.t s To us IC),\(01.4 rri au s

eeofls 'E Lirpa t rst s.
107 - Now read the following
similar paragraph aloud in Greek:

rolls 7071 "A, cloy Odou% c o:iir. .iprP)re. rous roZ %do u Oeous
liu I frIre rou% s )0XuArri if) us
&04Is k x ; 7/0 ( Lief e-v .
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108 - Now read the following
similar paragraph aloud in Greek:. . 1r Toooes To e/A4 I Jou &pug OW(
aEs I Av5rtt4c-v. rous ro0 C:410100

a %

t 9 C 0 Z S 94 er tretl.4 C -1° . TO ti S

30AlyariOUS 0E00% S E XarfECo-ef,us*,

.

_
109 - Now read the following
similar paragraph aloud in Greek:

TOU S Too Aidoo BE 06s owe
i IIS t A IONA TE . Tot,: TO 3 c;fla doe

plirrIVre . rouxOe.04%is i m- .
'0,19,7riou.s aeous eLer/osuraTE.

.

110 - Now read the following
similar paragraph aloud in Greek:
. x(IA ,'o u °coin OCIKTous Too ff d,...E01,1*,,4-y, Taus Teti eikdOld

soeozIs eit,,,..r)20-4,1 -r. To vs
a
C A

, /
0Aviorro °us Nous etrfiturd-r.

111 - In each of the above frames
everything remained the same except
the verbs. The verbs changed from
first person singular, to second person
singular, to third person singular. Then,
in Frame 108 the verbs were in the first
person plural. In Frame 109, they were
in the second person plural. In Frame
110, they were in the - - - - person
plural.

third

112 - A verb is said to be in the first
person when the subject is the speaker.
A verb is said to be in the second person
when the subject is spoken to. A verb
is said to be in the third person when the
subject is .

spoken about
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113 - In English to indicate the
first person we use the words "I" and
"we". To indicate the second person
we use the word "you". To indicate
the third person we frequently use words
like "he, she, it," and "they".
Frequently a separate noun subject
indicates the t - - - - person.

third

114 - Now we have to talk a little
about the tense of verbs. Tense means
time. A verb is said to be in the
present tense when it indicates present
time. For example, I love, and he

he loved

loves are both in the present tense.
To form the past tense in English you
add - ed or -d to the present. Thus
the past tense of I love is I loved.
The past tense of he loves is - - - -

.

115 - Greek also has a present tense I like the women.
as we have seen. The present tense You like the women.
of the verb pie A Zr appears in the He (or she) likes
following pattern. the women.
nts. yu-vo7A-cts Oi A a. We like the women.

T4 s yu -Kti 'N s 01A eh .
You like the women.
They like the

TES ytlyOttOS 0 i A 4 7. women.
Tilt yti -1.47,1.4 s. 0 A 0 tri.t e ne.
rils yu-riosm.es gig Nei r E .

TeZ S y U 'Vell Ore 1 S 0,Aori trine.
Try to give the meaning of this
pattern in English. Check your
answer.
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116 - Greek has several past tenses.
One of these is called the aorist tense.
It indicates action in the past that
happened once or at one time. It is
usually translated by the English past
tense: In the following pattern the
aorist tense of 0, A a appears.
Read the pattern carefully and give
the meaning in English.

anes yu-ragores c A29.-.4 .

ni s yu -147ra s 1 #1 i A ordS.
mis yu-volm'AS k OiA 0 cre%

r.1 s r cr1047K.IS 1 #S / A 'w/o el.
T.Is ycl -vat/ Or4S isif i A ire TC
T:tt ru-Yot1KCS is6A0 drat- v.

I liked the women.
YoU liked the women.
He (or she) liked the
women.
We liked the women.
You liked the women.
They liked the
women.

117 - The aorist tense in Greek is
frequently recognized by the endings
rat ,..ros - re ,-r414s19,
-rat re , - 0-.410, Many times the
letter E is added at the beginning
of a verb to indicate the aorist. Thus

alritSiA 0 r.1 , 4-/4 7c/7 cr'st t ,
and it A.1 aret c. cretiu Iry are
all in the tense.

aorist

118 - In the following pattern the
aorist tense of Ai(r/Cucti appears.
Read the pattern in Greek and try to
gf'. s the meaning in English. Check
ychAr answers.

11

BE
% a ...

TOtis our E A serfitcdcripi.

A. % 3
trEOLIS e .47-/c) a co -.4 s .ATo u V At

I worshipped the
gods.

You worshipped the
gods.
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ro(),s BE 0L s eN.frico u cr e -$0

TOZ2 REOLS 1..,4 7.14,e r. or o(41 E -se.

Tot/ S BE a c.)% S l'A et r/ese Cr 0'64 re E.

C
%

TO Z/5 geeir: CA47/0Ecrerse-v.

He (or she) wor-
shipped the gods.

We worshipped the
gods.

You worshipped the
gods.

They worshipped the
gods.

L

119 - In the for!....)wing pattern the
aorist tense of jfircio appears.
Read the pattern in Greek and try
to give the meaning in English.
Check your answers.

TOZJS ae 0 tiS S all4";0r,r)r at .

Toms Be cZss ija;r 9 cr.t s .

rot)S 61e a i.r S iifrier 0- ele.

TO Z S BE 0 VS I/4 / 0151-°94 .y.

Toys 6E Gte.) s '1 .of ier- 7 jes r c .

rots OE e Z, s 9.4 8
,..

Q- ov-.1 -10.

I hated the gods.

You hated the gods.

He (or she) hated
the gods.

We hated the gods.

You hated the gods.

They hated the gods.
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LESSON 22

Specific Objective

To review the forms and meaning of the aorist active.

Activities

1.. Tell the students that they will now review some of the things they have
learned about the aorist tense.

ALI lc the following questions:

a. What tenses have we learned thus far in Greek?

b. How can you recognize the aorist tense?

c. How is the past tense in English formed?

2. Tell the students that they will now do some work on the aorist tense through
pattern practices. Say each sentence and have the students repeat. To
assure comprehension have the English equivalent said at least once:

r ;re "lipcg-v k )7t-.!

ni?- 'Aosiood:ryy 1.90 )20',l.

To if:(AAos ;$11/A*0-.4 .

7/v /4e610,Aor;.tne 10,5, )20-.6
a

7)2-v etfouripr,-e E16/Alor-4.

I liked Hera.

I liked Aphrodite.

I liked beauty.

I liked mythology.

I liked music.

TOY tY0,4 19/00 j orw s

TO irIX Ao

7-4;7 ;Aloy
Ole 7rese7ifist pl, eat s .

r-)?-we p )27 ;pip( k 21 I, 1 s

You liked Homer.

You liked beauty.

You liked the sun.

You liked the father.

You liked the mother
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7v
TO-Y )71 ITS ;AO ore "e.

#role gEo-e EX/ A rc

:9/4 wrier) 130A

O
)1 uitt7TO-e

se
.(-rOptv7re-se

Es
,

tflA>7re-se,

EPS/ A9re

He liked harmony.

He liked the hero.

He liked the god.

He liked Olympus.

He liked the man.

roZrs Be 1:01/Aijeraid

To 6t.(A A os ;id/ a)5 raft c
. ori. c t e E91, A 0.0-94e v

Tre pour/e - 2ercy4c.v.

nis 66 r s6, )5 ra,4.46v.

We liked the gods.

We liked the beauty.

We liked mythology.

We liked the music.

We liked the
goddesses.

roig. Trio TipaS F0/ A i5 er id TE. You liked the fathers.
. 3 a /r.ts i:9retfias 46/.194rat re. You liked the mothers.

Tour Odo Z.s E 0/ A rjerd re You liked the gods.

T.( S' Re.; S ;" pi i Ap(er.t re . You liked the
I

goddesses.

. ct s f
r 0 us ?ego." s eits A r; ?'d 'Y. They liked the

heroes.

TO us dp(-Y Ur, w TT 0 uS 4(01))01,4 V. They liked the men.
. Ai. .0

To ZIS 19E041S CO IAlcraCY. They liked the gods. II /
,,, %, 3 /

rats dE a s (pit A )7 o-si -0' . They liked the
goddesses.
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a
7.1-y tfiNie -be , 0- (rot

rI Pr:( AAo ea .

7,7y fru 190 Aor7.1 V EftJ cd-r? 4r..1

7 4 ; - v our Pr* "e E./.4 I tro, .

I hated Hera.

I hated Aphrodite.

I hated the beauty.

I hated mythology.

I hated music.

Toy "0/41/30-, kid birriras.
1 9,,re ,0 Cid 1;44 0-1/.4 r s .

,
7-4:2--v IP, 0 eitd r s

4 I
Tone 77-4 7-cp.( ei." r* r s

1.4*rpa ;a- rd s.

You hated Homer.

You hated the
demon.

You hated the sun.

You hated the
father.

You hated the
mother.

Tole

da1/0/4 0,4a n

Cho

"0 A up rro
a /

'V Vic` c4r7TO

J
IoJ7 rE7:

a /
, 61-'7 re -1!

a /
C r )I' ,

;1.w/4'))f'EY.

/0.- er-c

He hated the
harmony.

He hated the hero.

He hated the god.

He hated Olympus.

He hated the man.
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To

VE.T. .`",77.,41,1rier,n-nn

A
VEOUS 114 gr. 05,444,4 t Y, We hated the gods.

EM ,v) rt ucy.

r)?-p, muee 10r;( .10

We hated the
beautiful things.

1/4 tricretfielf. We hated the
mythology.

r:rs 6 c:e tr; rdit4 Y. We hated the
goddesses.

,
rous 7Tat Tefiats I r *ry" re,

r:is pv-kepas k/dietr4rs..

To US dit. 002

res acees

;At se.") rae TA'

&I'," )0"V roe e

You hated the
fathers.

You hated the
mothers.

You hated the gods.

You hated the
goddesses.

Tou Z.( s ;-:/47e1-* e-.g

Tous

wrildag:ffous rtiar9o-,,d
0 A

94 WA" rotEa US

Tel S E sit s eit.4 to-

They hated the
heroes.

They hated the men.

They hated the gods.

They hated the
goddesses.

sire E ura.
Tidy 'A sisto d irficurd.

To tfrolAAos cr/accd .

I worshipped Hera.

I worshipped
Aphrodite.

I worshipped beauty.
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TOY "Op ?re "Y EA4reetir.es

TOY ,0-y e utrac s .

To -10 77.1 TELL Ad 770 U 0'41

7"-r rArf7e/04 E ø 1 u # era S .

7;250 :elo/4 o Yr

c
a.t T/De v r

To- ifogad A:cr/Gocure-ie.

7-8-y EO-se e ye. e-r

TO ")1 )10 A u,4 one C Crfi u c

You worshipped
Homer.

You worshipped the
sun.

You worshipped the
father.

You worshipped
the mother.

40 AOr;,-). .4-r vlo cAl 77"one E a tiered r e "Y.

He worshipped
harmony.

He worshipped the
hero.

He worshipped the
god.

He worshipped
Olympus.

He worshipped
the man.

TO toS OE u% s E'aseT10 EQcr.y C -r.

Ti k A r(.5r, a- am

rat a rlo e cl 0 494 t "se

We worshipped the
gods.

We worshipped the
beautiful things .

We worshipped the
goddesses.
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Tour MI T float S Llas ree rase

Tit r

TO us &our

s 61e c s

E Aid rec ufr.i re .

k 7,0 e ("rare ,

e Xet r/die trio-are .

You worshipped the
fathers.

You worshipped the
mothers.

You worshipped the
gods.

You worshipped the
goddesses.

Toes

Tour

TOCJS

CO
74,0C4/ S

c'er Opt:mous

kArtioeutra-r.

i.A"eresurerv.

OE *Ls E Asa" u

Tate 8E.Is 2 , .
E A st re v e-V

They worshipped
the heroes.

They worshipped
the men.

They worshipped
the gods.

They worshipped
the goddesses.
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LESSON 23

Specific Objectives

1. To introduce the reading and transformation of the pattern practices
presented audio-lingually in Lesson 22.

2. To teach about Dionysus.

Activities

1. Tell the students that they will learn about Dionysus. Dionysus was an
important god who was not one of the 12 Olympians. He came from the
north. His mother was the earth-mother, Semele. He was absorbed into
the Greek religion. He is sometimes considered a newcomer to the
family of gods. He is the god of the life spirit. His worshippers go into
trances or frenzies. He is also the god of the wine and of cheerfulness.

He is always attended by Maenads, Satyrs, and Silenoi who were demons of
fertility. Maenods were women, Satyrs and Silenoi were men with horse
tails, pointed ears and hooves. Dionysus' symbol was a bunch of grapes.

2. Have the stUdents work through the following frames of the Programmed
Text. Some frames maybe done for homework.

120 - Read each sentence in the
following pattern practices aloud.
Then make each sentence negative.
Check your sentence with the answer
column.

`PiavePiave EA. er.4 , r)p-o lipa CNJ nr

E01111"7grd
121 -

7.-? .°41 siro fi;'r*-y el *tr.t Or 417
ovK A),

122 - ro /4-:/lAos i'sbiAvpra. ra pr:ILkos
oZe of 41"
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123 -
Ti/-e putio a ar.i.e le h0.1 72 rd nj "I° /4 tlee A or d "9

pun Pr e 0 /A v o-d

12,4 -
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150 - Now read each sentence I.

aloud. Then make each sentence
a question by putting the verb
first. Check your answer.
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LESSON 24[ Unit Review

Specific Objectives

1. To review salient concepts about Greek religion and mythology.

2. To review the following derivatives: mythological, Homeric, necrology,
anthropomorphic, Olympian, necromancy, theology, heliolatry, heliotrope,
patriarchal, matriarchal, heliograph.

Activities

Have the students work through the following frames of the Programmed Text.
The frames might be done silently in class or aloud in lock step. They should be
reviewed for homework.

210 - Now we are going to review
some of the things we have learned
about ancient Greek religion and
mythology. A traditional or legendary
story usually concerning some super-
human being or god is called a m - - - -.

myth

211 - Greek myths were very elaborate
and detailed and have exerted
(great/little) influence on literature and
art and other fields.

great

212 - We study Greek mythology because
it is interesting and enjoyable and has
exerted great influence in many fields.

literature

For example, Greek mythology influenced
very important Greek 1 - - - - - such
as THE ILIAD, THE ODYSSEY, and the
tragedies.
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213 - The influence of mythology on
Greek art is very strong. There are
many famous statues of Greek gods
and goddesses. The statue of Aphrodite
called V is one example.

Venus di Milo

214 - The influence of mythology on
Greek architecture is very strong also.
Myths have inspired many temples.
For example, there is a famous temple
dedicated to the Virgin Athena on the
Acropolis called the P .

Parthenon

215 - Greek mythology greatly
influenced Roman literature and art.
For example, many wall paintings in
Pompeii deal with mythological
subjects and Vergil's famous poem
THE A- - - - is built around Greek
mythology.

AENEID

216 - The Christian religion has been
influenced by Greek mythology. For
example, many of the characteristics
of the goddess Athena were absorbed
by the Virgin Mary. Also, crossroad
shrines to the saints found in modern
Greece are similar to shrines to the
goddesses found in a - - Greece.

ancient

217 - Much of the literature and art
of the Renaissance and Post-Renaissance
is based on Greco-Roman mythology.
For instance, the famous plays by
Racine, the French tragedian, often
deal with mythology. The Art Museum
in Philadelphia is full of paintings on
mythological themes. Even some of
the world's great music
(has/has not) been influenced by
mythology.

has
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218 - English words and phrases
are derived frequently from Greco-
Roman mythology. For example,
we speak of "herculean strength."
This phrase means - - - - (great/
little) strength or strength similar
to that of Hercules.

great

219 - Greco-Roman mythology
continues to exert its influence in our
own world in many ways. There is
literature on mythological themes.
For example Giraudoux's play TIGER
AT THE GATES. There are modern
works of art based on mythology. For
example, the statue of Prometheus in
Rockefeller Plaza. Even our rockets
and space ships bear mythological
names. For instance, the plan to put
a man on the moon is called Project
A - - - -.

Apollo

220 - The early inhabitants of Greece
had a very simple religion. They
worshipped various features of nature.
Their divinities we2e not individualized
and (had/did not have) human
forms.

did not have

221 - With time the Greek religion
changed in nature. New gods were
introduced. The new gods were
anthropomorphic, i.e. , they had
h characteristics.

human

222 - The author of THE ILIAD and THE
ODYSSEY did much to refine and crystallize
the Greek conception of the gods. In these
poems Olympus is depicted as a patriarchal
system with Zeus as the father of gods and
men. The author of THE ILIAD and THE
ODYSSEY is traditionally said to be H - - - .

Homer
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223 - Let's review now some
important information about the
Olympians. Zeus, who was later
identified with the Roman Jupiter,
was king of the gods, the protector
of hospitality, oaths, and justice.
His symbols were the thunderbolt,
the sceptre, and the e .

eagle

224 - The wife and sister of Zeus
was Hera. She was the protectress of
marriage. Her symbols were the
diadem and the peacock. She was
identified with the Roman goddessJ.

Juno

225 - The brother of Zeus and the
ruler of the sea was Poseidon. His
special symbol was the trident, a
three-pronged spear. He was
identified with the Roman god N - - -.

Neptune

226 - Athena, who was identified with
the Roman Minerva, was the special
patroness of the city of Athens. She
became patroness of Athens when she
pleased the people by giving them the
olive tree. Her symbols are the
spear, the aegis, the breastplate, and
the owl. The famous temple on the
Acropolis dedicated to Athena was the
P .

Parthenon

I

227 - Apollo was the god of light and
harmony. He invented poetry and music.
He was closely associated with the sun
and was sometimes identified with the
sun. His symbols were the bow and
arrow, and the lyre. His twin sister
was A - - , the goddess of chastity,
mountains, woods, fountains, and the
moon. She was identified with the Roman
goddess, Diana.

Artemis
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228 - Hermes was the messenger of
the gods and protector of travelers
and merchants. He was identified with
the Roman god Mercury. His symbols
were the ram, the magic wand, a special
hat, and w s .

winged sandals

229 - The goddess of love, identified
with the Roman Venus and born from
the sea foam, was A .

Aphrodite

230 - The god of war and violence,
identified with the Roman Mars, wasA. Ares

231 - The goddess of the hearth and
protectress of the home, identified
with the Roman Vesta, was H .

Hestia

232 - The god of fire and the patron
of blacksmiths, identified with the
Roman Vulcan, was H .

Hephaistos

233 - The goddess of the land whose
symbol was wheat and who was
identified with the Roman Ceres was
D .

Demeter

234 - It is not clear whether Moira or
fate was superior to the gods. Usually
the gods (accept/do not accept)
the superiority of Moira.

accept

235 - Besides the major gods there were
also lesser divinities such as the nymphs.
The nymphs are often divided into Naiads,
Dryads, and Oreads. Belief in the
existence of nymphs still - - - - (persists/
does not persist) in some parts of modern
Greece.

persists
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236 - The so-called mystery cults
involving the worship of such gods as
Isis, Dionysus, Osiris
(were/were not) popular among the
Greeks.

were

237 - The ruler of the Underworld
was Pluto. His wife was Persephone,
the daughter of Demeter. When Pluto
first kidnapped Persephone Demeter
neglected her duty to make things grow
on earth and caused a famine. Finally
a compromise was worked out whereby
Persephone lived half of the year with
her mother on earth and half of it with
her h - - - - in the Underworld.

husband

238 - Heroes in Greek mythology Hercules
were usually descendants of a god and (Heracles)
had unusual strength. Some of the
famous heroes include Theseus, Jason,
Perseus, and H

239 Look at the family tree of the gods.
Try to explain it in your own words.
Check your answer.

Chaos

Hera. Zeus Poseidon Reao Demeter tie-44ict

Eatt+h N ea"el
(Ge) (Utomus)

CT0403 Rhea Other Mans

Chaos was the first
god. He gave birth
to Earth (also called
Ge) and Heaven (also
called Uranus).
Earth and Heaven mar-
ried. Their children
were the Titans. Tw
of the Titans, Cronos
and Rhea, married.
Their children were
Hera, Zeus,
Poseidon, Pluto,
Demeter, and Hestia.
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240 - The daughters of Zeus
and Memory (Mnemosyne) were
Clio, Euterpe, Thalia, Melpomene,
Terpsichore, Erato, Polyhymnia,
Urania, and Calliope. These
goddesses were patronesses of
various arts and types of literature.
They are called the M .

Muses

241 - Gods and goddesses frequently
married their own brothers and
sisters. A good example was the
marriage between Zeus and Hera.
The gods wanted to preserve the
purity of the divine ichor, the
substance they had in place of
b .

blood

242 - Let us now turn our attention
to the English derivatives learned in
this unit. The English word mythological

_
Af

A
ti 17

"
0 S

means legendary or related to a myth
or story and comes from the Greek word

243 - The English word Homeric means e/
0,4 Wo 0 s"related or pertaining to Homer" and

comes from the Greek name .

244 - The English word necrology means ..-
-le E /re o"death notice or obituary" and comes

from the Greek word .

245 - The English word anthropomorphic 1/
a," i9/s /4/?O S

means "having the characteristics of
man" and comes from the Greek word

246 - The English word Olympian means al,s
t../ A I./du ri, 0 s"celestial or god-like" and comes from

the Greek word .
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247 - The English word necromancy YE ire 0 ""e
.means "foretelling the future through

contacting the dead" and comes, from
the Greek word

248 - The English word theology means ,s. .....

VE OS
"the science examining everything about
God" and comes from the Greek word

249 - The English word heliolatry
ci
0.t ez.V

means "sun worship" and comes
from the Greek word .

250 - The English word heliotrope et I)741osindicates "a type of plant that turns
toward the sun" and comes from the
Greek word .

251 - The English word patriarchal ...
1Tot 7 ,tomeans "ruled or dominated by fathers"

and comes from the Greek word - - .

252 - The English word matriarchal ..
/0 7 r WI'means "ruled or dominated by mothers"

and comes from the Greek word - - - - .

253 - The English word heliograph a1A/orindicates "a mirror device used for
giving signals" and comes from the
Greek word .
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LESSON 25 Unit Review ]

Specific Objectives

1. To review the morphology and use of the genitive case as thus far
presented.

2. To review the morphology and meaning of the aorist tense active.

3. To review the sententiae presented in this unit.

:(-rjrrd
4,
orioev

de? 0 ta-v ;

Trio-reue tve-r19,4;vroos
rt.? 6'af).

146.-voi oe t9co)

ocrdie o)

chic iuca

stX0 le rel

E u cit al 'o.:1 Ti

*PVC

:(ALI p4;ved

AL1r9s di.frouro,

Gros,
/

s 7:1"ie7ee 7.; t99r7 °Mtn uric)
(Wei crii

7eZs 4'ear440 ire() -viorl.

tre)- 'AO ?-rd ea) xe3404 Iii-vimi.

Ireas 77; v °Lc/ lels
1-te 7a- rot 7-4

lecorpa-r 9SePodfrl 4i ovtirou cg)ra
or.4t 411.irir,o0s.

nrls duo oid 'cr` We he A S

Simonides

Aristotle

Proverb

Proverb

Proverb

Xenophon

Proverb

Sophocles

Proverb

Plato

4. To review the sententiae presented in previous units.
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Activities

Have the students work through the following frames of the Programmed Text.
Some may be done in lock step. Some may be finished for homework.

254 - Let's now review the
quotations about Greek mythology
that we have learned in this unit,,
The English meaning of each
quotation is given plus the author's
name. Supply the Greek andcheck
your answer.

Even gods don't fight necessity.
(Simonides)

el -Ye7 yea oe. d EN &co:
psi Xf 0 `V rd 1 .

255 - When divine power confers
well-being what need do we have
of friends? (Aristotle)

et
0 rd.", a cia7,4, 4,- EE

T'/d1 dr,, ." de: r0;Advv ;
i

256 - Don't trust people but
only a god. (Greek Proverb)

Ali) virretic :tve,fig: Ir 0/S
2 % t N e
44 A AsC /4 0-VGal rela RC l41.

I t t

257 Only gods live without
pain. (Greek Proverb)

. e AO % 4/
I/O-VW or vco, sive u

A L.; 79 s dare, 1. 0' / .

258 - The god arranges everything
as he pleases. (Greek Proverb)

t ol . , A
0 Core ONg VW -$ 74 .7, V IV
Cdrreo r a tirai :9°1v-ire /.

259 Zeus, our savior and
victory. (Xenophon) 2 e Ls 0°407 910 eat 1 'VI trAp

260 - Progress is made with the
help of Athena and with the help
of your own hand. (Greek
Proverb)

trtt -1,/ A l 1 1-brot Ira,
.,xr 'pia ir; -r E I

261 - Even Ares doesn't fight
against necessity. (Sophocles)

. . a
7Tfro V T9-y a lee< ketrIne
wad' 1,097 s :I) r B%e- r a rd / .
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262 - Aphrodite is a dead
thing without Dionysus and
Demeter. (Greek Proverb)

%

'V e Off° le IA Op o eh
,,
7-*

'
ZI i co "VI; Cot/ dtx a kef I

...Too s credo ad
ea Nfiwor4s .

---.2P--.1re2L__
263 - Even Hercules doesn't
stand against two opponents
at once. (Plato)

264 - Let's now review the
quotations learned in previous
units. Read the Greek care-
fully and try to provide the
English meaning plus the
source. Check your answer.

roto.,"19, c' 'a u rem.* Know thyself. (Thales)

265 -

77w -vr fie ,0,
et .

All things are in flux.
(Heraclitus)

266 -
NAipafi "le a rev

Nothing in excess.
(Proverb)

267 -
604 A 4 r rat, Og;Ast r Y.(.

Sea! Sea! (Xenophon)

268 -
01A oeo si /of grou
trofiep-r Irls.

Philosophy is life's
guiding principle. (Proverb)

269 - r a N,

EIS cd-r17,0
f a 3

0 uo a is 070"/D .

One man is no man.
(Proverb)

270 - 1 . s4ris de fi cos °free
)(putr66 14/204;r0S;

What is life without golden
Aphrodite? (Mimnermus)

271 - ,/ Aobwt ,....0
Orkne E errr E tipe I Y Mov
ttAUrra-P. OL che-vSs.

It is not possible for anyone
to find a life without sorrow.
(Menander)
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272 -
.2, y;,...., ,t, ryit r t E4 o- 7-1"-r

:(AA .1 e6 5e$-1..

It is not a grea mg to ive
but to live well is a great
thing. (Plato)

273 ;
Ai a re"' MO t., E'er/ if.,1A0 s

i .
a ed xr0 -roe).

The measure of life is
beauty, not length of time.
(Plutarch)

274 -
0 :lvE 3 E To 1 eTOS ielos oti.. .0
off. c.a 70 s ead v Kona° 77 cel

For man the unexamined
life is not worth living.

275 -
re1-00)5 7r :is a ,61,-. s.

All of life is a stage,

276 - , .. c ,. ..
a /8/c2 r ,eft x us., )7 ere reyr
Ai et A' * ;7. .

Life is short but art is long.

277 -
)0. e',/ el,t4; TO :,Apsd !rd/
To c:01.4 Er.< ;It,"A. y? ifcii ril.Aos .

I am alpha and omega, the
beginning and the end.
(NeW Testament)

278 -
ge I 0 S et°frympo s.

Divine Homer.(Aristophanes)

279 - a,
Ali -v1 -e .1 El WE die .7 .74,41croiciv

IAA. IACias .

Sing, Q goddess, about the
anger of Achilles, the son of

31 280 - "I "a le cep .1 A4 0 I V.V. le e Ire AI 0 LI red
ITO Xr; r", erre V.

O Muse, tell me of the man
who travelled much . (Homer)

281 -

Oleo Otrirare, Asos 4-;77-

O goddess, daughter of
Zeus, speak. (Homer)

282 - .
re, ei:i./ 4 t cc., ,r4p mot rp et s

19 -v I rfro.v .

Trojans died on behalf of
their native land. (Euripides)

283 -
r otxd I -I'd Tee:id Ott upSo tit S

:di Try AC criotS it/ I:s ytd -,..1 t t1-6 s
:90 t-e.

Wretched Troy having de-
stroyed thousands for the sake
of one woman. (Euripides)
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%284 - eeeft., pf. C 0 4/510 s

iej./e., ?I- e ...rp0 e at .

Happiness has fallen, Troy
has fallen. (Euripides)

285 - Let us now review some of
the things we have learned in this
unit about the genitive case.

The genitive case has many uses
but one of the most important is
to show possession or to express
the relationship which we express
in English with the word "o- -".

of

286 - So far in Greek we have met
three cases: the nominative, which
indicates the subject of a sentence;
the accusative, which indicates the
direct obje\ci.; the g - - - - which
indicates possession.

genitive

287 - The English possessive case
is in some respects the equivalent
of the Greek genitive. The possessive
case is formed in English by adding
's or - - - - to the word.

288 - Many times in Greek the
genitive singular ending will be -ou
or -8. The genitive plural ending is
always .

Gale

289 - In the following frames locate
the word in the genitive case. Check
your answer.

0 / A o (re p $ igt fl/ou kU1571,07 9 r * s

, ..
,...7-, o u

290 -
00/ A o ero gge "Mt)V Hufier vor)7s,

...

t to V
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291

a 0 0-09144 To;.; 0 e oto A 11 A?efitvros. To 3 6 1 t oi.)

292 -

0/10re 0:4 ray ataxy Irvfie,0-479s. r71-e S'eav
293 -

141A 0 roji;,4
., 4 114

Tole 017 c'pe:Arre u

eil fie 1*-v P 7 s .

TOO : e v ar, I:i Ire li

294 -

01Aoropii4 T'S re )111'07S

if lifitio" 7S .

r$s rx,e)7se

295 -

gilled-qt.( re:re rcx-v6f's)-r
/rtificio-ervs.

/4

red "V TE Ae V w.)°

296 -

0/ActroylLt TI/S re-votieoS
irt99ERVP7 r* g .

..
71.,- rmvalAros

297 -

soilo ro ask
4., s

7,rot/ WV 00 S

lf a/3 Er, -r T*S .

TO 47) :6(104,50er:0S

298 -
A o roOiot 7L- : P r O jil0 1 4 ) "v

Arl 1 /gEle'r T* S .

T Z Z "r :1 "V 8140 a 10

299 -

0 i A ocre)64( ri?'s 7rOAcws
PfLifi coo -ri7 s

s 77o' Ac ws

300

Oiro 'did TZ Y 77.(;A e 41 V
ArtiffEr, -709 7* S .

n71.7/ Yr;A e ert.., V
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301 - In the following frames read
the Greek carefully and give the
meaning of the Greek sentence in
English. Check your answer.

0, ..
10/Aorosiiipt /Picot) IrvAS'Elo-rp T'S. Philosophy is life's guiding

principle (or the guiding
principle of life).

302 -
96/A 0 co itS4c re Scar.)

iry fie, -r 7 'is .

Philosophy is the guiding
principle of the god (or the
god's guiding principle).

303 -
0. A 0 0- 0 pf e c( roc.; e:t letipos

Moitgefi-rV T), s .

Philosophy is the guiding
principle of the man (or the
man's guiding principle).

304 -

93, A 0 r.0 si ;4 Ttis y-o-leate bras
ir o e v. 7 s .fifi v

Philosophy is the guiding
principle of the woman (or
the woman's guiding principle).

305 - ,
0, Aoe-osifist l's. rloAr cur

"rUfig, -r9 7" s .

Philosophy is the guiding
principle of the city (or the
city's guiding principle).

306 -
01 Acre Ord I,t-r 4o Z -I,

1, 'V VIry
.0

7/ Sf3

Philosophy is the guiding
principle of the men (or the
men's guiding principle).

307 -
0i Aa ro gilet To cr koIAous

If U/Ssefi WA, ros .

Philosophy is the guiding
principle of beauty. (or
beauty's guiding principle).

308 -
e0I A o er o 0 tot 7.2 S ote/ge 0 *Y1 et S

**URI/0 "Y* 70 s

Philosophy is the guiding
principle of harmony. (or
harmony's guiding principle),
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309 Let's review some of the things
we have said about the aorist tense in
Greek.. The aorist tense indicates an
action which happened once or at one
time in the past. It is roughly the
equivalent of the English past tense.
The past tense in English is formed
usually by adding - - - - to the
present tense.

-ed .ar -d

310 - The aorist tense in Greek is
frequently recognized by the endings

- OW ,- 0°4S , - re ,

- 0:11.4 CY , - rot TE , - reline .

Many times the letter E is added .

at the b - - - of the verb.

beginning

311 - In the following frames you
will find sentences written in the
present tense. Change the verbs to
the aorist tense.

et,,
ro -i, CIA 4 ViCa 0 71. Ai I A C71 .

rele #77,..0..-b
E A )7 cr ..t .

312 - e,
To-v c.,,,,v,00-e fis, A E7s

0,-,
TO -le L.f,t4 Woe, v
ZsaSi1),o-ds.

rO-y, c'0,0 )7,00 -,,
t- - / re 'V-

313 - c,TOY vii pfione 0/ A e 7 .

314 - % c,
To "V (1/4 *fio -r 0/ /1 0 C,44 E 'V.

rat,/ 11:0044 boo"
* 1 A sie .

315 -
leTo- 14 vfio-e 0/.1e , re .

To -Y `'0,,, >7/0. -se
1.9$ i A a .. re.

316 -Toy10,d4To -i '0/4 *fie', 01 Aotre-i-e. vpiee -se
esti i A )7 av -I. .

317 - .roes OcolAs X.4 7-/* e co W.,
re? ig 19robs

cA:iriocciew,
318 -Mu, .°rout As47-IDELCIS, TqeX us OE e si.rg

319 - .Tows &taus Xs! Tfi eye./ .
roers t9coZrs

1 X cl rpeticre-v.
320 -

Totes a o s Asericoerrome-v. Taus de 0 us.
AE .4 r/oe 1. cvdt v.
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321 -
TOUS egleOUS Ae(Tiot6e T E .

TO 0 S COQS
k X./ rtoc ri 0- .1 r c .

ro 1.%.,c az oL s
pc

Ca"10,, "A) ti0-v
C

322 - ..
roue oleoZs A4 recu o u tri,e.

323 -, 4,A
ro-y #114 t dire Af I r ii, .

324 c,,,
ris) 'V ft I ci- -7, A )0-c i s . my % **le. ...

E 410" a-as.
325 -

TO `Atchre 1.4 le-e7.
rO-v "A , ci,.. .1.
1 7 o° o- e Y.

326 ,-,- ci A
rOne 14 1 d **II Ai i 410-4141/1 4 C "V .

70 ". "A ,dry
119 1 - 9 ine,./. e c le.

Toy `As I rre
eid 1 er-O era re .

ro-r 'A I 47-i,
k 1a- a-a -ioi.

327 -%
To -v "A , c42-)0 itilireire .

328
TO-y "A lc bry 1 41(re 7) or) -e .

329 - Give the meaning in English
of the following pattern:

TP17, 714 Ary 0 ; I )7 d.(
I liked the city.

330 7;2y4 At -v i RS ;A*cru s .
You liked the city.

331 - . 0 ,7 -r TT o 14I'Y' ili6%Ago-C-1/.
He (she or it) liked
the city.

332 - % ,rpry rro XI -V l' At A)5 "-di, cle.
We liked the city,

333 - , ,
7-,>-y Ire X r-v ips/ A or-ai re

You liked the city.

334 - % ,r.l. Tro X/ -b c Al rale .

They liked the city.

335 - In this unit we have studied
the following things:

a. Greek mythology and its
importance and influence.

b. The forms and chief use of the
genitive case.

c. The forms and meaning of the
aorist tense.
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d, New quotations about Greek
gods and heroes.

e. The following derivatives:
mythological, Homeric,
necrology, anthropomorphic,
Olympian, necromancy,
theology, heliolatry,j2latmr, heliotrope,
heliograph, patriarchal,
matriarchal.
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APPENDIX I EXTRAUNITAL AND ENRICHMENT WORK

A. Work on the Greek Language

1. The teacher should ordinarily give directions to the class in Greek. The
Greek utterances so used should be t..--ught more or less by repetition and
osmosis. Initially the teacher may have to explain the meaning of a
particular utterance in English:

rp400e. .

7rpotri.GE-re
Trapezmot)4Z,

A I
oceLde.-re .

VaNTIES kat Traeat
77,066:xge rev .

Op t9o's .

Opt9oi

;1)94.

op VOLL

1)

°WO(' SC:4.TE. TOL

Eapkvei -frac.

AL /3.a/01.

Come forward! (Singular)

Come forward! (Plural)

Please!

Sing!

Everybody!

Attention! Listen!

Look here.

Good!

In standing position!
singular)

In standing position!
plural)

In standing position!
singular)

In standing position!
plural)

Open your books.

Peace to all of you.

(Masculine,

(Masculine,

(Feminine,

(Feminine,
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Am/11 roar°.

..A4 en To0TO ,

11.01 V 'MS 0 V0110.640 .

A /
OrAlareiA) ®c TOUT0

ro3 ro

.liprit roil) ro

voliran StoPipets

Take this. (Singular)

Take this. (Plural)

I will call the roll.

Read this.

Say this. (Singular)

Say this. (Plural)

Open your writing materials.

2. The teacher may wish to teach some of the following brief poems to the
class which are recorded on Tape F:

9I.A0) ..olitreLV )A Tp eicras,
01.2w ;i fec't Se et tietv.
PI Si IBayo 13 e Tom ,cop Says
Epedrex pi) vov tuar.

I wish to speak of the Atreidae.
I wish to sing about Cadmus.
But my lyre resounds only with
songs of love. (Anacreontic)

al / t rii g
TaVI(Lrett YAL glIVOS 'Cos peoicw The man who sits opposite you

a,/ ,,ft EV uftfip,--66.ris t and listens to you sweetlyifoollos

aq Otiffet ga( rAccef ith .60etio.speaking seems to me to be
equal to the gods. (Sappho)

COLS IOTTO-1104 et .

712 My', &net/ v Acitkaatt o vtiots tint -r4cie.

Kap Oct -rots icalvitly tfmillA °Let. 7re4Ocir Lvet

Tell them in Lacedaimon, passer-by,
that here obedient to their word we lie. (Simonides)

)(tx 1LirOv rb 1,44 op066014
x3L.2 &may Si K.,1
rit as TrW7ep ov St -mewl wie
OCTrOl'lloACtietty ft/ AoZvTa. .

It is difficult not to love. It
is also difficult to love. But
it is a more difficult thing to
fail in love. (Anacreon)
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rroa Es E viZv iTs
E1E1) 9E130; TZ "TrOLTft

is*
OL,

41-AEU eepOUTE S Tire CS QS

ri Cet Cd. 8Euwv TZ TrOtTpiLuiv
, BriKOS TE 770070 VW/

V; v tc.twlf) woiv-rw #1/ ctr

Et TO lea,A:3S evki Glatio
ttpt,T GS 14 EPOS ate T t y C7r,
Aftiv 174.1 Taiv TOUT' earl-

YELie I TtfAn
CE A>CiLCSk w'* crrE6S oi/7
tA eep (At v Try rvaLih
k ovrtipoorw .?ptSytteOL

dloytti

1Tot O 09p ay a Oa. va-r
pots:ft-rot,

wag tilos oAdirr K

.VGGOrtit
ttfri asatesc /Aka

wet Sof?
1-4.4 , Zip ov

Go, children of the Greeks, set
the fatherland free, set the
children free, set the women
free and the altars of the
ancestral gods and the graves
of the ancestors. Now the
struggle is for everything.
(Aeschylus)

If the best part of virtue is to
die well, Fate gave us this from
among all other men. We
labored to win Freedom for
Greece and here we lie possessed
of praise that does not grow old.
(Simonides)

Richly enthroned, deathless
Aphrodite, child of Zeus, en-
chantress, please, break not
my heart with sorrow and with
anguish, 0 Queen. (Sappho)

3. The teacher may wish to have the students learn some of the following
songs which are recorded on Tape G:

The Lazy Boy (to the tuner of "Frere Jacques")

Trot see j.gi.s ; Tra ,09
*EV IV t , LN kAtV tt

-rt ka.eh taus ; 61 t Tt

YU 6TOL
/

WV 1/1) eT019.

a.` 5-e....111)o/s ;

140tOttfatLS
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O Dear, What Can the Matter Be

Ab EV te Tt 'Tait rt.r..,
, 0.7 , It foie. yirova

lb it 1 tea Tl 1TOTL vetroVt...;c SOTti Trort yelOVE eat .;

The Snail (to the tune of "Pop Goes the Weasel")

:11 t Z) iTZ Iov k &TOL

ea 1,Lp Ot koS errttl.
GIS Tra Taip IT 0 9 E.T, WE 71-A tI J

MICTriros Trp aro:Trims

4. The teacher may wish to have the students learn some of the following
seasonal greetings and songs which are also recorded on Tape G:

KOZIL .X/41 CrovLvvet,
3 % % Ig ,se

EM TWA -TO vtlte VroS

ka..A Av L ortAv l'ac-rwv .

Merry Christmas !

Happy New Year!

Happy Hannukah!

Silent Night 1 S.
AtC9(05 viryig ) 8eLta. ',us ,
*trailer*. t dovroi
Tr .2 'Iv Si Trap en v 0 I) IA it Tp O 1 Ina Slov
vta% a te, pLrefx0. 0...;
fawimpy Ro.eet f 4 taw 7.Av mipv

tnovpavhd.1 7.Au k6v.

Angels, We Have Heard on High
;XXV leteni k ot; f 94 v

a on upve.OvTiOV
s IARat "44 vat el LC potrrac

Kat on mTirtre ov T
gjta Kal iv afar-els Ogg
64 la kaLl iv 40 17013 19E4.
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0 Little Town of Bethlehem*
114114,24 ?anti Till lin Osard
Rote:leaf 1.10 Gig
Kai 61 kat T0011 OUpair03
oas Tor. .3upoom.Ft yt
vrobs if/4400 Coto 6i A.41.477tt

alviertpo TO #L S
TO ekci Tog -r%o rpowar et I 0

TO asp et o egos..
*In Katharevusa, Modern Greek

5. Additional work should be done on the sententiae learned in the course.
Lively classroom debates may be held on the veracity or falsehood of
certain of the sententiae. Modern applications of the sententiae may be
discussed. After the students have learned to read and write the sententiae,
they should be asked to illustrate the sententiae perhaps using magazine or
newspaper clippings. For example, a picture of,Rey. Leon Sullivan's.
Progress Plaza might illustrate the quotation 6vv AGotva lea) repot kwu.
A picturesof some Biafrans killed in battle might illustrate I faio LS uvrtp
rit.TF0.1 OiettegOV. The possibilities for such contemporary illustration of
sententiae are almost endless. The sententia illustrated should be written
in Greek clearly and artistically. Students should be asked to explain and
defend their choice of illustrations.

The reverse sides of the visual cues have the sententiae printed there. The
teacher may wish to devise games involving the reverse sides of the visual
cues. Students might be called upon to read the Greek aloud and to explain
its meaning. The teacher must be careful to avoid showing the Greek on
the visual cues to the students before there has been thorough aural-oral
control of the sententiae.

B. Work on the Cultural Background

1. If library facilities are available during the class period the class might
occasionally meet in the library to do research on particular topics con-
nected with the regular cultural background.
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2. Research reports may be assigned on the authors from whom Greek
quotations have been learned.

3. Supplementary filmstrips and sound films from the School District's Audio
Visual Library, the Audio Visual Center of the Philadelphia Classical
Society, the Instructional Kit, and others sources should be used.

These filmstrips and sound films should be integrated as far as possible
into the cultural theme of the unit being taught.

4. The reading in English translation of the masterpieces of Greek literature
should be encouraged. The many excellent paperback editions available
are particularly suitable for this purpose. The works read might be
discussed in class or reported on in writing by the students.

5. Bulletin board displays connected with the cultural themes of the units
should be encouraged. The artistic talents of the students should be brought
into play here.

6. Trips to the Greco-Roman sections of the University Museum are very
worthwhile. A guided tour may be arranged by calling the Museum.

. Work on English Derivatives and Cognates

1. The filmstrip WORDS DERIVED FROM LATIN AND GREEK should be
shown, explained, and discussed.

2. The teacher might wish to prepare derivative crossword puzzles after the
students have been taught to read and write derivatives and their roots.

3. If sets of dictionaries are available in the classroom these might be used
in place of exposition and questioning by the teacher. The teaching of
reading and writing derivatives must precede dictionary work.

4. Students may also be asked to find the etymologies and meanings of technical
words met in science classes.
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APPENDIX II BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR TEACHER REFERENCE

Praenotandum: This Bibliography for Teacher Reference is in no sense exhaustive.
It is hoped that the works listed here will form the core of a reference library that
will be available to each teacher.

A. Works on Classical Language Pedagogy

Brooks, Nelson. LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGE LEARNING, 2nd ed.
New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1964.

Lado, Robert. LANGUAGE TEACHING: A SCIENTIFIC APPROACH,
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964.

Latimer, John (ed.). THE AIRLIE CONFERENCE BLUE BOOK,
Oxford, Ohio: American Classical League, 1965.

Latimer, John (ed). THE OXFORD CONFERENCE REPORT.
Oxford, Ohio: American Classical League, 1968.

B. Works in or on the Greek Language

Allen, W. Sydney. VOX GRAECA. Cambridge, England:
Cambridge University Press, 1968.

Chase, Alston Hurd and Phillips, Henry. A NEW GREEK READER.
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1954.

Crosby, Henry Lamar and Schaeffer, John Nevin. AN INTRODUCTION TO
GREEK. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc. , 1928.

Kennedy, E. C. FOUR GREEK AUTHORS, New York:
St. Martin's Press, 1968.

Liddell, Henry and Scott, Robert, rev. by Jones, Henry and McKenzie,
Roderick. A GREEK-ENGLISH LEXICON, Oxford, England: Oxford
University Press, 1940.

Nash-Williams, A.H. THE SPIRIT OF GREECE. New York:
St. Martin's Press, 1967.
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Peckett, C.W.E. and Munday, A.R. THRASYMACHUS. Shrewsbury,
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